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You will recall that the General Aslemb~ asked me, in the name of the United

Nations and 'by the means most appropriate in my jUdgment, to seek the release of

the eleven United States fiiers and e.U other captured personnel of the United

NatiQnS Coame.nd atll1 de'ta1ned. t _ going to Peking because I believe personal

talks with Mr. Chou En-leL PriM Minister of the State Council and Minister of

toreign Affairs of the People fa llepubllc of. ChiDa, m1gh~ prove to be helpfUl in the

b.!scharge of' this responsibility. I do nct't knov what the outcome will be. I can,
\

~nly say that I aball do my best, 'bearing in mind not only the important inter-

m.ational interests so plainly involved, but e.lso the very personc.l interests of the

individual human beings and their tamilie. that are at rrtake.

* *** *
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STATEMENT BY SECRE"fARY-GENERAL DAG RAMMARSKJOlJ)
$ •

IN, THE GENERAL. ASSEMBLY 1 FOUOWING THE VG1E ON THE. UNITED

STATES I'IEM ON THE 11 AmMEN

Mr. Pres1dE:lnt,

At the end of this debate I would like to state that as Secrutary-Gun0ra1 I

assume the responsibilities imposed on my office in the resolution just approved

with a. deep sense of the importance of the issue. I need not assure you that I

will do everything with:!.n my power to serve the interests of this Organization.

,In the final paragraph (4) of the resolution the 82ezetary-General is

requested to make continuing and unremitting efforts for the release of the persons

concerned "bl the means most appropria.te in his Judgement. n I in-wrpret this

qua.l:ification a.s a.pplying generally, including also the mandate se1i forth in .

paragraph 3. Several speakers, especially the distinguil:lhed delega'te of FranC}e,

have made statements supporting me in that view.

In paragraph 4 there is also a request for a progress report "on or 'before

31 December ~954." I am sure I interpret this demand correctly, if I do not see

in the date mentioned a dead-line, and if I, 1n meeting my obligation to report,

do so in the way which in my judgment 1s most in harmony With the ir.teres1i of

the task pursued. Here again I aa.n base myself on what has been stated in this

debate, with special clarity by 'the delegate of France.

* *** *
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THE SECRETARY..GElIJER'u.. t S MESSrtGE FOR,
HUMAN RIGHTS DAY - 10 DECEMBER 1954

Many words and documents have emerged from the nine years' deliberations

and activities of the United Nations. Some have passed out of sight. others

continue to gather value and vitality with the passing years as they become part

of the fabric of international society.

One is, of course, the United Nations Charter itself. .mother 1s the

Universal Declaration of Human Rights.

The Charter affirms the close relationship between the cause of peace and

the promotion of h'WllaIl rights and freedoms. The Declaration sets out what the

community of nations recognizes as such rights and freedoms.

The Declaration of Human Rights is more than an historic document. It is

a liVing thing inspiring national constitu.tions, laws and treaties to new and

more far reaching expressions of its ideals. What it represents i~ becoming part

of man's consciousness allover the world.

Attainment of the high standards proclaimed in the Declaration will not

result from governmental action alone; for here, progress is a matter of steady,

patient effort by each one of us. Nowhere perfection is reached, but progress

is steady and gives us hope for advance everywhere.

In commemorating the sixth anniversary of the adoption of the Universal

DeClaration of Human Rights we not only salute those who conceived, drafted

and proclaimed this international bill of rights; we aclmowledge our individual

responsibility to help in realizing its aims, and to follow the path to which

it is a guide.
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SECRETARY-GENERAL rS MEsSAGE TO. W0RLD VETERANS FEDERATION ASSEMeLY. ........_===~

(The following message from UN Secretary-General Dag Hammarskjold to the
World Veterans Federation's annual ge~eral' assembly, now meeting in Vienna, was
read to the assembly at its openinB meeting yesterday, ell behalf of the Secretary
General, by Dr. V.A.M. Beermann, Representative in Vienna of the UN High
Commissioner for Refugees.).

If I may start on a'personal note: I recall with pleasure the visit to

United Nations Headquarters last summer' of the World Veterans Federation's President

and members of its CounciL The gift they brought me -- a replica of the ice-axe

which Tenzing used to scale Mount Everest --occupies an honored place in my

office; and I ~hould like to take this opportunity of s~ing thank you to the

Federation's whole membership.

As this Vienna assembly of the World Veterans Federation meets, there is no

organized war anywhere in the world f0r the first time in a quarter of a century.

I can think of no other,group of men for whom this fact could be more signif~cant

than for you who have known war so intiiaately. For, this fact alone, I am sure", we

must all share some feeling of gratefulness. And it is inevitable and, I ,think,

proper that we should draw some encouragement from it without in any way losing

sight of the dangers and realities of current international relations.

In the same way, we must take hope from two recent unanimous decisi'ons in the

United Nations General Assembly. One of these supports the establishment of an

International Atomic Energy Agency within the United Nations framework of

agencies to help bring the peacefUl benefits of atomic energy to the whole,world.

The other calls for a fresh'attempt among the world's powers to find soras road

toward disarmament. With full recognition of all the difficulties that lie ahead,

the Assembly's action on ~tomic energy opens up a new avenue for eo-operation,

even in a world divided, which could become an epoch-making example for the future.

As for disarmament, we all know the situation. The arms which you bore With honor

have been laid down i but the spectre of another war still haunts the world so that

it has as yet been unable to shed the economic burden of constantly turning out new

(more)
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armaments which are becoming more dreadful and more costly as time goes on. The

Assembly's decision to make another start on the disarmament pl"oblem is primarily

rrocedural, on the surface, but unuerlying the unanimous will to try again is a

growing awareness, shared, I believe, ~ all, of the fa.teful consequences ~ all,

of another war fought with such' weapons.

Since I last had occasion to send a message to your annual general assembly,

I have noted with gratification that the membership, of the World Veterans Federa

tion has been increased by a number of organiza.tions from ~ountries qf Asia and

, the Pacific as well as from Africa..; This new growth of your Federation I s influence

and the corresponding enlargement of the human resources from which it draws its

strength will redound'to the benefit not only of the Federation and all its member

organizations but, I am sure, to that of the United Nations also.

I feel I can say this because I am .confident that the World Veterans Federa

tion will go on lending its support'not only ~o the ideals and principles of the

United Nations but to concrete, practical programs to further those ideals. Since

. tbe very inception of the World Veterans Federation, emphasis has been laid on

cooperation between your organization and ours. I need only mention our joint

efforts in the field of physical rehabilitation to illustrate how our collaboration

is already bearing fruit in terms of practical accomplishments. We at the United
(

Nations look forward to an indefinite continuation of this cooperation and to

continuing close ties in the future between the World Veterans Federation and

the United Nations.

* *** *
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STATEl-1ENT BY SECRETiillY ooGENERAL DAG HAMMARSKJOLD
, .

AT ANNtDU. DINNEB OF THE ADVE'RTISmG COUNCIL
': .

AT THE WALDORF ASTORIA,WEmESIlI\Y,

NOVEMBER 11, 1954, AT 8:00 PeM. (EST)

;" Mr., Chairman,

May I express my personal thanks for the opportunity to ~ewith, you tonight

at this annual dinner of the Advertising Council.

Mal I also take this opport\Ulity of expressing my admiration, for the great

American tradition of public service. This tradi.tion -- as, eXpr6/:Jsed in all 'Walks

.and conditions of life, from the neighbourhood.. association to national institutiOl'1s

-- impresses most guests of the United States, as it has impressed me, as one of

the main well-springs of the vigor of your country. The aims of tbej~vertising

Council, as I understand them, are mnifestations of that tradition, in ita chosen

field. So is the honor you have paid tonight to the record of pu;blic service of

"one of the outstanding leaders of American business, Mr. Charles E. Wilson. I

mow that I may interpret the fact that you asked the SecretarY-General of the

United NattOJ;ls. to be your speaker on this occasion as evidence of your awareness oj

the contribution that this tradition of PUblic service can make to the wider world

of which America is both part and partner.

As my ,subject tonight I have chosen a proposition in the form,of a question

that my surprise you when coming from one who has accepted with deep conviction

the r~sponsibilities of the Office I hold-~ "Why a United Nations?- My reason

for choosing this title is a simple' one. I believe that much misunderstanding

'persists of the real basis for existence of the United Nations and of its present

role and future possibilities, not Only among those who may be skeptical, or

indifferent, or even hostile, but among i te many weU...wisl!ers. ,

The hope of a better understanding of what :the United Nations is~eally all

about depends to a large extent in this age upon the manner in which the techniqu6

of mas communication -- press, radio, television -- with their related arts -~ ax

(more)
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applied to the problem. We are learning that these techniques, with their power

to rea.ch, 'inform ano. influence mss audiences on world issues, have·introduceo. a

powerful new element into the conduct of foreign relatione" ~s they.have in

domestic politics. We know alao that they leno. thems~lvestp preJudice and passion

as readily as. they do to understaIlo.ing and enlightenment.

In this ,field, Just as in the realm of atomio energy, our civilization has

been confronted by a great challenge. This is the ohallenge of a technical

progress that thI-eatensto outrun the development of human relations and the social

consoienoe. Unless we succeed in catching up with our inventions, the very skills

which now make it possible for humanity to rise to material and aocial heights

h1thertobeyono. ,reaoh m.\y instead plunge us into an age of physical destruction

ano. social dissolution.

'. The overriding problem of o~ time is ,how we respond to this challenge. Our

a.ttitud~ toward thepurpoees that the United Nations was oreateo. to serve will
, .

·form part of .the l'eeponse.

Let us recall for a moment what the circumstanoeswsre that prevailed at the

·~ime when the Organization came. into being•. The Charter was signed in San FranciscA

ip. ·:the closin~ dE\YS of the l'lar. A weary and war-sickened humanity longing for a

. peace tha:twould last, quite naturaUy tended to mistake what was essentially a

~ta.temen~ of high p~oses for the achievement of those purposes. Too many

mistook what was on:i.y the beginning of the rood toward .effective world or~nization

.'. for the end of it. In the mood of 'lmconditiona.l surrender of the spring of 1945,

unconditional peace was a natural illusion. IneVitably illWlion bred disillusion.

Some of the provisions of the Charter refleot the circ,umatance that it was

d.re;wn up by.a war-time coal:!tion at the moment of Victory. This coalition dio.

not survive more than a few months after the end of the war. Beoause of the

ma.nn.er in which the coalition split apart, the United Nationa, alth~it has

dane .much to prevent and stop llm1ted military confl:!cte, hae not been able to

· or~ize the universal system of collective security envisaged in the Charter •

. Instead, other means have been aought by the nationa to achieve a greater measure

of security.

The fear of another world war has never been absent since the Charter came

into force nine years ago last October 24th. If one thinks of the role of the

UI:li ted Nations primarily in terms of a world authority with power to enforce

peace, then the United Nationa my be considered a failure so far and it will be

difficult to find in the present world scene much ground for hope in its future.

(more)
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This approach, I believe, is unrealistic and historically unwarranted. Let

us seek a broader elld more searching perspective. Then a very different picture

emerges, The underlying reason for the existence of the United Nations

transcends both the circumstances of its creation and world politioal'developments

since ~hat time. That reason is the inter-dependence of the world in whioh we live

We c,ould not escape it if we would, Technologically we are forced to live as

neighbours in one world, at a time when we are still deeply divided in many other

ways.

In .a world divided ... in spite of inter-dependence -- world orgm1za.tion is,

of course, operating afJ:I.inst heavy odds. There are 11m!ts upon i te effeotiveness

that can only be pushed back with time. But all who believe in the capacity of

me.nkind, to respond to the challenge of our age should look upon it as a necessary

alld natural development. In this aense the United Nations represents the

beginning of an oreJUlic process through' which the diversity of peoples and their

governments are struggling to find the common ground upon which we Call live

together in the one world that has been thrust upon us before we were ready. In

the words of Albert Schweitzer, in his recent Nobel Prize speech, man bae beoome

superman -- in the field of technology. In other respects we may feel that he is

less than worthy in his behaviour of being described even as man.
. ,

The choice that confronts all peoples in the atomic and hydrogen age is to

learn to live together in a way worthy of IllfU1'S aspirations or be oon~mned to

death, spiritually and physically, as inhuman supermen. When cOn:rronted with such

a choice there can 'be only one answer for the positive spirit. That is why the

United Nations exists, That is why your President ca.lls it "a sheer necessity"

and why the leaders of other nations from London to Moscow to New Delhi speak in

similar terms, The world politioal scene of 1954 is very different in~ ways

from the scene of 1945, but the need for the United Nations has only grown more

evident with the years.

One my, of course, readily grallt the need for soma kind of world or~1.~(1.tier

alld still have many doubts about the adequa.cy and effeotiveness of the Unitl:n:':,

Nations as an expression of that need~ It i~ true that the United Nat.:=.ons possess€:

little leSll and material power. Virtually every decisiOl', taken in the United

Nations is a re.cOIllIIlendation to the Member Governments conczrned 'I'dth~.'~'.· .. ~ ~'J:':' .:.;'

binding effect. I think most observers of the international Bcene, y, ,:;, 'j.~~:,. ~b

divisions and differences in political and social systems, in outlook ~nd culture
, .'

and way of life, would agree that the world is far fran ready for a.ny supra-nation

(more)
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authority. This means that 'the United Nations is and must be a YoJ.untary

ore/lnizat1on of i~dependerit"sovereign·na.tions. ' It acts by persuasion andconmon

oonsent, no't q,compulsion. '. IIi this respect the United Nations is an expression

. in ~ternational\1fe of that beltef in "voluntarism" which I found eJCpreeJsed

in another oontext in the-annual report of the Advertising Council for 1953-54.
The record and future possibilities of the United Nations can be understood

better if we bear these facts always in mind. The United Nationa, in i~B aims,

is theresponaeof the Member coUntries tohistorical:necessity. The record of

the United Nations 'is' determined by the sum total' of the policies of . its Member

~ountries in relation to each other and the 'aims of the Charter. Thus the United

Na:tions is not an institution set apart from and above the governments, and to

be judged as such. It offers a meeting place, and a moral impetus and institution..

al framework for the cooperation of these -Governments in programs ,of common benefit·.

The degree of its effectiveness is not determined by the framework, ,but by the

inanner in which the Member Governments aot, orfail to act, inside that framework.

, Contra17 to popular belief, such constitutional provisions as to I,ower _of

veto': a's written in the: Charter impose few limitations, upon' positiva action in the

whole vast area of action open to the processes, of peaceful cooperation. The

meaningful limitation lies in the power to withhold consent which the Charter

reserved to all the respective' national governments. It could not, be, otherwise

in a 'voluntary association. Thus, what are called the failures of the United

'Nations are really' the' failures of the governments, and its succes~es are their

successes. Both are part of that process ~f learning .to live together in peace

aila' ~derstand1ng of which the United Nations is at once the symbol and an

instrument.

, , , Given the intractability of mny' problems and the,extent of the ohaJ,;J..enge with

whioh teohnology has confronted our sooiety, it is no wander that the record has

been uncertain and the issuerem1na in· doubt. But ,.the process goes on. Far fram

baving reaicheda dead-end- of, any kind, the'development of world organization is

moving, I trust, in a Bound direotion. We B:re begizming to learn"by trial and

error, :how to oope with our situation.

The creation of a world climate more favourable to peace need 'not ~it -

indeed, cannot wait ... - upon a sweeping settlement of the greatest and most .

difficult issues ... issu6s1ike a universal collective security system, dtaarmament,

. the' ide'ologieal conflict or the control6f. atomic energy., The practice of

, (more)
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international cooperation for constructive purposes at many levels and in many

ways -- in the peaceful settlement of political disputes -.: in the peaceful

application ofatamic energy -- in technical assistance for economic development·

-- in literally hundreds of other programs that contribute to economic progress

and social justice in an· inter-dependent'world ·-all this helps to create the

bettsr cl1lIlate we are working toward. In the process we are gaining experience·

and a deeper understanding of the pro.bleme of liVing together in peace.. -We ..

should not abandon or slacken in our efforts to solve the other and more difficult. *
issues. But we shall have better ground to hope tar future progress in breaking

present stalemates if we move steadily forward where the· way 'is open to those·

who have the w:l.ll to follow it.

I said a moment ago that the record of the nations in.' seeking to build 

effective world organization is Unoertain and the 1-esueremainein doubt. Much

has been written about the danger of some irrevocable step that 'Would wipe out at

one stroke the faltering progress of; the past nine years and plunge the world into

another war·. I believe this danger has receded and, will recede further as the

magnitude of the' disaster that would engulf all nations in such a war becomes .

more apparent. But there are dangers of other kinds of which we. must remain aware~

In the absence of a dependable system of universal collective security

it 1s quite natural that the governments. and peoples have been preoccupied with

the immediate and pressing needs of national and regional defense. On the economic

side, where the, need for rapid progress has also been GV1dent,theopportunities

for new and fruitful regional cooperation have often been within easier reach than

those offered by world or~nization.

Now I must emphasize t,he conviction I have previously expressed, that regional

efforts inspired by United Nations purposes should not be considred as in any sense

rivals of the United Nations. On the contrary., regional arrangements are valuable

parts of the larger whole when the building of the parts is so guided as to

contribute to the building of the whole.

The danger to whIch I refer, therefore, does not in any way arise from such

regional cooperation in itself. It arises when the preoccupation of the nations

concerned with such efforts' becomes so intense that only seoondary attention is

paid to the· longer range, but also more fundamental problems of building effective

world organization. That effort should enlist all the brain~ and creative ability

of which the, governments are capable •. It should enlist all thsskill in public-

(more)
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enlightenment and understanding of which the interpreters of foreign policy to

the people .s!'r~ capab.le. For it should be self-evident tha.t no regional

arrangements can provide the final answer to the problema of human survival and

progress in a world irrevocably destined by its teclmology to be ~ neiBhbourhood.

If world oreJlnization were permitted to wither On the vine, they, .too, would be

doomed to failure.

This must not happen. It will not happen if there is sufficient understand

ing of what is at stake and if it is recognized that the works are as important

as the faith. The faith, embodied in the United Nations, will not find the

expression that the world needs without a liVing and developing institution which

can Comtll:l.nd respect and loyalty in increasing measure. The moral power exerted

through the United Nations can become very great ·indeed. It has already influenced

the course of history on some occasions ..-so far too few, alas. In the end such

moral force can have the final word 'in deciding the issue of war or peace.

We should not aoquiesce in regional solutions where a world wide approach is

necessary. Nor should we acquiesce in words where action is called for., Resolu

tions do not present solutions unless they reflect a firm will to work together

in giving effect to the texts on which agreement has been reached. The decision

is a starting point. As such it may be immensely important, but if it is not

followed up in practical action, if it is in any way resarded as an end in itself,

it may finally even counteract its own purpose.

The General Assembly of the United Nations has this year registered a

. unanimous decision on disarmament. The comments on that decision have differed.

What may ee.fely be aid is what the President of the General Assembly stated after

the vote: this decision has opened the door for a new effort. The agreement

reached is indicative of a will on all sides to pioneer again into this vast and

important, but highly difficult area. If the w1l1 is strong enough, tl.ere will be

no reason to abandon hope of overcoming, one by one', the many obstacles that are so

plainly evident on the rood leading from resolution, to solution.

At present the First Committee of the Uhited Nations is discussing another

extremely important question -- international cooperation in the peaceful use of

atomic energy. Here a new field of international cooperation opens up where a

recognition of the full significance of the problem should lead to efforts, the

results of which might well prove epoch-making., It is not for me here to comment

on the technical, lesal or political problems arising. Let me only say that

(more)
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whoever haa followed the searching and positive debates in the United Nations

on this issue canIlot but feel hopeful. Whatever the setbacks in the past, is it

too much to expect that the development which was started by President Eisenhower

by his speech on 8 December 1953 will give an example of hoW, in cooperation, even

in a world divided, words can be translated into action and faith into works?

It is in such ways as these that the nations can meet one of the most

compelling needs of the present day -- the need to strike a truer balance between

the immediate preoccupations of foreign policy and the future of mankind. Our

generation possesses the means to spread among the peoples true understanding of

this central ~8sue as never before. Mayall who sImpe or interpret policy so act

in this kno'\orledge that our works will be a true expression of our faith •• the faith

of the Charter "in the dignity and worth of the human person."

* *** *
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STATEMENT BY THE SECRETARY-GENERAL AT THE OPENING OF THE

CONFERENCE OF NON-{Z()VERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS ON UNITED

NATIONS INFOR.\1ATION, 17-19 NOVEMBER 1954

It ia a pleasure to weloNne you to this conference and to wish you sucoess in

your w()rk. It is .especially gratifying to nflte the increase in the number of

organizations represented at the Headquarters of the United Nations. May I ex

press my sincere appreciation, and that of my oolleagues, for the cnoperation of

the non-governmental organizations in making the .work of the United Nations

better known.

The more you do, the more we will ask you to do. You have a unique opportun

ity of presenting direotly to the peoples of the United Nations the facts about

its aocomplishments and the very real problems whioh we face. You may oount on

us iIi 'the Seoretariat to provide you with the materials you need in this work.

I feel that there exists a larger degree of popular interest for the wurk nf

the United Nations than is immediately apparent. But this interest has to be

aetivated and deepened. And, then, there is in my view one basic line of approach

which the United Natiane should follow in informing the general public about its

work. That line is a SOber, realistio appraisal of this Organization as an

expression of the need felt throughout the world for one focal place for the

larger international problema, whioh have long ago outgrown the traditional

framework of bilateral diplomacy--a forum where these problems can be brought to

gether, disoussed and harmonized in full view and with the full participation of

all the nations which are direotly or indirectly affected by their impaot.

The United Nations faces widely varying reaotions. One is over-enthusiasm,

the faith of those who believe that the United NatiC1ls is the answer to all pro

blema. Another reaotion is hoetility to the very idea of. an international organ

ization, the point nf view of those who believe that this organization of s~erign" .

States, is somehow a threat to the sovereignty of their own State. We alao have

to face indifference and lack of knowledge, perhaps the most threatening of all.

Still another reaction ia that of disillusionment.

(MORE)
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The fact that a complex international problem must necessarily go through

marly stages before it approaches anything which may be truthfully desoribed as a

solution appears discouraging to many. We may, all of us, at one time or another,

not have grasped at the very outset the full complexity of an international pro

blem. In the long drawn out process neoessary the United Nations easily loses

what might be called its "headline appeal." This may well happen at the very

time when some oonstructive developments take plaoe quietly within the Organiza

tion--in oonsultations among governments, in re-appraisalB of previous positions, \

in adjustments to various alternatives.

The only workable corrective to these reactions, as I see it, is a sustained

educational effort on the part of all those who are truly interested in promoting

public understanding of ' the United Nations-~d I place the non-governmental

organizations in the front rank of those who have this interest at heart--an

educational effort which is directed towards presentirig the realities of inter

national life. We must create understanding for the forces which shape the

decision of governments, the many factors of modern life which governments must

take into account in reaching their decisions, and the manner in which they

must negotiate with one another.

Viewed in this broader context of international relations, the work of the

United Nations will oommand deeper and wider pUblic understanding. On this basis

criticism of some aspects of our work will undoubtedly emerge. This is all to

the good. Criticism based on understanding is helpful. It is not in the interest

of this Organization to win converts by exaggerated claims.

As we enter the tenth year ofth~ Organization's history, we face a special

task.prescribed by the Charter, that of reviewing our experience to date. I

emphasize the word "review" because this is the word used in the Charter itself.

This special task.fits in completely with the kind of realistic educational

-approach I have suggested. It brings us back to the fundamental basis of the

Organization, a re-examination of the Charter in terms of our actual experience,

Whatever ~ be said of the imperfections of the Charter, I am convinoed' that the

Charter will stand up rather well ill'lder such a scrutiny.

In conclusion, I would like to assureyou that any ideas or suggestions which

you may put forward to improve our program . of public information along the lines

I have· suggested, will be studied thoughtfully. and sympathetically by all of us.

Once again, thank you for the good work you have done and may you have success in

your future efforts.

* * * * *
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Yl")ur :tI>ajesty, Mr. Mayor, Disttguished Guests,

Ladies and Gentlemen:

It is a privilege fnr me as Secretary-General "r the United Nati~s to take

part in this welof'lme ...,ffered by the City of New York tC' Your Majesty. New Yo:-k is

perhaps the ~8t internati0nal city in the wnrld,and the United Nations, as an

nrganizat1~n whioh emb~dies the principle of univer~ality, feels at home in this

city. When we bad the privilege of welcoming you, Madam, at the United Natic-ns

Headquarters, y~u saw the view out over the East River, reminding you of ancther

great city and an"ther great river -- of Londen, as the rich and industri~lS life

of that city meets '1ur eyes on the sh~reB of the Thames. The resemblance brings

t~ ?Ur minds '1ther and more esser-tin! links. The British Commonwealth of Dati~nJ

is in itself an organizati0n of U!'"'.ted nations, co')perating in freed("lm f~r freedom,

a united nati0n~ the capital of which is your residenoe.

I was priVileged, Madam, a little more than one year ago tR be a guest in

Westminster Abbey at the solemn cereMOny when your daughter, Her Majes~the Queen,

was cr')'wned. The humble and selflens c.edication "50 the noblest of duties was the

very esse:;lce 0f the solemn act which left an impression never tc- be fcrgc-tten. As

that great cere~ny unfolded the pages of Britain's hi~tory, many must have remem

bered the day in 1931 when you, yourself, Madam were crowned in Westminster Abbey,

and must ~ave recognized in you a shining example of service which never fails -

a sense of duty equalled by the sense of generosity in which the duty is fUlfilled.

People in every land will remember hOW, during the darkest daye of the last World

eonflict, y{'u and yf')ur husband, His late Majesty, King George VI, travelled

through embattled ~ndon providing a great example ~f determined, calm c~urage in

the face ?f aggressive tyranny.

(mnre)
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Y('\ur Majesty, I wish to say on behalf of all of us in the United Nati~ns,

who are glad to live as citizens of . New York, how happy we have been to welcNne

you here. It is "ur sincere hC'pe that y<"u have enjC'yed the time y~u have spent

with us. The warmest goed wi shes for the remainder ('If your trip and a safe mld

happy return tn L~ndon will ff'lllnw yru frrm the many whcm you have rendered happy

by your gracious kindness and interest during ynur stay.with us.

Mr. Mayflr, Ladies and Gentlemen,. I take the privilege of inviting YflU again

to raise Y0ur glasses to amnst gracious lady, loved and a~~ired in many, many

countries all nver the Vorld.

* *** *
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STA'l"'EMENT BY SECRETARY -GENERAL DAG \HAMMARSKJOLD

A'r THE CHARTER DAY DnmER OF THE COLUMBIA UNIVERS.ITY BICENTENNIAL YEAR

~HE WALDORF ASTORIA, SA'ruRDAY, 30 OCTOBER 1954

Who questions the 'Value of' knowledge? And yet we know ilhat the oha1lenging

theme for the Columbia Un1"lersi ty Bicentennial -- !>'fAn I e right to knowledge arid. the

free use thereof -- draws attention to ideals that are in need of defense. 'rrue,

we all Of us are ~uick to recognize in prinoip1e the value of knowledge. Yet we

may hesitate to do what 1s necessary in order to open wider aocess to knowledge

for others or to deepen our own knowledge •. Too often we even share in reactions

that can be explained only b;y a fear of knowledge.

This contradiction -- so prevalent in our genera~ion, so dangerous to the

peace and progress of' future generations -- is not e. new one. Its oause ia to be

found in attitudes common to all men and all times.

If we fear knowledge, and act under the ban of such fear, is it not often

because we fear change? In order fully and freely to accept knowledge, and what

flows from knowledge, we have both to muster the courage and possess the humi11ty

that enable us to aocept change. In the development of human soo:J.et,y, knowledge

and the fruits of knOWledge are revo1utio~ry elements. They have proved to be

forces whioh time and again have driven man from his Eden of aocepted forms and

privileges. They have led ~o the creation of new ~orme of' sooial order that suo

ceed one another in response to the foroes set in motion by new con~uests for

knowledge.

Goethe's Faust, that symbol of modern man, would be lost to Mephistopheles

if he were to yield to the temptation to resist the eternal flux of life and'pray

that the fleeting, Itfair" moment would be his forever. "Ie have lost the optimis

tic faith held by some of our predecessors that new knowledge would neoessarily

almost· automatically -- lead to new progress .in civilization. We have learned

that whether changes resulting from knowledge will be tor the better or worse

finally depends on oursel'VeB. The very fact that we feel this burden'of

(more)
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responsibility and see more clearly the dangers with which we must oope, increases

the temptation to resiet chaI'~e -- and to fear knowledge.

We have eeen among us the resurrection o~ practices and attitudes belonging

to, indeed Justifying the ~ of the dark ages. In losing the easy op·timis~ of a

preceding generation, we must not act as though we had also lost the deep convic

tion of our predecessors of the value of knowledge. We must act with undiminished

faith in freedom of thought, freedom of research, freedom of speech -- in full

knowledge of the dangers involved in the changes we may set in motion, but also of

our m~ responsibility to give that change creative direction.

A fear of knowledge, inspired by the wish to safeguard e~tablished interests,

may for a time block an unavoidable development. But, in eo doiUS, it may create

situations where change finally comes into being with the violonce of an explosion.

There are those who, wholeheartedly and in a liberal spirit, accept knowledge and

accept also the consequences of knowledge. There are those who, in a spirit of

sound conservatism, wish to maintain continuity in a peaceful, organic development.

,In. different ways, both groups are in tune with change. They help to lay the

foundations for progress in peace -- what must be the guiding principle for the

life of peoples, inside the nations as well as on the international level. But

there are aleo those who yield to the mortal sin of Faust, resisting change in

shortsighted protection of established interests -- only to find themselves, final

ly, victims of the consequences of their own fruitless efforts.

The technological environment of man develops. The social forma and equili

brium of communities change. But we know that man fundamentally remains the same

, and that the patterns of relationship between men are ever recurrent. Therefore,

we can learn from history. Therefore, the experiences of,the past may serve us as

a gUide in Ot~ efforts to direct the change which is set in motion by knowledge

into creative channels instead of destructive ones. And this knowledge can help

us in our personal adjustment to change.

However, also because of what it reveals to us about the rec~rent patterns

of human relations, knowledge may be feared. We may try to escape it when it

exposes the emptiness of our efforts and pretentions. It may be feared when it
•

casts doubt on the wisdom of actions of ours which are really guided by wishful

thinking rather than by insight. The pace of change in our generation may intoxi

9Bte us with mere motion, thuB lessening respect for the experiences of the past.

But thellnewnese" of our problems should not be permitted to provide us with a

cheap excuse for attempts to escape from the past out of fear of the light that

(more)
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experience may cast on Our activities •. We know that salvation lies in an accept

ance of knowledge as a goad and a guide, with the oourage of faith and the firm

hand of responsibility.

I would haveoonsidered it presumptuous to share with you these thoughts about

our attit~ie toward knowledge, had it not been for their bearing on the crisis

through which our whol~ civilization is now passing.

()ur ever deeper knowledge of nature and of the laws which govern it has made

possible an ever-~rowing technological mastery. 1" Dave gained power over foroes

which may lead us to a new wOrld of plenty but, so.far, we have spent most of our

energy and skills in putti.ng them to the service of man's fight against man. Is

that a sign of wisdom or spiritual maturity1 Does this show that we are Willing

to learn from hiatory1

Among the peoples there is an ever-wider awareness of the g~f which separates

the llhavee." from the Ilhave-nots." This gulf is not the unalterable result of any

laws of society or of life. In this situation, what is the wise reaction to the

urge for social reform, for economic development and for self-determination in the

utilization of natural resources that llave so far been under foreign domination1

Like the increase in technological knowledge, this urge is a constructive force if

properly guided. It may become an explosive force, if blindly resisted in behalf

of such time-honoured interests, values and rights as may Beem to be threatened by

adjustments to new social conditions.

We hear often about the inter-dependence which has made this world of ours in

many re.spects ~ world, whether we like it or not. The word "inter-dependenoe"

has, in fact, come into such common usage as to blunt our sensitiVity to some c:

its most Bsriousimplications. This new situation of inter-dependence, in which

nobody remains outside, nobody ia protected by isolation, has been brought about

by the major cha=, ",cB to which I have jus l; referl'2 '., all of them fruits of deeper

knowledge and wider· knowledge.

The response to the demands raised by this inter-dependence cannot b.e a passive

defeatist acquiescence. Nor can it be a blind resistance to the forces at work.

The only p06sible response is an acceptance of change, through action guided by

knowledge both of future possibilities and of the lessons of the past. This ap

proach represents a challenge that none of the communities of peoples as they are

at present, heid together by a common heritage or a common way of life, can cope

with alone.

Faced with this situation some have been led to advocate world organization

(more)
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in terms approaching world government. We may sympathize with their idealism, but '

they are seeking to escape the problem by constitutional magic. The time is not

yet here when the consequences of the new inter-dependence are so widely recognizei

as to make it politically possible for any of the. great nations to yield signifi

cant elements of national sovereignty to a common supra-national authority.

Others are tempted to go in an opposite direction. Harassed by the necessity

to wrestle day after day with intractable problems, with one emergency after an

other, they tend to find world orga.nization, and the rules of the game rendered

necessary by world organization, Just an added complication rather than a help.

So they are inclined to follow conventional lines of action, and bypaS8 forms

which would have to be observed if inter-dependence and its consequences were fully

recognized. Those who follow this course are also attempting to escape reality.

The fact WE: '-;'cl.Ve to face squarely is that tll~ diversity of the nations makes

world government still impossible, while the inter-dependence of nations ~as al

ready made world organization necessary. Our knowledge of the past, and the re

sults of our new knowledge in the present, combine to force us to find a middle

road: a world organization respecting the sovereignty of nations -- a ~iddle road

on which we can move, slowly but surely, towards that world community which for

ourciviliza.tion is the only· alternative to disaster. Following that middle road,

we must establish a cooperation with others which gives true life and direction to

the mere eXistence which we cannot escape from sharing with all mankind,friends

and foes alike. In this, as in so many other fields of human activity, anything

- short of progress will mean regression. Neighbours forced to exist together will

end up as enemies unless they act and live animated by a hope one day to become

friends.

Although the need to find a middle road between disorganization and world

government today presents itself with a new urgency, serious attempts heve been

made long before now in this direction. These attempts have taken form through

an intricate system of international agreements and through the development of

what is called international law. It may be felt that ~ast setbacks for these

attempts should discourage us from new efforts. This would be to draw false con

clusions from pa. experiences. Our preC:ecesso::" v"-'~ce not pioneering in a mis

taken direction over sterile ground. Their failUl'es do not mean that we have not

got the possibility to succeed. They only indicate that the full scope of the

demands for world organization was not sufficiently recognized, that the attempts

. were too limited, or one-sided, and lacking also the necessary support in public

opinion.

(more)
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Wishful confidence may have helped to blind our predecessors to the short

comings of their efforts when measured against far-reaching needs. It would be

just as fatal if the fact that the'attempte to whioh I have referred did not save

the world from new and de'Vastat1ng wars, were to disoourage us from continuing them

on a wider scale, with our minds open to the full scope of the problem that we

must tackle. This is one of the cases where knowledge of past mistakes is a ne

cessary guide to the work of this generation, but a dangerous guide if our know

ledge is not inspired by faith in the rightness of our couree. When we look to

history for guidance, Ylhat is most important is not the fact that men of good will

failed in their efforts, but why they failed. Let us learn.. from their mistakes,

but also from the courage and conviction shown by them) when they tried the

arduous road which should also be ours.

We faoe a formidable task, indeed, in this world dominated by revolutions set

in motion by knowledge. We may acknowledge as a general principle that w:e cannot

escape from this task by trying to stop development through attempts to. restrict

aocess to or the USe of knowledge. It 1s more difficult for us to apply this

prinoiple as a guide to our day-to-day activ·lties. Often in political life the

temptation is strong to render necessary operations easier by restrictions on

free debate, free thought or ,free oritio1em. based on free access to knowledge.

But to give in to this temptation Ylil1 mean, in the end, to defeat one's own

purpose. We may rightly regret and seek to counter-act with the voice of reason

the effects of an undue sensationalism which abuses knowledge by guiding public

opinion in false directions or whips up emotions that render us incapable of

drawing the rational conclusions fram our knowledge. It is a different thing,

indeed, to try to bar access to knowledge itself. No policy which cannot stand.

the test of full knowledge and free critioism will ever be safely based in the

loyalty of the peoples.

In the Battle of Britain, that fortress of freedom was held by a few bra.e

men. On the wider frontiers of freedom of thOugB.fi%/ffiW~~ during the dark

years, many comrades, fighting under the law of honest7 with courage as their

shield and intelligenoe as their only weapon. That fight knows no end. Still,

many have to die at Thermopylae. The universities are seats of learnj:cg and cen

ters of research and study. But they are also academies responsible for new

generations of men and women at an age when their personalities may alreadY have

been east ina lasting form but have still to be tempered. It is a greater honour

for a university to count among its alumni one Giordano Bruno than thousands of

equally brilliant men who are greater friends of Caesar than of truth. In their

(more)
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role as fortr-eseee of tho freedom of knowledge the unlV'ersities face new diffi

culties in an age where technical advance and economic success for many have be

come the main yeardsticks of social value. The universities -- and all whose

privilege it is as teachers to carryon the traditions of our civilization -

have to show that the weights on the scales of true achievement still are the

same as when Columbus sat in chains and Spinoza starved in hie cellar. We know

that they will succeed. We h-now that their future will measure up to their past.

These words, which have only touched upon essential probleIDS of our time,

may serve to eV'oke some of the wider implica.tions of the motto of the Columbia

University Bicentennial. That motto brings to our mind ideals essential for

development, but also for our mastery Of the course of development, for our ef

forts to guide ohange towards peaoeful ohannels. May my words be interpreted as

a tribute to the great institution of learning which has brought us together here

tonight, and to the Jeffersonian tradition of freedom, in this oountry, of which

it is an eminent representative.

* *** *
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Sunday, 24 October 1954

At the middle of our road through the ragular annual sessions of the General

ASl!Sembly we celebrate United Nations 'I'ay. Still at the beginning of the road of

the United Nations itself, we meet today again in this Aall.

The nine years that have passed since the eoming into torce of the Charter

may have prOV'ided us with experience sufficient to serve as a basis tor improve

ments in the machinery set up by the Charter. However, the United Natj,ona is not

Just mchinery, an inanimate mechanism, the value of which is determined by the

efficiency ot ita constructional details. The United Nations is a living organism

whose health and strength are determined by those using it and those serving it.

It will be a lor.g time before this living organism oan be said to have reached

maturity. The United Nationa ie otill in its infancy, exposed to the dangers, un

certainties and doubts of that period of life.

So that the United Nations may develop as an organism holding together the

peoples of the world in a common effort to preserve peace and create better condi

tions for all, those using it, while pursuing their own natioMl aims, must 'be

guided in their actions as me'~.,;c.rs of the Organization by the u.!:'.:1.versal objectives

to which they have pledged therlselves in the Charter. And thoE~' eerving the Or

ganization, while pursuing wholeheartedly the Dame universal objectives, must keep

an open mind towards the special problems of all nations. This oan be done while

rc ..'I5.ining fully faithful to our own national and cultural traditions. Indeed,

without these, we would be without roots in a world that is still too wide for uo

to embrace with the sentiments we reserve for our own homelanda.

This"day is a reminder of our duty to look beyoni ~~tional boundaries to

universal needs. For us, who use or Derve the United Nations, it is also a day

when we renew our pledge to develop this Organization inspired and guided by our

duty both to our own countries and to the community of us.tiono.

(more)
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A great poet of the le,stcentury"y'entUJ;',ed 1;.J1.e paradox that "To succeed is
..' .... . ~ . . ."., " '.. .' -

to realize whatie. 'poes'jbla'-" We ha'te not yet'fe:thomed the pOBsibili ties of '

building, in coop.erat1on, a world of order. In that Beriset~na~enotyet 8UC-
~ , ' , .
": , .

cceded. The effort of mankind to realize the possible will'neveroease. Our

effort to Buoceed may never ceaBe.

* * '* . . ~.

You have four hosts here this afternoon. The warm-weloome that· 'I extend to

you is on behalf of us all. I am afi.aid that,there are too many of you here for

you each to be intronuced to all four of un. May I, therefore, change the usual

proeedure and introduce your,hoots to you.' The·President of the General ASClembly,
". ~ .

Mr. van Kleffens; t~e Mayor of the City of New York, the Honorable Robert Wagner;

and the President of· the Am9rica...l Asaooia:tion for the United' Nations, ]'lrI)Mayo.

'**** *

. '.'.
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SECRETARY-GENERAL'S MESSAGE FOR UNITED NATIONS DAY

24 OCTOBER 1954

When we celebrate our n':..~,i.o::lal day in our respective cO'mtries, we usually

commemorate some event which marked a turning point in the life ('If our nation.

Whatever the event or occasion which a people may choose to honor on its naticnal

day, the day itself becomes in time the symbol of a people's awareness of that

i,hich unites them as one people, a day of fulfillment of the past and of hope

for the future.

Today we are celebrating another kind of day--a world day. It has n0t yet

acquired the deep emotional meaning of our own national day. The United Nations

Charter is only nine years old. Put yet, in its own way, this is a national day

common to all nations: it is a oymbol of our own nation's relationship to' other

nations, of its dependence upon nther nations, and of their dependence upon ours.

United Nations Day marks a turning point: The Charter was born in the clos-

ing days of the most destructive war the world has ever known, and even as the

Charter was being ratified in one country after an~ther, the first explosion of

an atomic bomb gave sudden reality tn the pnssibility of our world destroying

itself. United Nations Day marks the fervent longing of all the peoples of the

world to use the fruits of man's creativeness in the service of life.

The United Nations--the Organization--is imperfect: it can be improved.

The United Nations Charter nn doubt has flaws: they can be corrected. But the

concept of a world community (,;,,' United Nations--the vision, the goal of our long

journey from barbarism t~ civi1ization--is now a part of our ll{es. Let us make

use of the United Nations, of this instrument we have created, to mnve further

towards co-operati0n among the nations in strengthening peace, and in helping our

fellowmen throughout the world to b\li1d a fuller, a m~re abundant life for all.

On this day, as the United Nations enters its tenth year, let us seek a

deeper awareness of the realities which bind our nation to all the other nations

of the world. Let us 00serve this day in the spirit in which we ~bserve our

separate national days--as the symbol of the contir.ulty of our common civilization

of its achievements in the past and o. 1t~ hope for the future.
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STMEMENT BY SECRETARY-GENERAL,I'AG HAMMABBKJOL!'
1 '

ON OCCASION OF lNAt!GtTRftTION ;,f'1F THE 25TH .ANNIVERSARY

OF TEE KTSEUM OF M0l'EBN ART ON TUESDAY I 19 ('\CTOBER1954

Mr. Pree1dent , Ladies and Gentleme::l:

It may seem etronge that m thio oocasion -- at the celebration C'f the 25th

~iveroary of a great New York institution -- the Secretary~Genetalof the United

Nat::'on~ ohould te.k.e an '(lethe part. Howevez:, I feel greatly hcnoured to do eo in

view of the eignifioance of the Museum of Mo(.ern .Art and of :its aims. The United

Nati~ns Secretariat and ita Secretary-General owe special thanks to this in~titu

tion for its generosity, and'-fOr a',tlt1mulating' reJ..&t1onehip which I h<"pe :"i11 grow

with t1me. On a personal'le7el, I would like to add thd.t I am no.ttered to be

recognized. in this eonneotion ao 8. :fellow eitizen of"NewYork.

The. art colleoted here1s 'not modern in the ~ense that it has the ~in ambi

tion of expresoing the latest of the ohifting fashions of'o,mass eivillzoti~nwh1ch

long ago loet ito anchorage in a f1rm.eeale of value0 , inspired by a generally ac

ceptedfnith•. Nor is it modern in the senge of the cooc otripci or similar attempto

to use the, ,techniqueo of art to eater for broad. emotlOnalneeds t~ough a. cheap·

repreoentation "f 0. sentimentalized reaJ.ity. It iEl a muoeum for "m("dern art" -;

that, is, for you and for me, a; muoeum for the art whioh refleeto the inner problema- -'.or our generation and 1El created in the'hope of meeting Dome of ita basic neede•.
~ .~ .' .

'" Although 1lY')dern ort, in theoen6e Inwhioh I haVe used the worl1, i/3 a's pecul,iar

to .,ur.. time as the bIg" factory, the jet plone, the a tom reactor Qr the sky-tcraper,'

it is not an art just 'Of todt':'y. . Ind8ed, . the origins of- ito epec lw. pr{"biemo and ito

attelllptg. at; solutions date :back to the time in the pai:Jt eentury when ,develcpniento,

leading to the technieal ach1e-vemente in whieh we now ~ride ouree.1ves J .f'irl1t started.

th;nr eky-rooketing course.

Achievements in whioh'wepride ourselveo •• ,'l We regard what haD haPpened,itl

the ooientifi~ and technological sphere~ as progress -- and, or course, it ie prog
ress, But io it juntifled,to 'coneider",a'lso the art which io oontemporaneous with

(more)
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and, indeed" partly inopired bY' that development" as' representing a step fr'rward?

Andre Malraux hao said that modern times have nnt prod.uoed n. single work of art

comparable to the highest a.ohievements of' Occidental art in the paet. Is he not

right'l

I a1eo remember hio brilliant, but cruC'~ phrase about the 19th oentury -- that

this eontury, whioh was ObP.9E'Ocd by the ca.th~dra1, did. not leave behind it lDI'1I'e'

than one: the museum in which it collected all its paintings. noes not this para

dox reveal somothing ceoential? If' we demand of art that it nhnuld be the expres

Bion of a mature au(l balanoet mastery of the relationship ('If man and. his civiliza

tion to life, than mod~~n art, to b~ eure, doe~ not reaoh levels that were already

achieved in a diotont past in our Weotern oivilizction. No -- then it is not

progreso.

However that may be, there ~e two qualities whioh are shared in common by

modern art and the scientifio ~phe~o: One is the courage of an unprejudiced searoh

for the basio elamentn of experienoe. The other one is perCJeverenoe in the fight

for mastery of those e1e~nts.

The need for the oouroge of oearch establishes a deoisive differenoe between

modern art and the art of the pant, ltv-ing in and expreas!ng a world of fn.i the

Asnoot~c search, based-on a re-ov-aluation Of all volues, iM a qua.J.ity ~f modern art

that i8 an eooential expreosion of th~ opiritual oituation of ~ur generation. But

thin qua1.1ty, in itself, muot previ?nt modern art trom ochieving the kind nf per

tecti~ which we meet in the ~the~o1 of Chartres ar in the painting~ ~f Giotto.

The second quality -- porceverance ~.n the fight for mastery -- 1s on the con

trary the main greet .quality toot modal'1l N"t ehares with the art of the past. I

have already quoted. Malraux. l"et me quote him again: Th~ victory of an artist

C1V'er .his servitude joins the victory I'lf art itself over the fate ("If man. The r('

mantic conviction expr~~sed. in. ~~esa words ia what makes Piero della Francesco and

Rembrandt, Cezanne and. Braque, membero of one great fraternity. In toot c("lnvicticn,

and in the fight it inspires, the artiets who aimed at a transfiguration of r9ality

meet the artiots who .now strive far on explanation~ reoreation of reality.

In 1tel search fl'1r the basic elemento of the 'W'or~d sUXT('uoding ua and in its

t~ht for mastery of those e~emente, mod.~rn art bae reveoJ..ed tl") uti also where lieD

the real victory of the great artiota of the pa.st. Without makins UCl ecleoticc,

it ~g helpe~ us to understand -- as far aD that is ~oesib1e without sharing the

atmosphere of faith in which they were barn -- vhat hag been aohieved 1n the bar-
. .

mony Af the best worke of the poct. Mfld.ern art hao f('(rge~ keys to e. perfection

(mre)
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which it has not itself reached. Shouldering courageously the problems of modern

man, reflecting hie situation in a world of conflicts, born out of his own achieve

ments, it has, thus, earned the recompense of being permitted aleo to illua!nate

the greatness of man in the high artistic achievements of the past.

Art gives more to life than it takee from ito True art does not depend on the

realitY,about which it tells. Its message lies in the new reality which it creates

by the ¥lay in which it reflects experience. In our minds, we, all of us, sometimes

chisel beauty out of the stone of matter. If we had the courage and perseveratl,ce

to push these experiences of a few moments to their extreme point, we would share

in the effort of the modern artist to isola.te bea.uty from the impurity of life,
'---- ~

even if it has to be at the cost of ~isaolving the very forms of life. Why then,
~.......-""",.~ ;",,~__.""._. . __ ~.,.,. __ ,_ .~.- "'~.~', __~ ~_.,_._._...",...~.-,..-._ 1''''

seeing modern art, should we feel estranged when we do not at the first glance

reoognize the familiar aspects of our every day world?

MOdern art teaches us to see by foroi~us to use our senees, our inte~eot
~. _ " __ "_'''_'''~_'''_'~_'.h •...• _.__ .-.__.--~-~----.".•-"",j~._~ ••• _•. ~~. ............. -"""-~ ~_........ ._.._.,... ••'.·.... r ••••_.'_.."'_~_,.·_ ~..... -."'-.

and our eensl1i!lity to fOJ.:l.Q!. .tLon ita road of exploration. It makes us seers --
..... .. ~ .~~ - .~""'" lii;¢l::M_* __ ..".....-..::,4~~ .

se~rs like Ezra Pound when, in the first of his Piean Cantos, he aenses ':the enor-

mous tragedy of the dream in the peasant' B bent shoulders." Seers -~ and explorers

-- these we must be if we are to prevail.

*
It may seem to you to be far-fetched if -- in the light of what I have just

said I draw attention to activities in which my colleagues and I are engaged.

All the came I will do so, because this parallel means a lotto me. For that

reason I may perhaps count on the interest which we are willing to grant most of

the time to all honestly held convictions.

,In mo~ern inte~,!lB.~~o~,tJ..Q§.-- aiming towardo toot world ~ order which

now more than ever seems to be the only alternative to disruption and disaster -

we have to approach our task in the spirit whioh animates the ,~I.;Q~-Ar~YJ.~~..Jie.... ,.,....._~.N·r- ..'-.,.o_.,.. "~.~ ·,,.,· , '"..•,-., ~. <.. lfA. _'~--·_cc __~. _·~-q ••. ,n·~ ."'.,. '-,,,,< .. ,...•. '--~~"-'-":lO-T_"""''''-.'\~' ,,,_'''''' ",-~"""" •. ~.~,;_":,,_."" ,,~.•• > -,:-",,--.. - •

have to tackle our problems without the armour of lnherited oonvictions or eet
~e, b-;t~;;ly':;lth'~'~;:~;;:~-~d~~~~d~ll~th~"h;~;ot1woe -;~-'~;t;~~ we

~han-Unb;;~~ble-rlli~~~;;;t~~'~th;"'l;~;t--~ tt:~~' '~;--patterns

created by history and sociological conditiono.

Even in the political sphere we are likely to look to th~ creations of the

past with nostalgia. But we know that those creations oan never be brought back to

life, that ours is the duty to find new forms, starting often from nothing. And

we know that these formo will not be found without the courage of that deep

(more)
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sincerity ,which .1s· shown in,,~r.a search of ,the great a:rti~ts of our age,' or without 1

the fi~es,q'andperseverance,wh1qhthey have demonstrated. i~ t~ei~ rele~tlese
0: ':. ' c-. J ~ .

efforts to reach ~~tery.

, . One .01' the great cOIlWo:sera of our age has said that'the ~tist muotstart"6ut;, '

ae,~1n" and again, ,from two eolp~s or three r.:otes or the right ~e. That is' a.
clue to the ,spirit ,of the maeters of modern art.9 On that basis they have, inthair

, "', -' , ,

best, l)lOments,rivaled patur,eand mastered matter. ~hey have a leosontci teaoh 'i!
who '(ork in other. ~pheree of life with problems created by the devel()pmerit~"which

have !;let the etagefor our 11fe of todayo

Theee TElflect~ons hf\ve. touched on questions inside a field. where, frankly, I

feel too much of,an outsider to have a right to speak to youa. However~I hope that

my words may tell you something about h~ the beauty and eisnificanoe or: whattliis ' '

museum Eitands for io reflected in the m1nd. of one whose tasko in our common effort'

to.. build a better world lie in a sphere' seemingly' ver'1 far from that of' the "great

ar:t1ot~ hererepraoented -- a sphere in which o.chie'V'ements , alas, areotill' mostly'

very close;to "two,.colours, three I notes and the right angle."..

" I ,

* *** *

, '
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.STA'l'EMENT BY SECRETARY-GENERAL DAG HAMMARSKJOLD

AT 70TH BJRTHDAY DINNER FOR MRS. ELEANOR ROOSEVELT

GIVEN BY THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR TEE UNITED NATIONS

AT T~ WALDORF AS'~ORIA, MONDAY t OCTOBER 11, 1954

The birthday of one who is held in :love and honor is always a happy occasion.

vlhen it is the 70th birthday of. Mrs. Ele.anor Roosevelt, this is more than ever

true.

The distinguished company of her friends and admirers present in this room,

is only a small token of those who love ana. honor her. The circles of affection

and respect for Mrs. Roosevelt spread out aro~d the whole world. They know

neither national boundaries nor any distinctions of status or race or class.

I am sure I do not exaggerate in my opinion that there are literally millions

of people -- all ov·er the world -- who think of Mrs. Roosevelt as their friend and

would feel quite at home at her birthday partyJ That fact, in itself, is a tribute

to her, rarer and finer than any that can be put into words.

If all her innumerable f:-iends can't come to see her, Mrs. Roosevelt would-- -•
not be Mrs. Roosev·elt if she did not .B2 to see themJ So I guess that a good many

of them who could not be with US today will get a chance just the same in the

course of the coming months to wish her personally many more years of happiness

and of service to humanity.

You, madam, may rightly be named the First Lady of the United Nations:.. On

behalf of that Organization it is my pr1v1.1ege to extend to you the affectionate

greetings and respectful admiration of all who work for peace in the glass house

on the East River. As 4elegate of your country to many General Assemblies, as

Chairman of ~he Commission on Human Rights, as interpreter of the United Nations

.12 the people, and equa.l1y as interpreter 9.f the people to the Organization, your

place in post-war history is unique and your influence is as humane and sensible

and tolerant as it is needed.

(more)
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So, as Secretary-General, I thank you, Mrs·, Roosevelt, for all that you have

done, and. are doing, and will oontinue to do, to\oi"ard bringing closer to reality

the hopes of humanity as expressed in the United Nations Charter and the Univorsal

Declaration of Human Rights.

In another capacity, as just one of the many, many millions of your fr~ends,

may I aleo thank you simply for being yourself, and may I join with all the others

in wishing you a very happy birthday!

* *** *



NOTE TO CORRESPONDENTS

STATEMENT BY. SECRETARY-GENERAL DAG HAMMARSKJOLD
IN RESPONSE' TO r.J<';1UIRIES .

Note No. 940
11 October 1954

'-

Some of the p,ublic discussion about certain statements made by the Inter-
, '. .

national 'Civil Servants Advisory Board in its recent "Report on Standat-ds of .

Conduct in the International Civil Service," is based on amistmderstanding. : The

Board SEl.ys;
'1 •. '

"Reference is Bornett-mee made to possfble conflict between nationai
and intern~ti9nal.loyal~ If such circumstances should arise, the con
ductof the international civil servant must cleal'ly reflect hisobligGi-
tion to the international organization •••• ff .,

This statement is but' a paraphrase of Article 100 of theCh~rter, where ' it .

is said that members of the staff shall not seek or receive instructions from any

government or from any other authority external to the Organization, and that

they shall refrain from any action which might reflect on their position as

international officials responsible only to the Organization.

This article in the Charter, to which all Member Nations have subscribed,

and the substance Of which is embodied in the oath of service of all United

Nations officials, including the Secretary-General, is further clarified by

certain Staff Regulations, which have also been approved by all the Member

Nations. In these Staff Regulations it is said:

IlMembers of the Secretariat are international civil servants.
Their responsibilities are not national but exclusively international.
By accepting appointment, they pledge themselves to discharge their
functions and to regulate their conduct with the interest of the United
Nations only in view. While they are not expected to give up their
national sentiments ••• they shall at all times bear in mind the reserve
and tact incumbent upon them by reason of their international status ••••
Staff Members shall exercise,the utmost discretion in regard to all
matters of official busines~. ,They shall not communicate to any per
son any information known to them by reason of their official position
•••• Staff Members ••• shall not engage in any political activity which
is inconsistent with or might reflect upon the independence and impar
tiality required by their status as international civil servants."

(more)
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The comments on the ~eport of the Board give the impression that the Board

has requested that members of the United Nations Secretariat, in case of a

conflict, should put "loyalty to the United Nations abcve loyalty to their

country." This is most misleading. The Board has not said 60, and it does not

mean it. Being loyal to the United Nations means observing the discretion,

impartiality and independence necessary for the operation of any international

organ1zation. It also means foll.owing instructions given by the responsible

organs of the Organization, irrespective of personal views or interes.ts. Loyalty

to the United Nations, in the sense in which I understand the Board to have

used the phrase" does not bring a staff member in conflict with the duties of

a good citizen of a_Member Nation, which has ~ledged itself to observe the terms

of the Charter.

* ***'*



STAFF COMMItTEE- CIRCULAR

•

Staff ASsociation of the United Nations, H~ady'uarters, New York

.:iCC/lS3

. 20 :>eptember 1954

In view of the fact that a number of staff members
wereunab1e to hear the speeches made on St~t Day by the

Seor'e1;.ary-Genet"81 and the Aot~ng Chairman of the~taffCommittee,
these two statements are reproduced in this Staff Committee
Circular.

-',
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,~ STATEMENT BY THE SECRETARY -GENERAL

SECOND STAFF DAY

10 September 1954
-

I am happy to wel.come you to this, caar second Statt Day. Especially, I am ,
gratified to see that we have this time been able to organ~zeourDaysoas to ba~e

the pleasure of the co-operation als. of a number ot artists trim ~ staft itselt.

On .ehalf of the Administration, I want most warmly to thank all of fOU who ba~e

de~oted time and effort to this da.y of ours, both as organizers and as entertainel's.•

It gives me great pleasure also t. extend, on behalf of the Whole statf, our sincere

and heartfelt thanks to the outstanding artists ~rom outside the staff Who will be,

nth us here tonight and who will help us to make this day a memorable one •.

The participation ot a great n~ber of statt members and statf assoc1ations in

our arrangements today is an expression ot our partnership, not only in the service

of the Organization and in the realization of its Jurposes, but also in the servies'

of the community of smff member.. We, allot us, here have the duty - and I would

add, the privilege - te serve the Governments ot Members and the worle! cODIINDity as
a whole in the pursuit ot the aims of the Uni"ted Nations, but we bave also the duty

andJrivilege .to help each other. This ie trueot anyone of us, irrespeetive ot
the step of the ladder where he happens to 'lind himselt. While our const!tutional

responsibilities differ, there is no difference in w~t I might call our mutual human. .
responsibilities as men and vomen lbar!ngin one overriding task•.

You lIIay bave the satisfaction ot knowing tbat the work of the Secretariat and

t~e spirit which is developing within it i8 meeting With grOWing rec~g&ition outside

··the Organization also. And so are its problems and needs. It gives me great

pleasure to taU you, today, about a noble and' generous gesture which is added evi

dence ot this understanding. Mr. Thomas Watson baa S1veD U' the-·t~ci&l means to
. ' '

eI1able_lla"to-b1U.1d-a-.,lattorm tor the General A.trembly Ball, to be used on,SUCb

-occasions as this and a]SO·r.t=.-examt1., tor cone.erts to be given \11nvited orches- .
.' . '

tras .tor the l!'tatf. Mr. ~d Mrs. Watson are here vit~ us toda;y. May I profOse

that we Join in beal'ty applause to show'them our deep gratitude for tais 81ft and

our awreeiation t~ tbe1rstrong and loyal. 8UpJl()rt ot tbe &1lU-and-pu:PDses ..ot toe
Orsanization.

(more)
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. A few days ago the Sur'vey Group which has been studying the administrative

organization of the Secretariat brought its work to a close. Some of you may feel

that to mention the findings and suggestions of the .Group might introduce a jarring

note in our meeting today. Knowing as I do the proposals f1'om the inside and

... - knowing also the way in which we intend to implement the new arrangements, I feel

"- that .those who voice fears and doubts are' mistaken. What was said in a circular to
o.i::;;

.\" I the staff ~n this matter last Spring still holds true: only in a very few cases,

indeed, Will the proposals adversely affect staff members from a career standpoint,

Bnd .in those cases, the problem will in good time be brought up for discusB10nwith

those ccmcerned.

Let me say a few words in explanation of this. HoW is it possible, in a fa.ir

ly ahort time, to reduce the staff by some 280 to 290 members, and t~ reverse the

»revious upward trend of the bUdget, Without resorting to drastic moves harmtul to

'~he interests of the staff?

The policies pursueq over the last year 'or so hav~ already resulted in a net

~duction covering' about half the total contraction anticipated should the G~neral

Assembly endorse the SUrvey Group's proposals. That leaves us With a further re

duction of the same size - that 18, some 140 - fairly evenly di~ded between the

~rOfessional category and the general service category. The possibility of'elimin-

ating those ·turther 140 posts, Without harmful effects', will be prOVided through

t~ .normal turnover of staff. The reduction will thUS, in the main, be achieved b)"

;«4;be blocking of posts &8 they become unencumbered.

However, .it is obvious that the automatic reduction achieved in this manner

,will only to a limited extent correspond to :the elimination of posts recommended by

: the SUrve)" Group as being in keeping with a rational arrang.emeIt 01' the work of the

{,Secretariat. In order to get the maximum bene1'1t of the turnover, the blocking af

'",~sts Will, therefore, have to be combined With more consistent and closely con

;1;rolled inter-departmental transfera, both at Headquarters and overseas offices,

. including such areas as UNICEF, TAA and Ti'.B.

This approach must be supported by a Wisely planned recruitment policy Which _

. !.while mo.nng us in the ·direction of a better geographical eqUilibrium _ avoids

appointments which would have unfavorable repercussions on the present staff

, lDelllbers. I have repeatedly explained to MeDiber Governments that J much as I wish

to achieve a wider and more balanced geographical distribution ,in the Secre~ariatJ

Ido not consider it to be fair to achieve euch balance by actions unfavorable to

those already serving us •.

'. (more)
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Just as in the field "f recruitment, we shall have to bear this factor in.

mind in the field of promotions. I am sure ataff members will understand Md

support a policy aimed at ,reserving the opp4rtunity ~f abs~rbing at the appr~p- '

riate level, staff members whose P~lt. are being abolished, even If thil may,

in some casco, slaw down the n~rmal processes of ~romotion.The d18advantaga will

be of limited extent and should be viewed in the light of the need to pr,tect

&. fully as possible the career aervice ot the staff as a whole.

FrO!ll what I ha.ve laid you will understand that ~he fact that it, accQrding

to the proposals Qf the Survey Group, Q8 laid down in its target manning table.,

& Pf'st is to be eliminated, thi., docf,J not in any way'mean tha.t tae incumbent of

t4at post ia aut~atically threate~€i. Everyeff~rt will be made t. achieve

adjustments which will give him anClther equivalent task, satisfactory to himself

both as to its level and as t-Q the nature of the work. If and when we run int"

. difficulties, it will be beca~se the staff member's capabilitiel are 80 Dpecialized

that it does not prove possible for the Administration to reassign him to another

area ~f work than that in which he has so far bee. employed.

Aa I promised in the. circular last Spring, th~se few staff members who

.may be adversely affected will 8e informed in good time. I ~pe you will under

'stand that, as we are working Qut .. system (>f atcJl-by-step adjustments, it 18

quite pessible that ~he number ~f staff members finally concerned may turn out

to be smaller than the number of those who at the ~ent might seem to be in .

'ditficulty. That is '6y we have postponed discussions wi'th individual staff

members. To a.ecept a somewhat longer period of uncertainty (}ves l1Qt seem to be

an excessive price 'to pay for the effnrt tQ prpvide fQr the best ~ssible

adjustment.

I have referred here only to guch aapeets ~t the general per.cnnel ~licie.

as are of importance for the implementation Of the relolrganizat1on plans. However,.

other policy moves aiming at ~ better protection of the c~eer service, are 'also

W!der consideration. In an ~rganization witb a structure suoh as th4t ~f the

United Nations, there will always be a prcblem ~f reconciling organiZ&ti~ual

fluctuation. with the legitimate career interests Qf the staff. The l'rF,lblem 18

rendered more difficult _qy·th~ rigid .yotem which ha. deve~ed durinB the pagt

years of ~·Wat10~ life, whereby levclJl have got attached tQ p:>ot, rather

than. to persons and a complicated syctem t't matching staff to specific post.

has been introdu~ed for bUdget control reaeons.

Measures under consideration a8 possible ways to improve the ,taff positifn

include the breaking doWn of the limitations on proper 5tatf~l&oement aD!
. (more)
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Mvements which have resulted fromm to. c~se a relatif',n et the staft mem\er IS

oareer to hie op~ort·~itie8 in a specit1c area Of work. Greater pOlsibi11tiea

tor inter-change and flexible utilization ~t staft on a Secretarlat-wide baal.
. I

are being develcped. Transfer opportunities to premote ,taft versatllity snd

augme;qt the br"ad general experience caf statf memlDerDj both in the Seoretariat

r.,nd in the field, will be increased aa aD- essential element in the personnel

p"'licy. The aimll te- -mich I ref'el- wietl be furthered by the general principl.e.·

1&14 down for the activities of the newly ereated Appeintment and Promotieu

~da.
I ::na.y also mention that a ~re precise and objeative form ef peri0'i1c

'\. . ~ "', ,

"~("rting is under Qo'uiderat.ion. I hcpe that this gyltem will help UI to achieve

~~bft maximum of Qbjeotivity and fairness 1D our Pers9nn~1 policy whiehil our aim.
IJthe pursuit of that aim I count on the c~Qt>erati~n cf all of' YO\1. The best

" iBtentiono ~f the Secretary-General are ef net value Without your' help. And Yf\l

t'"rpder BUl'1h help by stating your views frankly, end in a' oon.istent and responsible

I way,~ lJupervisQrs a8 well ... te aubQl'dinates.

In a few days this Hall Will witnecs the opening ,t the ninth se.sion ef

the General Assembly. 01) the agenda YClU will find several of the problems which

the United Nation. has had to face during its ahort l~fetime, and a ~ew new ones.

Let me mention only one, the di8B.n11.8J1ent question, because it is again a fecal

pOint for interest. Which are at the very eentre Of the life of the United Na.tions-

"OUr hope for progress !n the field af disarmament can never be aban~ed, and the

efforts to move 1ntinison in the direction of - at least .. restraint in the arma
ments race can, therefore, never be relaxed.

In that great conflict of interests and ideologies, which giveS to QUr

epneh its special character, the debates on the disarmament queotipn provide a

test. The mere fact that within the United NatiNlB the parties remain in contact

on this issue means that the ~rld 11 n~t turning i ta ~k upNl the faith in the

possibility of a long-term adjustment in peace. Let us hope, both as servants

of the United Nations and aa private citizens from all the member countries} that

the work of the forthe~ing Assembly will provide opportunities for luch initia

tivea and will indicate such a development of the politioal temperature in the

world aa will encourage the governments and peoples to continue and intensify
! "

their efforts to master the problem of liv~ng together at peace in this atomie

age.

(IIlQre)
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'.In cf\nclusion, I would like to quote to ,you some wl";rds written by the

great English. phill"'80pher, Sir Thomas Mo~e, who lived at a time which in its

way and on its scale was just an disturbed a8 ours:
'.

"~ ••YQU must not foreake the ship in a tempest because Y("\1 cannot rule

and keep down the winds •••• But you must with a crafty wile and & subtle train

ItUdy and endeavcur yourself, ae much as in you lieth, to handle the matter

wittily and ha.'lQ.Bome1;"{ for the purpose, and that which you Qannot turn to gf'Od,

MQ to ~rder it ~hat it be n~t very bad. For it io n9t'p~sBible for all things

t, be well"unleso all men were good. Which I think ~il1 not be yet these g~

many years."

Dn we not find, in these words, that blend of humour and seriousness, of

senae of proportion and sen6e of' duty, of ~destyand ambition, which we need

in ~ur tack and which will enable us to meet difficulties and set-backs with the

lame amile with which we l\hould Judge eur achievementD.

And, may I add that I found in the speech jUlt delivered by your Vice

Oha1rman, this fine sense of b~anee, f3r which I cong~tulate him and all of you.

* *** *



, Ar.LQCT.11':ON FRONONCEE PAR ROGER M!NNE

PRmIDEm PAR Il\"TERlM DO coaTE DO PERSONNEL

Monsieur le Secr~ta1re ~n'ra.t,

Je suis particulioreLlent h~ureux de vous remercier, au nom de lies

collegues du Secretaria.t de cette deuxieme Journee du Personnel. Nous
,. .

n 'oubllons pas que c'est vous ,ui avez pris l' io1tiatlve de ce rendez-vous

'annuel, ou chacun tente d'oublier les problemes edministratifs, oil le

Secretariat dempntre son homogen,Ute et ou il suit 1 'une des regles ellSment~re8

des plus anciennes doctrines philosophiques : la regle de l'unite. Ce soir,

. camne la. VlSritIS qui est une, comme le mande, qUi devrait @tre un, etcomme

l'ONU elle-mGme, creee sur les premisses de ltunion des peuples, ee loir,

nous ne tOnDOns qu tun. Et il est tort important que neus puissions noUB

reunir de la sorte ehaque annee. Les murmures d' Bdm1ration et les rires

qui certainement fuseront daIis' cette m&le salle, plus tard, ce soir,

ettaceront un inst3Dt les soueis de ltheure - i18 contribuerontlSgalement

a developper cet element indispensable au maintien d'un bon Secretariat

l'esprlt de corps.

Ceci m'amene a. VQU8 remercier personnellement des exeellentes

relations que vous avez contrib~ a. creer entre ce qu'on appelle, faute d'~

meilleur mot, "1'Administration" I et nous I les obscurs I les sans-grade -

et quand Je dis SanB-gr8de, en citant Flambeau, Je Buls sQr qu'on me pardonnere

ce mauvais Jeu de mots. Vous DOUS recevez touJours de bonne grace et vous

ecout.ez nos doleances. Souvent, vous noUB donnez raison. TouJours, vous

pesez nos revendications avant de prendre la decision finale., Et, sans

vouloir citer aucun nam, car neus risquerions de vexer ceux que nous amettrions

par inBdvertenoe, Deus nous telicitons egalement de nos rapports ,cordiaux

avec lea chefs de l'Administration.
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Vous avez bien voulu nous S\1.ivre dans la voie que nous avions prise,

par exemple, pour detendre le droit des ouvriers manuels d'~tre traites

sur un pied d'egalite avec ceux d'entre nous,qui travaillent 1a plume a. la

rna1~1" I.eur aecurite d; em;.>loi n' est pas plus menacee que la n8tre, maintenant

'Q.ue VC'lS a-/ez souscrit a notrE: point de vue.

Aut.re 6'.lCCeS dr..ns no~ n::e.tions : ·la "politiq,ue de rotation",

discriDi~~toir.e F~i). en rut - pUisqu'elle semblait n'aifecter que les

tonctionnairas d~u~ seul dep~t~ment - a ete abolie a~res un an de laborieuses

negociations entre le Ccmite (~u Personnel; soutenu adm~.rf.l.blement par

l'unenitilittS du reet,e d~ 1 ~ AsE:octatiCin J et V0& re:p::'~sental1ts, a presque

tOUR les echelons des c,e2;U't~I!le~ts E:t du Bu,:,eau du Personnel. L8. aussi,

je veux ~Joute! qu'aujc.urCithui, 'lorsque nous defendonc une cause, parfois'. '

avec une tmpetuosite q~e votre sagesse nous accordatoujours, on nous ecoute,

on prend des notes - et le plus souvent on nous suit dans n0S conclusions.

Enfin, je ne saurais passer sous silence l'avis de la Cour de La. He;ye,

qui a presque mot· pour. mot confirme votre positi,on lorsque, il y a un

an, vous ten1ez a. souligner le statut d' independance du Tribunal Administratif'

comme org311e Judic.1aire 3upr&e de l'Administration. Nous pensone et nous

esperons que l' avis de 1.1 plus haute instance, du Monde sera suivi.
. . .

Ces importants elereents p?sitifs, Monsieur le Secretaire general,

jane les ai pas cites a titre de precaution oratoire. Mais tout ntest pas

que lu:nH~re. On trouve encore des ombres au tableau. Des ombres qui

provoq'.'.ent des craintes, et pe.rrois des angoisses. La reorganisation, par

exemple, quand bien m~me chacuD perqoit son obJect!f ultime, a engendre des

male.1ses • Peut-~tre une certaine lenteur a.dm1nistrative inherente a. tout ,

~ouage sussi complexe qu~ le nStre, y est-elle pOur quelque chose. Nous

savonG de fact0n empirique que la caracteristique indispensable du fonctionnaire

inter~1Q,tional, c test la :pa~ience. Ceux d i entre nous qui' ont la chance de
, .

suivre de pres les travaux de 1 t Organisation pour l' etablissement d'une paix

otable et definitive et qUi observent Ala lumiere de ltH1stoire la conjoncture

internationale menaqante' savent que la patience "fait plus que force n1 que

rage" •. Monsieur le Secretaire general, nous, fonctionnaires internationaux,

sommes, en verite, patients par definition. Cependant, nous n'avons pas

tOUjours 1& vie facile. Nous savons qu'un Secretariat parfait ne se bitit pas
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en un Jour - ni m@me peut-8tre en neut 8Z'1S. Mats l' tssociat10n du Personnel

doit contim:er d l1nsister sur la s6curit~ de ltemplo1, sur la protection

Jurid~que, et sur le droit qu lont les fonctionnaires de se consid'rer comme

:f'aiC811t par'~iede la "mf'ison tt une fois qU'ils y ont accompli un stage raison

nable.. Le Conseil du Pet'eot1I'e~., et sen org("1l1e executif, le Comite du Personnel,

f:I I attachent le pl'lLl souv~mt A. ne traitel' que de problemes' ~neraux att'ectant

la :f'onction pUblique interna"tionale dans son ensemble 0 Mais je voudrais

souligner qu'il y So, chag,ue Jc'lX' , des cas d' especes particulierement douloureux,

par:f'ois particulierement inJ~etp.B, aont on ne peu~ accuser personne indiv1

duellement, mais crlli pourraienc ~tre evites ou corrig6s si lion graissait

les rouages de la machine et s1 1'on voulaitse pancher avec plus de

bienveillance sur les etats ~'ame et sur les destineesindividuelles.

"Cette petite ame,a dit Montherlant, est ewssi importante que toute l'Bme

d lun grand peuple".

Tout ceci, noUB y arriverons un Jour. Car DOUB coUaborons, et nous

travaillons bien 6nsemble.. Le personnel vous temoigne une grande confiance.

Il a llexperience des coups durs. Je sais que cette confiance, il la place

avec discernement et qu t en ce qui vous concerne, vou~ tenez avant tout ~ .la

justifier.

Monsieur le Secretaire C611eral, queUes que puissent'@tre les.divergences

de vues et les conflits interieurs qui nous ont parfois opposes, que ce soit

a huis alos dans votre bureau, ou ouvertement, par des resolutions du Conseil

du Personnel, nous voudrions vous eC.:resser un messsge - et par vous, a
l'Assembl.ee qui doit ouvrir ses assises ici m@me dans quelques jours. Ce

message est simple et- peut...@tre bane~, mats il est devenu une, verite premiere. 

CI est qu I en eette per10de de tensions, 180 plus grave, sans doute, q~" att

connu l'Histoire, nous demeurons, comma un seul homme, inlassablement devoues

et 1.nebranlablement attaches a la cause des Nations Unies, cette ,cause qui '..
constitue la preoccupation majeure de nos ~x1stences at parfois notre raison
dl@'tre.

.-----

',,:J ~'~~'~P~1~
" ":'-"1-;
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STATEMENT BY THE. SECRETARY -GENERAL
I

SECOND STAFF DAY

10 September 1954

I am happy to welC(lme you to this, our second Staff Day. Especially, I am

gratified to see that we have this time been able to organize Our Day so as to'have

the pleasure of the cO-operation, also of a number of artists fromtJ~ staff itself.

On behalf of the Administration, I want most warmly t('l than~ all of you who have

devoted time and effor~ to this day of ours, both as organizers and a~ entertainers.

It gives me great pleasure also to extend, on behalf of the whole staff, our sineere

and heartfelt thanks to the outstanding artists from outside the staff whow1J.1.. be

with us' here tonight and who Will help us to make this day a memorable one.

The participation of a great number of staff members and staff associations in

our arrangements today is an expresSion of our partnership~ not only in the service

of the Organization and in the realizati~n of its purposes, but also in the serVice

of the community of staff members. We, all of us, here have the duty - and'! would

add, the privilege • to serve the Governments of Members and the world community as

a Whole in the pursuit of the aims of the United Nations, but we have also the duty

and priVilege to help each other. This is true of anyone of us, irrespect1veof

the step of the ladder where he happens to find himself. While our constitutional

responsibilities 'differ, there is no difference in What I might call our ,mutual human

responsibilities as men and women sharing in one overriding task.

You may have the satisfaction of knowing that the work of the Secretariat and

the spir1t which is dev'~loping within 1tis meeting' witbgrowing recogr.1tion outside

the Organization also. :~nd eO,are its pronleme and needs. It gives me great

pleasure to tell you, today, about- a noble and generous gesture which is added evi

denceot this understanding. Mr. Thomas Watson has given us the financial roeansto

enable us to bUild a platform for the General' Assembly Hall, to be used on such

c;>ccaeions as ,this and also, for example, 'for concerts to be. given by invited orches

tras tor the staff. Mr., and Mts. Watson are here with us today. May .I propose

that we join in hearty applause to show them Our deep gratitude tor this gift and

our appreciat1~n for their strong and loyal support of the aims and purposes of the

Organization.

(more)
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A few days ago the Survey Gr~up which baa been studying the administrative

organization of the Secretariat brought its work to a close. Some of you may feel'

that to mention the findings and suggestions of the Group might int~oduce a jarring

note'in our meeting today. Knowing as I do the proposals from the inside and

knowing also the way in "\-lhieh we intend to implement the new arrangements} I feel

that those who voice fears and doubts are mistaken. What was said in a circular to

the staff on this matter last Spring still holds true; only in a very few cases,

indeed, will the proposals adversely affect staff members from a career standpoi~t}

and in those cases, the problem will in gnod time be brought up for discussion with

those concerned.

Let me say a few words in explanation pi this. How is it possible, in a fu1r

ly ahort time) to reduce the staff by some 280 to 290 members, and to reverse the

previous upward trend of the budget} without resorting to drastic moves harmful to

the interests of the staff?

The policie's pursued over the last year or so hav'e alreac.y resulted in a n~t

reduction covering about half the total contraction anticipated should the General

Assembly endorse the Survey Group's proposals. That leave~u6 ~ith a further re

duction of the same si~e - that is , some 140 - fairly evenly di \rided between the

professional category and the general service category. The possibility of elimin

ating those further 140 posts, without harmful effects, will be provided through

the normal turnover of staff. The reduction will thus, in the main, be achieved by

the blocking of posts as they become unencumbered.

However, it isobvioUB that the automatic reduction achiev'ed in this manner

will only to a limited extent correspond to the el1reination of pC"sts recomClended by

the Survey Group as being in keeping with a rational arrangem~of the work of the

, Secretariat. In order to get the maximum benefit of the turnover, the blocking of

posts Will, therefore, have to be cpmbined with mOre consistent and closely con

trolled inter-departmental transfers, both at Headquarters and overseas offices,

including such areas as UNICEF, TN\. and TJ',B.

This approach must be supported by a Wisely planned recruitment policy which 

While moving us in the direction of a better geographical eqUilibrium • avoids

appointments which would hav'e unfavorable repercussions on the present staff

members. I have repeatedly explained to Member Governments that, much'as I wish

to achieve a wider and more balanced geographical distribution in the Secretariat,

I do not consider it to be fair to achieve such balance by act~ons unfavorable to

those already serving us.

(more)
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Just as in the field of recruitment, we shall have to bear this factor in

mind in the field of promotions. I am sure staff members will understand and

support a policy aimed at preserving the opportunity of absorbing at the approp

riate level, staff members whose, posts are being abolished, even if this may,

in sme cases, slow d.nwn the normal processes of promotion. The disadvantage will

be of limited extent and should be viewed in the light of the need to pr~tect

as fully as possible the career servioe of the staff as a whole.

Fr01Tl what I hav:e said you will understand that the fact that if, acoording

to the proposals of the Survey Group, as ~aid down in its target manning tables,

a post is to be eliminated, this does not in any way'mean that the incumbent of

that post is aut~matically threatened. Every effort will be made t~ achieve

adjustments which will give him anothe~ eqUivalent task, satisfactory to himself

both as to its level and as to the nature of the work. If and when we run into

diffiCUlties, it will be because the etaff member's capabilities are 80 specialized. .

that it docs not prcve possible for the Administration to reassign him to another

area of work than that in which he has so far been employed.

As I promised in the circular last Spring, those few staff members who

may be advers81y affected. will be infonned in good time. ! hope you will under

stand that, as we are working out a system Of 8te~-by-step adjustments, it is
I

qUite possible that the number of' staff members finally concerned may turn out

to be small~r than the number of th0se who at the m~ment might soem to be in

difficulty. That is wby We have pnstponed discussi~ns with individual staff

m~mbers. To accept a somewhat longer period of uncertainty does not seem to be

an excessive price to pay for the effort to provide for the best ~scible

adjustment.

I have referred here only to such aspects ~f the· general personnel p~licies

as are of importance f~r the implementation ~f the re~rganization plans. However,

other policy movcs aiming at a better pr~tection of the career service, are als0

under consideration. In an organization with a structure such as that of the

United Nations, there will always be a problem ~f rec~nciling organizati~nal

fluctuations with the legitimate career interests of the staff. The problem is

rendered more difficult by the rigid system which has developed during the past

years of United Natinns life, whereby levels have got attaohea try poots rather

than to persons and a complicated syctem ~f matching staff to specific posts

has been introduced for bUdget control reasons.

Measures under consideration as pos~ible ways to improve the staff position

inclUde the breaking down of the limitations on pr~per staff placement and
(more)
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movements which have resulted frl')mm ton close a relation of the staff member's

career to his ~pportuniti2E in a specific area ~f w~rk. Greater possibilities

for inter-change and flexible utilization ~t staff on a Secretarie1.-wide basis

are being develnped. Transfer opportunities ~ pr:m~te statf versatility and

augment the br~adgeneral experience nf staff members, both in the Secretariat

and in the field, will be increaSed a6 an essential element in the personnel

~licy. The aims t~ which I refer will be furthered by the general principles

laid down for the activities, of the newly created App~intmcnt and Promoti~

Boards.

i I may alsn mention that a more precise and objec~ive f~rm ~f pcri~ic

reporting is under c~nsideration, I hnpe that this system will help us to achieve

tftat maximum of objeotivity and fairness in ~r personnel policy which is our aim.

In the pursuit nf that aim I count nn the c\"'-C'peration \'f all of yc-J.. The best

intentions of the Secretary-General are of,n~ value withC'ut y("ur help. And yc:u

render such help by stating y~ur views frankly, and in a consistent and responsible

way, to supervisors as well as to sub("rdinates.

In a few days this, Hall will witneBs the opening ("f ~?e ninth sessi("n ~f

the General Assembly •. On the agenda y~u will find several of the problems which

the United Nations has had to face during its short lifetime, and a few new ones.

Let me mention only one, the d1Barmame~t question, because it is again a fecal

point for interests which are at the verY centre of the life ~r the United Nations.. ,

OUr hope for progress in the field nf disarmament can never be aband~ned, and the

efforts to move-in unison in the direction of - at least - restraint in the arma

ments race can, therefore, never be relaxed,

In that great conflict of intere~5 and ide~logieB, which gives t~ cur

epoch its special character, th~ debate~ nn the disarmament question provide a

test. ' The mere fact that within the United Nati~n8 the parties remain in contact
,

on this issue means that the wnrld is ~ntturn1ng its back up~n the faith in the

possibility of a l\\ng-term adjustment in peace. Let us hope, both ,as servants

of the United Nat1C'ns and as private citizens from all the member countries, that

the w~rk of the forthcoming Assembly will provide opportunities fer such initia

tives and will indicate .such a development of-the political temperature in the
,

world. as will enc")urage the governments and peoples to continue and intensify
, -

their eff"rts to master the problem '1f living together at peace in this at("Mic
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In conclusion, I 'Would like to quote 'to you some worda written by the

great English philosl:.pher, Sir Thomas MOl!e, who lived at a time which in i te

way and on ita Bcale was just as disturbed as Qurs:

" •••you must not forsake the ship in a tempest because you cannot rule

and keep down the ~.;1ndB....... But you must with a crafty wile and a subtle train

study and endeavour yourHelf, as much as in you lieth, to handle the matter

wittily and handB1:mely for the purpose, and that wh:I.ch yeu emmot turn to good,

so to order it that it be nf~t very bad. For it is nr't·,poseible for all things

to be. well, unless all men were goed. Which I thi~~will not be yet these g~

many years."

Do we not find, in these words, that blend of humour and seriousness, of

sense of proportion and sense nf duty, of modesty and ambition, which we need

in our task ~~d which will enable us tn meet diffioulties and set-backs with the

same smile with which we ah~uld jUdge our achievements.

And, may I add that I found in the speech just delivered by your Vice"

Chairman, thi~ fine sense of balance, f("'r which I congratulate him .and all of yoU.

* *** *

. \
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STATFl4ENT BY TIIF SFC?.ET.AJ:{! -GENERAL AT THE UNITED NATIONS .
CONFJi<E:TiCE or-l?tENnw.6.iNT'f'ARffi's- ON THE. STNfUs OF STITE'i:ESSPERSONS,
- -•. M6!'IDA"Y713 SEPT~ER 't25I40, .. ..

! have great pleasure in opening the United Nations Conference of Pleni

potentiaries on the Status of Stateless Persons and iri'welcoming the representa

tives of the various Governments who have come here to take part in the Conter-

ence.

Tte United Nations ..-in particular the Commission on Human Rights, the

Economic and Social COQ~il and the International Law Commission--has for some

years been concerned with the fate of stateless persons. It has attacked the

problem on two fronts. On a long term basis it has been studying how stateless

ness may in the future be eliminated. At the' sarae' time it has been aware of the

need for immediate action to improve,the lot of stateless persons w~erever they

may now exist.

The International Law Comril1ssion fa the organ which has been mainly con

cerned with finding a long term solution of the problem of statelessness within

the general context of its study of nationality. At its recent session, earlier

this year, this Commission drew up two draft Conventions, one on the reduction

of future statelessneb3 and the other on the elimination of fut,ur~ statelessness.

Both 'Till be before the General Assembly at its forthcoming session;

The International Law Commission has also been interested in the problem of

present statelessness. It has suggest~ that to improve the condition ,of state

lessness, it would be d~sirable that stateless persons should be given the

speeial status of "protected persons" in their countl:"Y of residence before

acquiring a nationality. The Commission has been primarily concerned with

present statelessness from the point of view of its redUction.'

The plight of the many thousands of refugees and ste.teless persons in the

world in ~ecent years has demanded urgent action. The International Refugee

Organization brought material relief to great numbers ot refugees. In many

cases, however, their legal status remained uncertain. In 1949 the Economic

(more)
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and Social Council took steps to try and improve ~the legal podtion. To this end

it set up an Ad H~ Committee which drew up a draft Convention relating to the
,

Status of Refugees and a d~ft Protocol relating to the status of stateless

persons.

On 28 July 1951 a Conference of Plenipotentiaries spec~ally convened by the

General Assembly in Geneva for thi~ pU4~ose adopted and opened for signature a
'.,~ . .

Convention relating to the Status of Refugees. Under this Convention states

undertake to grant certain rights to refuge~s and, except where the Convention

contains more fa\"Orable ,P1:'C:'V1e:'ons, to accord to refu~es .~he same treatment which
. .

they give. to aliens generally. This includeS' also stateless,per80ns if they are

. refugees. 'I'Pe Convention came into force only recently, in April this year, ..after

six countries had ratified or acceded to it. The High Commissioner for Refugees

has descri~cd this ~nBtrument as constituting "the most comprehensive codification

of rights of refugees so far embodied in an int~rnational instr~ent," It pro

vides the legal ,status of refugees with the safeguard of i~ternational law ~nherent

in a multilateral convention. The Conference did not discuss the draft Protocol

. in any detai::" but referred it back "to the appropriate organs of the United

Nat!oDsfor further study."

It is fer the present Conference to decide to what extent the rights set \.

forth in the 1951 'Convention can and should be app~iedto statelese persons,

whether they are refugees or .not and wheth~t they are covered. by the Convention

of 1951 or not.

As the basis for it~ work the Conference has before .it .the draft protocol as

drawn up in 1950 by tbe Ad Hoc Con:mit.tee of the Economic and Social Council. This
, ' , ', .

text was prepar~d by the Committee in. relation to the draft Conven~ion,onRefugees., '.

,Certain changes were made in 1951 and the present Conference will ~eed to review

the pro,visions of the ~aft protocol in the light of the final t~xt of the Conven

tion ot 1951.and of the c:::l111'llents which various Governments ha.ve made at the re,

quest of the Qeneral Assembly. Tbese are the terms of reference of the Conference

as laid ~oWn in Resolution .526 A (XVII) of the Council.

tn adopting ~ protocol relating to the status of .stateless persons and open

ing i~, for ,signature, this Conference will have completed a chapter, begun several
. ,. ; , ~.

yeal"s ago, of United Nations e~forts, to prote.ct. refugees and statel~ss persons.

It ~illhave ~de ,proyis~on for certain important rights ~b~ accorded to.those

.. (moreL
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who, either through Bome accident of birth or grave misfortune befalling them

in the turbulent time~ in ~hich we live, are destitute of nationality. It is

through such efforts as these that the United rrations is able realistically. to

give effect to the provisions of the Cbarter under which Member Governments have

pledged themselves to take joint and separate action to promote universal respect

for and ob6~~vance of human rights a~d fundamental freedoms for all.

The task befoze you is an important one, indeed.

I
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STAm§jI ~r Sp.pm~;PA«i.IiM'~LPBimRl
SEtONDAS~ 9t~~JJl QiWCHi§
..' "

AT F~OH\ ~t"'~iOj'4YCim

,It is for me a privilege to bit· dove th1. c~unity to acldre8~•. ae

l!lpokeeman for the Unite<! Nation., the World CctmaU of ChurC.be"., Asa ~udent

I sa.w at close quarters the beg1Iinit'B of the great ~LiUDlerd,eeJ./1.!'Cv8UU!Ct, and

I learned to admire one of its inspired leaders, ArChbiMoP Nat}-.&! 8oqerblom.

This makes it a epeeisl plea.su;'e fer mf. pmmall1 to be here with you ait Ut1s

important conference.

The Chm-ches arc guardians of and spokesman tor the d,{f$peBt belle.r~ and

the loftiest' dreams of man, The th1ted Nations,-on ~e other hand, ism

organization for continuous dip~tio negotiation concerrdng concrete political

~s, ....providinS "1%2 for1.'ltsl'uatd.onal administr;t1ve action ii1 the economic
. ..' n T ••

8Ild social fielder • .

r yet,' 1n spite of all differ'~ces in character and responsibility, the

Churches and the United Nations have an aim in common and a field of action
. r u.

"'here they work side by side. I would like to talk to you this evening about

8. few aspects flf the international situation as they appear t9 me in the light

of 1d1at we have in common. However.- be1'ore doing so. let me try to explain more

fully how I view the task of th s thit eel Nations..

In. a televised interv'ie\f some tiineago, a youngster of 16 asked me with
concem why there 1s no reference to God :in the ~ted Nati~ Cha.rter. ~ JDiY \

rep17 I drew his attention to the Preamble ot the Charter where the nations

express their "fa!1:.l;l in thEJ dignity and worth ()f the hUlZW1 parson" and ~led.ge

themselves lito practice tolerance and live ~geth~ in peaoe w1th ene anoth.ezi

as goed neighbors." I telt eure that he saw here an expr~s!lion of what" 1n the

fa.ith which was his, 'wa.s' recognized at!! the Will of God: that we &hould love ~, . '

..neighbors as 011r8e1.UJIe He could not expect a document" which should 8erve, as a

basis tor world c&-oOperation, to go further in the direction he had :in mind.

The tb1ted Nations must recognue and respe~4 all the different creeds and

a.ttit.udes repre&U\ted by its Member Nation••
(2I1f\lZ'e)
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The question a..'1d my reply emphasiZe some basic facts. The United Ns,tions. . .~

staI!ds outs~~ - necessarily outside - all confessions l b';lt ~it iSl...n:v,erthel~~)

.~. ~rymenii. fjl' 'aUb As such~ is inspli'e~ by w~t unites and not by wh~

divl..g,s the "great religions of the \'lorld. '
....... 'd _ t r ---!1'

Tho keywords of this Conference are Faith and Order. These words could,
with only a slight change of sense, serve as a motto also f~ thethited Nations

:in its international activity. The Organization must be animated by and defend

Faith in the dignity and worth of man, bom equal. It must serve and strengthen

Order as a guarantee for peace, giving to everyone a possibility to live a full

life in freedom. In the Introduction to the EctUnenical Survey of International

Affairs, prepared for this meeting of the Council of Churches, it is 6~id that

what is needed from Evanston is "a renewed faith and determination" expressed

throughout t.he l'rorldwide fellAOwship in responsible aotion for peace and justice."

In the same spirit it may be said of the United Nations that what is .1·equired from

the Organization - and from the govemment~ and peoples therein represented - is

a renewed fa~th, a faith renewed every day, expres6ed in a never abandon~d, ever,y

day newly initiated, responsible action for peace.

Thus, in spite of their different roles in the life of the eOlIl1lJ.unity and

the peoples) the Organization and the ChU!"ches stand aide by Iilide as partioipants

in the efforts of all men of good will, irrespective of their creed or form of

worship, to establish peace on earth. Problems that worry us in the tbited

Natione must worry you, and aohievements whizh ",a may be permitted to make ~ll

be welcomed 'by you.

There is no need for me to desel1be or analyze the international situation

or today 1.'1 any detail. The facts are well known to all of you. Has there indeed

been any time, when the ~i:~*,e~ .~!_a;};,l ~;';,"W~~~b::;:.;~~~~tl~~ jui~~~ az;~ ..
Lilly into eyeg home~ Quickly a;nd fully -; bJl~ hoW' rar:.,ly ~b.~. spirit of...

objectivity! Hol'! rarely in such a way as to make it, possible for the eommon ma:1

til tind wi:\:. should be hie proper I"oacti~n to world affairs in the light of his

basic idealst

It may be said that there is today -; for the first time in how many years? -.

_no open .war~~e an:mhe!~in~:he world& ,,";,ut this does not mean that there~~ea~~.:.
, j !, .• 4 _ $! ...• 45 x..

Nemes that we find daily on the pages of our newspapers remind us of the major

conflicts. Korea and Indochina. Palestine. Kashmir. The remaining problems a.re.'

grea.t, indeed, in all these places, although differing in scope and character.

To resolve them in a way which preserves peace and gives to tpe peoples coneerned

freedom and safety in a way of life of their own choice, is an aim never to be

(more)
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-- ahandoned., but 8t.ill tar tro~ being realized. Other names eo.uld be added, like

Germany and Austria. Still others may in their turn come to domina.te headlines

telling about new threats of war.
Even it all these various conflicts and unresolved problems were but isolated .

oneee they "'Ould be disturbing and deplorable indeed. They are alarming when, as

is new the case, they must be viewed .as expressions of trends and tensions, which

make thEm all symptoms of one and the same sickness ot our world.

Looking for explanations of the situation we are tacing, we will find beneath

'the surtace, torces which are in themselves to a large extent beth natural and

constructive. However, permitted to develop outside a system of legal order which

is inspired by a. Will to peace, these same forces threaten with destruction.

In broad terms, our t:JJne is characterized by two predominant trends, one in

~,:c~~~~;~~~...~~,!~~~~~~~ ~~¥._.¥i,bLtiri(t,~~*L9~tt.~~,
in the, ~~:s~:iOEp~r~~!?~~..¢\tl!lroJ ~d.~~~J~~~ ..~L!l1,,~UsP~ I feel that

:

we ehould welcome both trends as reflecting en urge tor a "",rld of gryater Justice-
. .

such justice as is necessary tor laeting peace. But we should also recognize that,

it no means are provided for an order!y developmEnt, these trends m..v lead to

cataclysms like those which we have seen in the reGent past.

In an etfort to meet the dema..,ds, which these trends make US face, we must

approach our task from tl«> angles. There is, first of all, .in the international

field, a need for pra.ctical action, helping under-developed countries to· achieve

such economic progress as would give them their proper share in the wealth of the

world, and there is a need far political arrangements, providing a framework fer

e. c5\pelopnent in peace towards independence and self-determination for peoples

now experiencing a revival of national pride and achieving political maturity.

But, on the other hand, there is also a need f()r insp1r~~gn.,!Q~ ,U:w ,Qr~Q.t.i"Qgt_
-'.11•• · •._,."nt~ -

...a §piriS- ampn, ~AA le~a 0' W 2602les. which helps them to use the torces whioh

they l'Bve to master, tor peace and not for war.. for evolution and not for

revolution.

As a fruit of the developments which we thUB tind below the surface of world

evmts, but als0.l in part, as an ideologieaJ. inspiration behind those very deve

lopments, we meet basically different attitudes to the evolution of society and

of the world community. Such differences are enly too wide and too obvious even

among those who share the same fundament~ faith in the dignity and 1«'rth of men.

Let us not overlook the ideologic,a! tensions, but, on the other hand, let U8 not

enggerate their significance. Especially, let us nm. .get caught 111 the bellef'

that divi.ei.ons of our world between the righteous and the wrongdoers, between
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idealiS!ll and materialism, between fre'edomand slavery, coincide with national

boundaries. The righteous are to be found everywhere ~ as are the wrongdoers•.

Those whose only ideal is material wellbeing meet us in every country - as those

whose ideal is seltless service.

The conflicts behind the surface of international - and for that matter

also of national politics, are.~.;onf\:cts.whoS:I!<~~,~~;,~t~~J;l1alw&~Ii.~~I~f~~~~~~

......and always W;~ln~e t~e ~ea;~~.2!.~~ In a certain area, in a certain period,.
those t; power may predominantly represent one or the other tendency. But we

would lack in historical sense and psychological insight, if the experience we

have gathered during our short span of ,time would lead us to believe ,that this

or that people is to be' considered as an enemy forever of our ideals, or if we

were to believe that ideals which we feel should dondnate our own society, will

survive without an honest and continued fight for their suprema~ .:in our own

public life.

In the effort to build a world of justi ce and order the main task of the

United Nations must primarUy be one directly referring to the acute, concrete

cases of conflict, where mediation, negotiation and reconciliation are time

honoured ways to establish peaceful conditions. But the United Nations can also

serve the governments aaa useful instrument in their attempts to direct the socia.1.

.and.. mlUical forces behind the confiiots and to meet the widespread demands which

these forces reflect. Thus. the Unit ed Nations is the main organ through which

1 d t
.. ., t h.d I" 't . • 1M.. . I . jS N .. II I

b
'h ., ed-

peo es un er ruste.eship, or the non-sel.f~govern"ngt,et"rit.~l" .es. may ee7"-.
• '.' .,;t: ,,'

to independenoe and se1i'·4et.e.>:'Tll1J"1"1,t:il"ll'\. %i" 'p ace were a nation, young
.. $ • . "d . IS. 4 I ,

in its politicaJ" jndf.tl1enn ance, can f:L."1d a floor in the debate on world af.:'airs.

Through techni~al assistance 1:i.."1d th;rough p:.oneer action in the social field, the

UnUed Nationa, r.owever,$ .can ulso be, instl'umental in l.i.fting the living standards

Qf peoples and in furthG2"ing the~r econom:i..c gro't'f.:h.

When we go b~ond t~1e gre<:.t so·~::.al, ar.d eCO~1'.\n:ic trends to the underlying

ideclogical tensi.)ns, the cOl;tr:'buti.:;~ that the United Nations can make is more

limited. Fo.ithftll to its id'2J.ls, i.n::;.3.rtial in the clazhes (If inte:oest, and with

patience and persoverallce, it can be one of the fooal p:)ints far tr..e hopes of all

those who honestly work lor pedce. It can help to justify thei~ patience. It

can give encourag~ment to their own 'iill to impartiality and ~o their respect for

justice. But the very nature of the Organization makes it ina~equate as a means

of innuencing those basic attitudes which are decisive in the battle tor the

hearts of men. The impact. of its actions and attitudes can only 'bo a very general

one, and will always rerr.sin uncertain unless properlyeJtplained.

(more)
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A war to be fought :in the hearts of mell ca.:.'1. be waged only by those

speaking directly to men. It is here that! see the great, the overwhelming task

of the Churches and of all men of good will of every creed in the work for peace.

Their vital contribution to this ,",ork is to t.ight for an ever "rider recognition
,

" of their own ideals of justice and truth.

However, they also have the power to sholo' men the strength - so necessary

in our world 0f today - that follmAfs from the courage to cest others with trust.

We have seen how out of present day confliots and the underlying tensions has

grown a "lidespread state of, fear and fru6trat~.0,n, of disJt~lt.i~,,;Q~c~tiA¥,1. ef
,,__'11 , T 11 ,t__ ,.w...._~-~.lIii.",;;-~=;;,.<iI:o'i-:"~-L.~-.;;Il~·~: .... ~_" '.%. t:aR~-· ,..,.

'l'his is, as we all know, in itself a ,s0llrce of evil. It maintains an atmosphere
"---- ' .m.'_~~~:J*-,-"f""'~~~~i~jtih~':".:3.0ii!'~-t-."~~~"-"""~:;"-_:';";-~'F,":'i;"1'~

in "'hM:~~~~tfJ1c.!~..!.~~,;L~~,..;J~4S,§!'tar~~!,~,~,~~~!3,;)cJ:.~~s;ty'~_P3·ile!: o•.!, _t~~
forces which we have to master. In the faeeof this development, we have reason
~~.A~",-;;:elt~]l<~.lf:";t:'Y.-,:'":.-",:~",--- /. .--';'_.,?{,--<;.. ,:_,",.;.:,,:.~--;"- -~t

to remember the truth that he who fee.rs God will no longer fear men.

In speaking for justice, truth and trust in public affairs, the Churches

may be a decisive force for good ll~ international and national political life,

without assuming a political role or trying directly to influence political

decisions. Can or should the Churches go any further? In my viel<l there is one

thing they could do. They could help to explain how world affairs are ru.'1 and

what is the responsibility of everyone of us. In doing so they could help to

explain wha.t an organization like the Unit ed Nations stands for: how it s ideals

run parallel to the very aims and beliefs of the common man who wishes to live in

peace with his neighbors, with freedom to build his own little world in h~n

dignity.

In explaining to the peoples the failures and echievements of, the work f~r

peace -- whether ~t is the wo~k of governments or churches, of an international

organization, of priva~e associations or of individuals -- in order to win their

understanding and their support for that work, there is one thought which I feel

should be stressed.

In the Sermon on the Mount it is said, tilet we should take no thought of

the morrow - IIfor the morrow shall take thought for the things of itself.

Sufficient unto the day is the evil therecf." Can anything seem farther from the

practical planning, the long term considerations typical of political life?

And yet -- is this not the very expression of the kind of patience we must all

learn to show in our work for peace and justice? Mustn't we learn to believe that

when we give to this work, daily, mat it is in our power to give, and when, daily,

we meet the demands facing us to all the extent of our ability, this will ultimately

lea.d to a world of greater ,1ustioe and good Will" even if nothing wottld seem to

give us hope of success or even of progress in the right direction.

(mo::e)
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Certainly, the words about the evil of the day and the things of the

morrow do not mean that our actions should not be guided by a thoughtful and

responsible consideration of future cons9quences of what we do, But they do

-.. mean, that our work for peace should be pursued with the patience of one who

has no anxiety about results, acting in the calm self-surrender of fa! tho

For the Christian faith lithe Cross is that place at the centre of the

world t s history ••• where all men end all nations without exception stand

. revealed as enemies of God .,. and yet' where all men stand revealed as beloved

of God,' precious in God's eight." .(I q1.wte from the Report on the Main Theme

of this Assembly.) So 'understood, the Cro-sa, although it is the unique fact on

which the Christian Churches baae their hope, should not separate those of

Christian faith from others but should instead be that element in their l1veIS

which enables them to stre+,ch out their hands to peoples of other creeds in the

feelL~g of universal brotherhood which we hope one day to see reflected in a

world of nations tru4r united.

# # #
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TRANSCRIPI' OF SECRETARY-CJEl.1ERAL'S PRESS CONJ'ERENCS
; J

Headquarters, New York, 19 AUgust 1954

The SECRETARY-GENERAL: Here we are again. Today, for once, I have

what you may regard as news, else I know only too well that I would be a bad

boy from your point of view by making all· sorts of comments but never giving

you anything which really is actual news. In fact, I am finally in a position

to live up to a promise I think I gave you some time in April when you asked me

about the new set-up on the senior level ot the Secretariat. That promise has

been repeated. On the last occasion, I said that it had been repeated monthly,

and I felt bad about not being able to give you information. Now, finally,

I am in a position to do so, with a couple of reservations to which I shall

return.

I will circulate the l1st so as to make it possible for you to be quite

exact. You need not make any notes at this point. The formal statement which

I should like to make is as follows;

I have Offered to the persons listed below, posts at the senior level of

the Secretariat comprising the departments and offices under the new

organizational arrangements approved in broad outline by the General A~sembly

at its eighth session. 'The organizational arrangements, now fully developed,

will be presented to the ninth session of the General Assembly for final

consideration. It is contemplated that the new organizational plan will be

initiated on 1 January 1955.
I mention first the offices of the secretary-General. You remember that

the administrative department has been abolished and that we have changed the

status of ,the legal department. After that, three new offices of the

Secretary-General have been establiBhed, the total number of these offices

now being four. In charge of the offices of the Secretary-General are the

following persons:

(more)
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Exscut1ve Assistant to the Seer-eta.ry...General

Legal Counsel

Controller

Mr. P~drew W. Cordier

Mr. Constantin Ste.'V'ropoulo~

Mr. Hans C. AndeN1en

Director o£ Personnel (for period of'
re-organ1z~tion) Mr; Alfred G. Knt.zin

You may obserW! tha.t thel'l! is no title like principal di.re<:rto~. 'These

Mr. Victor Hoo

Mr. Ahmed S. Bokhari

Mr. David B. Vaug~an

~~. Benjamin A. Cohen

~ey are diNctly

Then there ~~the

Mr. Ralph J. }3uncbe

Mt'. Ilya S. Toh~rzu"Chev

Mr.. Pb11ip~ de Seynes

are lubstantive titl~sl and that is part of tl:1e change.

descriptive of the function! of these heedS ot offices.

following:

Und6r Secretary

Under Secretary

Under Secretary (in charge at the Department
of Political and Security Council Affair,;;) Mr. ,DragoplsY Prot1tch

Under Secretary (in charge of the Department
of Economic and Social Affa.irs)

Under Secretary (in charge vf Trusteeship and
Informatiop from N9n-Self-Governing
Territories)

Under Secretary (in charge of th~ Department
of Public Information)

Under Secretary (in charge of the Department
of Conference Services)

Dire~'tor (in charge of tho Office of General
Services) .

Dill~~EI~t¥~tr~ncf the Tec~nical Assistance Mr. Hugh L. Keen1~yside

!vIr. Owen will continue as Chairmen of the Technical Assistance Board.
$

Pro::>osals for ~~puty Under Secretaryship6 will be announced later•.

This list is cO~\l~ with the single Qxception of the Deputy Under

8ecretarysttps whioh I/have to annQunce late~. Th~re ara a couple of reasons

vhich make it necessary for me to keep open this question of Deputy Under

SecretaryshipS, the main one being that that is part of the organizattonal plan

With re$pect to ~h1ch no final decision was taken by the General Assembly last

year. For that ~ason, the question is of'ten in manY cases: in how many

d.epartments will th0re be deputies"l It is obvious that in such circumstances

it would not make sense now a.t this stage to make an announcement similar to

the one I made fol.'" the othe:r· s~n1.o't' offices.

(more)
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That is the piece of neW'S I wanted to give you today. As I said, the

list will be oircula.ted so that you v1l1 h.a~ it in your hand at the end of

this meeting. That being said, I gues, that we should turn to the usual

routine. I am open to all sorts OfqUe8tt~. Whether or not I can give

replies is another mattel'.

QUESTION: How 40 the De:puty SecretarteB-General differ from the

Assistant Seoretaries? What 11 ~ a1inifioance of the change?

The SECRETMrI-GE1!ERAL. That takes us a long way back to the previous

history of top operations here. I do not know if you will find it useful.

If you do, I will try to expla.in Yhatit does mean. However, I must go baok

a little bit into the historY of the Seeretariat.

As arranged in the early stages of thts Organization, the set-up of the

Seoretariat was one where you had Assistant Secretarie~-GenGral.and Principal

Directors in the various departments. The Assistant Secretaries-Ger...eraJ. "ere

&ecretaries or senior offioials With, 80 to say, a strong accent on the

political functions of the man in charge. The Principal Direotorships, on the

other hand, were not striotly subordinated to the Assistant Secretaries-General.

They were mainly chief administrative offlc~rs with administrative functions.

As e~erience has s~own, that led to a kind of duplication, which was not too

fortunate as it is rather difficult to have a top man who is a quasi-political

official and a second man who is responsible for administration. For that

reason, this system of two top echelons was abolished in the organization and

we introduced instead two new kinds of functions 1 heads of departments oalled

Under Seoretaries and heads of offices with substantive titles.

Your question is really coneel"I1ed with the Under Seoretaries and the

Deputy Under Secretaries, as I understand it. The heads of offices, all of

them, are people with primarily administrative I'unctions which are very wide and

very important. The same is true in the case of ·the under Secretaries with

the difference 1 ho'....ever, that in th~ case of the Under Secretaries in oharge of

departments or without departments the delegation of political responsibility

from the Secreta.ry4eneral is the regular thing. In the present system, we

have quasi-political officials who are delegated political responsibility, and

(more)
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I",

administrative officials. But they are in different spheres. They are

administrative of'tice.:e in those spheres whe~ too work is primarily

adm1nistrati~e. They have political functions ·in the departments where the

.political aspect of the job necessarily is a. question of if not policy-making

at least policy formulation. The Deputies to the Under Secretaries are Just

a kind of arrang,ement entered into where the d$partment is so big that it 1s

impos.ible for o~ man to reason it all out without aeveloping into a rather

awkward kind of bottleneck. flo must haw someona at his side. .

The Deputy is not 8U;PPOOed to be subordinate to the Under Secretary. The

Deputy Under Secretary is at. the side of the Under secretary and they

arrange between them what kind of division of responsibilities they find most

useful. I guess that in moat cases it will not be a qualitative interest.

If you have a field covered by a certain department, the most likely arransement

is for the Under, Secretary and the Deputy Secretary to agree on cutting that

field into 't"..ro pieces, co-o,erating very closely at the top but each of them

having his part at it. So it ia not a question of subordination but one of

co-ordination whieh, at least in my experience, vorks ever so much better in

this kind of job.

QUESTION: What will be the duties of Mr. Bunohe and. Mr. Tchernychev?

The SECRETARY-GENERAL: They will be Under Secretaries with the same

llositiori as the others. I have seen that in some papers t_hey have been called

i)&pnty Secretar1es-General. This is entirely falSC\. They are Under

Secretaries with the same position ~s the others. The difference is that the

ti¥er Secretary in charge of a department has a definite assignment to a

certain group of questions that belong to the department. In the case of

Dr. Bunche and Mr. Tchernychev, their work..10ad will be one based on ~ .22£
assignments mostly of an interdepartmental character. You know that there are

very, very many qUestions whtch overlap between departments. Now,they more or

lees fall 'on me. It is 'not a verJ practical an"angement. I develop very

qUickly and very easily into a bottleneck. It is much better if those problems

an handled by those:people 'Who can p1.ay over the whole range and can co-operate

wtth var'1.oua~t.s... They can get onw1.th .such and such a problem
(more)
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system is a rather curious and

It is decided on every single

away for any considerable time.

tndependently. That is the kind of function which, as I see 'it, is the proper

one for the Under Secretaries who are not tied down to one specific

department. In other terms, in their case, just as in the case of the

Under Secretar1e.1n charge of departments, it is the delegation of what

constitutionally are responaib11it1es and f\u'lctions of the Becretary-GeneraJ..

The difference is that in the, ee.se of Under Secretaries in charge of departmen-t13

it is done .once and for all BllIl apelled out in the terms of reference of that

department. In the case of the under Secretaries vithout any specific

department, it is done on a day-to..day basis, mainly in order to cover those

fields Which are not properly covered by any single department.

QUESTION: Would you say then that they would have the duties of' the

De~utY,8ecretary-Generalbut not the title?

The SECRETARY-GENERAL: No, I 'WOuld not say tha.t. They ,have the

dutiel of the Und.er Secretaries Who have to perform in a wider field than that
~overed by any single department.

QUESTION: Is it contemplated that they eould be sent to various

pointe of the world on specific assignments1

The SECRETARY-GENERAL: Yes I but the same is true of all Unc.er

Secretari~s. It- 1s also true to a certain extent in their spheres of the

heads of offices. But of eourse they will be more easily a.vailable than those

in charge of departments which necessarily find ita bit difficult to go away.

QUESTION: ' Who will take your place when yoU: a.re away?

The SECImTlIRY-GENERAL: The p:-esent

irregular one becaua.. there is no firm rule.

occasion who is to be in charge if I am to go

I then d.ele~ate my powers to' him.

The lamesystem~ll have to function now. There is no specific order of

'preeeden.ce. .-It.- ia-.dacid.ed.. '1.n the J,.'ight of,~Gib1J...it.ies-a.wi £oreoeeuneed.B·in.

(more)
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specific situations. There is DO seniority. There is no alphabetical order.

There is nothing of the kind. It is decided in light of the situation.

QUESTIONc Mr. HammargkjOld, will this new system crea.te a closer

liaison between the offices of the Under Secretaries and your office?

The SECRETARY-GENERAL: ' I do not reliUly eee'what you ha.ve 1n mind

ea a question there.

"> QUESTION: There wa.s a case of centralizing the administrative,;\:

: funetions around YGur oftice.

The SECRETARY-GENERAL: Th~~ are more strongly c~~tralized because

of the four offices to which I referred. The four offices are all officea

of the 3ecretary-Generalj that is to say, the whole of the centralized

': administrative operation covering the sphere covered by Mr. Cordier, the

~.Executive Assistant, the legal sphere, the fi~c1al ~phere of the controller

and the personnel aphere. All of those are concentrated into one unit, GO it

is a bigger unit ,of its owt,l kind in the hO\lSe.

~-_., QUESTION: May I come back to the question of the Under Secretariea

Without depa.rtments? Would you be kind enough, Mr. Hammarskjold, to ~.ndicate

some field Which, in your opinion, is an example which is not covered by

the departments and would have to be covered from time to time by these two

Under Secretaries?

The SECRETA..~Y -GENERAL: In order not to give hypothetical exe.mp~es,

which are always not very interesting, we can take the acute and wel~-known

case of when Dr. Bunche had th e task of mapping out all the various plens

concerning the Jordan waters &nd so on and so forth. He co-operated with

people from three or four different departmenta. That is a very good case in

point. There are many such cases. From rTJ:;f own daily experience I I could g1ve

quite a few. However, this is a solid one, and I think it tells the story.
(more)
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QUESTION: We had an opportunity to see General Burns here, and

General Burns said that he would be in Israel today, if I understood him. He said

that the first thing would be to go with Geparal Bennike and visit all the

different capitals of the neighbouring Sta'l;es. Ma.y I ask you: Is it on your

suggestion that these two Generals are going tbeIlO? Also, may I ask, as

General Burns came here to say hello, would General Bennike come here to say

good-bye?

The SECRETARY-GENERAL: General Bennike will come here and he certainly

will be most pleased to meet you gent,l.eJ4~u; I am q,uite sure of that.

As to the other matter, I think it is a very good idea of t~ two Generals to

go around, Bennike introducing Burns ann Burns getting to know people with the help

of Bennike. However, it is not on my sU&geetion. I think it is a matter of

course, in fact.

Q.UESTION:

General Assembly.

On these appointments~ you mention some consideration by the

Do they have to be approved by the General Assembly?

The SECRETARY-GENERAL: No; you know the decision of the General Assembly

was sufficient for me to consider this to be stable and a definite legal basis for

the action. On the other hand, I feel that, as the whole reorganization plan

coming before the General Assembly may cause the General Assembly not to go back

on ,its decisions but to look again at this or that aspect of its decisions, it is

correct for me to limit myself to an offer based on a decision of the General

Assembly which means that i.n the rather improbable case that the General Assembly

would like to reconsider any point on which it reached its decision last year,

it should not find its hands tiedbecallse I have established a~ accompli.

That is the story.

QUESTION: Have all these gentlemen accepted the·.appoi.otments1

The SECRETARY-GENERAL: All accepted.

(more)
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QUESTION: From when?

The SECRETARY·GENERAL: The first of' January.
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QUESTION: Have they a certain type of contract for five years?

The SECRETARY-GEt~ElRAL: I find it a bit difficult to go into the details

of administrative questions, of the cont:-acts in the various cases, but there is

one thing I thinl~ I can sa.y in gener.al terms, and tbat is that I think it is sound

policy not to extend contracts beyond. fairly limited time after the expiry of my,

own term of office. I think the new Secretary-General should have freedom to act,

and t~at is most easily cre~ted by timing the expiration of these various new

contracts so as to cOincide foughlyWith the term of my office.

last ..
QUESTION: It will be the same then as when in the / Administration

Assistant Secretary-General had a contract \n1til the termination of your

predecessor's contract?

the

The SECRETARY-GENERAL: No, it is not like that, but I think we get into.

the really dreary administrative stuff; I think what I have said indicates

generally the philosophY,that in prinCiple we should have the kind of continuity

which means that the top senior officials should be here for the time the

Secretary-General is here. On the other hand, the new man should have a free

hand.

•
QUFl3TION:. Is this a declaration of one term, Mr. Secretary·General?

The SECRETARY-GENERAL: Well, I think it is rather premature to discuss

that. On the other hand, I would like to say -- and this really has some bearing

on Mr. Freuchen's question also -- that as a principle I believe that in an

international organization like this one it is ;ery good to hBve fairly qUick

rotation of senior officers in many spheres.' It is not a rule without exceptions

'because we must also prOVide in some quarters -- especially in the administr; ,

(more)
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And

that this

it is eo

inherent

sphere -- for continuity. But in all posts which have political aspects,'

political colour, I thinktbatthe principle of quick rotation is a Bound one,

and you can from that easily draw your own conclusion as to the' question you
raise.

QUESTION; Is there any sta.ted or Charter principle as to geographical

representation in the choice of Deputies and Under Secretaries1

The SEpRETARY·GENERAL: The. principle ot geographical distribution

applies in the first case to the UnderSecretaries who are the successors of the

Assistant Secretaries~eneral.

QUESTION: Is there a stated or Charter. principle we can have on that?

The SECRETARY-GENERAL: .No,! cannot spell it out in any detail. What

I can say is that it is a matter of course, as I see it, among Under Secretaries

that you should have representation for the five permanent members of the Security
---.:,..............,._.,-_ ••_..•a_~_~' .•_ ..,... ••~'''<~ .~. __~ ., ., ..,. •• >~_.~~r._._~_,.• ..-~- -""............ _ ..~- -'::.....-~•.".•.......,.L~f'~.-.....,~,_..~,'>' ....-'~,.,....~.""'''_....-.-.-.....~"••~ ......" ....""'...... '-.""_.•~,.~)< - __~~_,.,.__.-..;...

Couneil; further, that you shOUld, in line with previous traditions, have
.. ,.". ..."., .f'!i_:.,.,.......,... . I

representation for Latin America, Asia and Europe .- Asia and Europe also apart

from the representation Which is based on the permanent membership for France,

England, China and the Soviet Union. If you study the list on that basis, you
,

will find that it corresponds fairly well .to that general idea.

QUESTION: Is this reorganization that is meant to streamline the

Administration going to streamline the budget too?

The SECRETARY-GENERAL: It will trim the budget, make it slimmer.

QUESTION: By about how much?

The SECRETARY -GENERAL: Oh, don I t ask me • - as much as I can.

that is more than an empty promise because I think that already the fact

new bUdget shows a slight decrease -- it is not a remarkable decrease but

reduction •• indicates that we have broken the trend which is, so to say,

(m.ore)
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in all these kinds of operations, national administration or international

administration, the trend to have continuous growth. That trend has been broken,

and I feel that when we follol1 up the reorganization we are likely to achieve

further economies, but 'you must understand - and you certainly do appreciate 

that there are conflicting tendencies. One is the economies you make by making

the Organization more effective. The other tendEncy is to take on new jobs, and

when we get started on a discussion of wh9.t could be done or should be done ''lith

this house, I think I ",ould be likely to be led into a description of possible

tasks which would, spelled out in cost terms, show that the economies easily in

following years may be swallowed and more than swallowed - outrun by the need

for funds for other tasks. After all, this is a developing, dynamic operation,

I hope, and under such circumstances there is an element of growth in the budget

which is quite sound. That is the other fact.

QUESTION: In your report on the b1Jdget today, you indicate that you

wish to strengthen to sorne extent the branches other than Headquarters, parti

cularly Geneva. Could you elaborate a little bit on that? There are new posts

there, and an increase in the budget. I am talking about the Geneva Of1'ice.

The SEx::REl'ARY-GENERAL: You see, as I look at it., I haven It brought

Geneva up here because this is really only a list of posts for Headquarters.

Irie have not gone into the European office in any detail yet. As I look at it, we

have here the main Departments. You can count them in different ways - they are

, five or six or something like that. All of them are vertical; they have their

part of the job cut dorm in this way', defined in terms of reference without any

special geographical accent. Then, inside the Departments you very often have

division on a geographical basis, But then we have Geneva as an organ for the

United Nations Secretariat. This covers an area, Europe, and it covers Europe
in several fields covered here by various Departments. From that point of view,

Geneva is really to be looked at as a Department, but a Department which is sort

of horizontal. It covers all the various spheres, but on the geographical basis.

(more)
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I think that this view of "'hat the Geneva operation means is a Bound one

and should be refleoted in the Organization .- that is to say, that the man in

charge of the G-eneva Offiee should be in all respeots placed on a level with

the Under Secretaries in oharge of Departments. He ie in charge of a r·ee;i6nal

Department. The others are in charge of substantive Departments. It also

means that we should apply the same main orsaniz.ational pattern. His operation

is a very wide one. We are planning to put over new tasks from Headquarters

to Geneva; it. will increase the burden. For that reason, it seems to be

indicated in that ease, like it is in the case ot a couple of Departments here,

to have a Deputy in charge of whatever they may find should

be taken over by the Deputy" ,. 'l"h:l9" arrangement Where reolassification, so
,isto say, of the man in charge of the European Offioe,/combined with this

Deputy arrangement, will serve one very useful purpose. It will mean that the

man in charge of the European Offioe will be more easily available as direct

representative of Readq~rtcrs and of the Seoretary~eneral in relation to

European governments and in relation to specialized agencies with our centres

in Europe. So' you see, the whole result of this will be, eo to apeak, the

lifting up of the European Office. It haa been said that it also implies _. I

think some paper put it in this way -- a greater discipline on the European

Offioe. That is just sheer nonsense because the European Office ba.s always been

and will always be necessarily Just one integrated part in theSeoretariat.

There is no change in the lines of authority, no change in the degree of freedom.

The only change is one of level and responsibility, both of them being, SO to

speak, raised.

QUESTION: What sort of function dc you envisage as being added to

·the burden of the Geneva Offioe? Do you have any specific funotions in mind?

(more)
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The'" SECRETARY-GENERAL: There are a oouple of divisions here

vh10h I think and we think eouldusefully be put over on the-Geneva side,

r should, not like to go 1nt'0 deta1l nqw because I hope very soon to be able
. . . . '. 1

to s1ve an outline of the general organizational pattern. As I promised, you

will have a special Ilress conferenoe on that. P~nding the final stamp, so
to speak, on the survey" group report, I should not like.to ej,aborateon what
you have been told. It is a question ofa couple of divisions which I think

should be put over to Geneva, thus br<:lBdening the basis there.

QUESTION: Would it Jllake any ohanses 1n the regional commissions?

The SEC:RETARY-GE~TEFAL: None at all, and I shquld like to add that'

when it is just Geneva that gets this d.evelopment, it is easily eXl'la1ned

for historioal reasons, We have already bad this development. It does not

mean that we could not envisage 1n the future a similar development, for
.-' -- ._.

-~le, in Santiago or Bangkok where we have economio commissions and Where,
1f there are practical reasons for adding to the things done over there, we

might find 1t necessary to establish eometh1ngoorresponding to the European
Office. Onoe you open the line to reg10ncJ departments, of course there is

no exnlueiveness for Eurolle to have regional d.epartments. It is just So

question ofpre.otic.aJ....cona1derations •• nothing else.

QUESTION: This 1a really the decentralization part of centralization?

TheSECRETARY-GENERAL; It 1s, yes. I have never used the term

lI oentra.lizat1on" myself. I used another term whioh 1s just as awful and

awkward., "streamlining".

QUESTION: I may not have received the full 11st of Under Seoretaries,

but 'Wh1~~L1.a j:J:l.e.....Br1.tlah Unde.r..Se<n'etary?

(more)
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The SECRETARY -GENERAL: You see, the Technical Assistance Board ;Ls on

the level with a department, and Mr. David Owen is in charge of that one. To

that, however, should be added an observation which I really could have made -

that is, after a period of reorganization, I hope to be able to get a

') Britisher as Director of Personnel.

QUESTION: With the rank of Under Secretary?

The SECRETARY -GENERAL: They are all ranked on the same level.

QUESTION: May I turn to the Palestine question again? In the preface

to your annual report, you said that the time has not yet come for a peace

conference. Now do you think it possibl~ that such a statement in itself may

tend to discourage or may rather become a contributing factor discouraging

such a peace conference?

The SECRETARY-GENERAL; No, on the contrary, I think that realism is

always good in politics. I think you·would not contest the truth of what I say,

and I think we are more likely to arrive at results in the direction of peace

if we recognize where we really do stand and not try to fool ourselves that

we have got further than we have got. So I am definitely on the other line.

QUESTION: You say that the Director of Personnel is on the same level

as the Under Secretaries. In other words, those four offices in your own office

are on the same level as the seven Under Secretaries?

The SECRETARY -GENERAL: The heads of offices, the Under Secretaries

and the Director and Director-General are all in one rank. We do not make any

dUreren.-c:_~.~P ranking. It is just like that.

QUESTION: Same salary?

The SECRETARY -GENERAL:

by the General Assembly.

The aa1ary question has still to be decided

(more) .
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LThe SECRETARY-GENERAL's reply was off the record~

,

QUESTION: This is a ra.'Cher legaJ.isti'ci question'~ but as you know J

". the draft Code of Offences which' has been draWn up proposes a clause whieh

speaks of .persecutionsof groups 6n political grounds but doe. not define what

the persecutions would be. Do you think that sueh a clause would ,cover bills

. outlawing the Communist Party?

The SECRETARY-GENERAL: I think that that is really outside the field

that we .hould C9ver in this pr~ss conferenee.
" ,

QUESTION: At your last press conference you laid that your report
,.
w~uld be out, and it hal come out. In it you said that the log-jam on

membership IIilght be broken by taking a couple ot the countries which have been

rejected'heretofore. Would you' care to specify what countriel might be taken

·to break the log-jam?

~.• '

I

QUESTION: With regard tt'.> economies, has there been any reaction to
./: . r ,

~ the decision to close your main ehovcase"the General Assembly hall, to the

'.. side here,where you have to ~etpermission on the' highest, level to~get into

the place? Have there been any kicks fro~ the delegations?

.Mr. CORDIER: That was done for economy reason. and only on a trial

basis. It is not working very weii, I must gay.

. ' . I

QUESTION: You mentioned the ad hoc &Isignments for the new
"

:Under Secretaries and that they will be assigned to problems and issues with
., i

, which they are very familiar. Can we deduce from this that Dr. Bunche will

oe aasigned particularly to the Palestine caset

area.

The SECRETARY -GENERAL: No,. ,you cannot.•
, ';'

(more)
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QUESTION: Do you have any indication that there is a possibility

ot' the membership deadlock being broken in any way from the two main sides?

The SECRETARY -GENERAL: When Dr. Belaund.e comes' back, I think you

should direct your ques'tion to him, because he and hil! group are in charge of

th&t problem. I felt, on the other hand, that it Was but right and proper to

indicate thi. possibility and to express the hope which I attach to it as

ba.cking for the efforts' of 'that group.

QUESTION: Do you think there is eo legal solution to this problem

rather than a political one?

The SECRETARY~GENERAL: This 1s one of the cases in which I would not

make any distinction between the legal and political aspects.

QUESTION: What imp.ortance do you attach to the principle of
,>

geographical rotation of the presidency of the General Assembly?

The SECRETARY~GENERAL: Well, I think that the principle of rotation
, ' ,

ahould apply everywhere. We have it in the Charter concerning the Secretariat

the various areas should be represented. When it is a question of very few

posts, as partly in th~ case of the Secretariat, I felt that there the principle

of geographical distribution should be safeguarded in a way that when you get

the chance, you switch from one country to another. To what extent that should

apply to, the chief officers of the General Assembly, and so on, that is

something I have no reason to go into at all. But the principle of rotation

is a basic idea. Rotation or geographical distribution, whatever you call it,

is a basic iAea, as I see it, in this whole international Organization.

(more)
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QUESTION: Have you lJad. aI1iY reaetion to the comments in your report
on by-passing the United NatiOfte?

The SECRETARY-GE~t Only the very numerous rea~tions whioh I
have read in the newspapers •• for whioh all of you have to take a oertain
responsibility.

QUESTION: Since a question has already been asked in regard to the

buildings or the physical aspeots of the United Nations, I might mention that

a delegate recently raised the question of enhancing the roof of the Seoretariat

building by placing the flags ot the slxty Member nations around the top of the

building. I wonder what your view of suoh a proposal would be.

The SECRETARY-GENERAL: It ie not a good idea.

QUESTION: Mrs. Pandit made a speeoh somewhere in the Far East about

the necessity of the United Nations' leaving its marble hall here from time to

time and going around to other meeting plaoes. Do~ have any reaotion to that?

The SECRETARY-GENERAL: I do not believe that it is very praotioal

or that it has a. very strong impaot on the imagination anywhere. I think it is

essential that we use all possible means to maintain an impression of direct

interest in all areas: that is partly the background of this principle of wide

geographical distribution of posts, and SO forth. But I do not believe that that

should lead us to the point of establishing a routine, so to speak, whereby the

General Assembly would meet in various plaoes. I just do not think that that

would serve any but a most superficial publicity purpose.

QUESTION: Will there be a movement of the United Nations baok to

San Francisco in 1955 for the tenth ann1vereary, as previously oontemplated?

(more)
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The SECRETARY..Q.ENERAL: There has been a lot of disoussion oonoerning
) • 'l' .: ':: ,.> ' ,

the tenth anniversary and San Franoisoo's part in it. I know that there is a

), very oone1d.erabJ,e intere'st in the city, but so far there has been nothing in

any direotion which I, can regard as more than a vague preliminary idea.

QUESTION: There is no move to go to Paris again?

The SECRETARY-GENERAL: No.

QUESTION: Ie there not an invitation from Mosoow to come there?

The 'SEC1\ETARY-GENERAL:' No, we haVe no invit~tion to go anywhere jUB,t

at present.

QUESTION: To return to the interesting "question of by-passing that

you dealt with in your report: Do you think that settling the question of the

seating of Red China would end the log-jam more quickly than the admission of,

eay, Finland?

. The SECRETARY--GENERAL: As to the C?inese question, I was a bit

surprised to see the Interpretatiori.~given'somewhere to what I wrote in the rep?rt,

because what I wrote there corresponds exactly to what I said at the Press
,

Association in Washington this spring, whioh is the line I have followed all the

time. In reply to your question, since this is a. matter in ...,hich I rea.1ly· wa.nt--·

to be quite preoise and want you to understand exactly what I mean, ,I feel toot

the beet thins for"me to do "is t.o refe~ y~~ to ...,hat I said in Washing~on; which

still stands and whioh is really what is reflected in the report. The date of

. my statement in Washington was 14 April, and it was o1roulated 8.8 e. }resa" ReleaseSri/J79.·-".. ·· "._- __..__ _-.- ~ __ ,- '-- ,,,.- - - '. .~ ,. . ,.- .._'.w_·,,-._ ..

(more)
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QUESTION: Several correspondents are interested in knowing your views

on the achievements of General Bennike toward peace in Palestine during the past
year.

The SECRETARY-GENERAL: I have unreserved admiration for what

General Bennike has done as Chief of Staff. I think he has made an outstanding

contribution -- just what one would expeot from a man of his upright moral

attitude and his Tery great integrity and wise judgment. I am happy also to say

that I do not remember any single oase in which there has been any disagreement

between General Benn1ke and me. I am not giving the General any instructions

but, as a matter of eourse, we are in oontact all the time oonoerning wt~t

initiatives or attitudes he may take and ooncerning what initiatives or attitudes

I may take. As I have said, I am happy to see that there has been a oomplete

meeting of the minds between us. That is a side aspeot, however. The main

point is what I said at first: that I think he has made all the contribution

that an outstanding personality oould make to peace in the area. It is not

always a very popular task, as we knak' -- but that is another matter.

QUESTION: Was I wrong, then, in my judgment of the cable you sent to

him during the reoent firing in the Jerusalem area? I believe you instruoted him

by oable to enlist all the machinery of t~ Truce Supervision Organization in

order to re-establish the oease-fire. I sensed in your oable a sort of reprimand.

Am I wrong?

The SECRETARY-GENERAL: You are entirely wrong. It was properly to be

understood as the strongest possible baoking.

The Prees Conferenoe rose at 11.40 a.m.
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".: ' : ~ .TRANSGRJllT ,OF .:$ECRETARY"'GENERAL fS ',PRESS ,CONF'ZRENCB:

.'Headquarters, Nell' York I 29' JulY 1954

" i Mr ~ BALARAMAN: Mr• HammarskJold, I think, before we begin our

,proceedings for today, that it iI·appropriate that you have· given us an opportunity

to meet With you today inasmuch as it i. ynurbirtliday. On behalf. of all 'those

present hera, I wish you 'a very happy birthday and many happy returns.

"The SECE,ETARY-GENERAL:' It is V&ry kind of you to say so. I did not

realize at all ,that it was my birthday when we set this press', conferenoe for

today.' Oz:l the other hand, it is quite natural becausee"lery dey we have the same

kind of Joy or trouble -- or whatever you prefer ·to call it.

I em happy to see you again. .It has been quite a long interval since our

l.ast meeting and the reason tQr that, as you know, is that I spent quite some time

in Europe. I ,was in Geneva, apart trom a'short 8'tay· on the way back in Sweden;

and .I was· .there for reasons which are not new:to you -- co"!'operation with, the, '

Economic and. Social Council. It was in :the sense of a new adventure because it

w.ast~e first time that I ~ 'the Secre'tary-Gener~ tried to enter into personal

collaboration 'with the Council on i t8 problems. This t1me 'there were 'two setsot

problema whiehcalledfor this kind of attendance. One was the' general economic

situation and the policy-making relations in that respect. The other one was the

review ot the organization, especially as concerns the program. and the social

and economic activities. I can say, trom my point ot view, tha't this experiment

or venture was ,extremely, encouraging. i'he Economic and Social Council showed

great unders'tanding for our problems and great Willingness to engage in this new

and more intimate collaboration. I think 'that it was a good basis tor wha't one

ot'the representatives -- in fact the Soviet 'Union represen'tative -- called

"solid tradition", a good f~unda'tion laid not only in 'the sense of personal

contact but also in the establiahmentof what I would call "human relations" which

pl.q a considerable role, ~n this special context.

The ~c1Gions elf the Economio a.nd Social. eounou. are not yetreaCly" 60 I '

cannot sPeak about their impaot 01' impliee,'tions for the future; ,bu't I 'think I can

say that the main line,S we have been trying ,to pUnJue here in' the last 'fev mon.'ths

(more)
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eoneem review of what we are· doi.ng, concentrating on the most essential issues I

putting the others aside, so that they will meet with full understanding. The

decisions of the Economie and Social Council are likely to give us a good start.

Another aspect of the economic discussions which is of interest -- and I

'referred tl1 this previously -- is the foundation tor a. "solid tradition"; it will

probably f'1nd formal expression in the request that the procedure we use this time

should be regularized as the form for collaboration between the Seeretariat and

the Economic and Social Council. I can tell you that it makes me very happy because,

as you know, I attach great importance to the Economic and Social Council's

activit1ea which I feel are an essential part in our purely political work as

background for our short-term efforts in the political sphere. So much for what

has happened during the time when we did not meet.

I think we should start our discussion for today.' At the very beginning, may

I say one thing. This, beina a press conference on record, I think that it would

not serve any useful purpose nor would it be a good idea for us to discuss the

problems Which have arisen as concern technical assistance. You can certainly

understand why that is so in a situation in Which that matter is just under

/
legi.slativeactive discussion by the . au~horities of this country. That is why, as I

said, it would not serve any purpose for me to enter such a discussion. With

. that general reserve, I should like to invite you to ask whatever questions you

·have in mind.

Q,UESTION: The International Court of Justice has issued its verdict on

compensation to the dismissed members of the staff'. My question, very bluntly, is:

When do they get the money?

The SECRETARY-GENERAL: The money has to be voted by the General Assembly.

If you go back into the history of the matter, you may remember that there was a

French amendment to the effect that in case there was a decision by the

International Cou~t along the lines which we now have before us, the Secretary

General should be authorized to pay without bringinG-' the matter again before the

General Assembly. That amendment was turned down, so, even it' in o.ccordance with

general constitutional rules,' the Secretary-General might have been considered as

being entitled to act on the basis of the Court's decision, he certainly is not now,

as an amendment to that very effect was disapproved.

(more)
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• QUESTION: . Woul<l tha:tso, ·before the Assem:bly as·a' supplementary item

or part of the regular budget?

The SECRETARY-GENERA;£';: I~ ,hal? to be brought befpre the, General

Assembly, first of all, as a report on the decision of the Court; that is the

item. Then, if the Assembly takes ,note of ;L.t , it will'.fol;tow that I will need the

money 0 Then I will have to StSk. for it as a supplementary appropriation because,

as long as the Assembly has not taken note of the Courtts.decision, of course I

am not able to ask for the mo.B~y• For that reason i~. would come in as 6"

supplementary item.

QUESTION: I mn a little unclear as to your explanation, but it seems

to me it involves the very fundamental basis on which the ca~e was sent by the

General Assembly to the Court. As I understand the decision of the Court, the
I

General' Assembly has no juri,sdiction -- no one ha,s any jurisdiction -~ to upset a

verdict of thetribunE!J. on this matter. I may be wrong, but that i.e my

understandins. If the Assembly must now reserve to itself the right to implement

this decision or not implement this decision financially, then is·not this the

very reverse of the spirit of the decision in the way it was rendered and in the

way it was submitted to the Court?

The SECRETARY-GENERAL,: You may be right; you may be ever so right.

All the same, there is a regular procedure to be followed here, and the regular

procedure, after the way in Which the matter was treated in the General Assembly

last fall, is that I simply have to report o~ the decision of the Court to the

Assembly before taking any other action. It is a matter of simple courtesy

between the Secretary-General and the General Assembly.

QUESTION: Are we to understand that as being merely a 'formalistic and

procedural thing" that in effect the Assembly will be notified and will

formalistically take note and will formalistically supply the money? But what '

happens if the Assembly should take this prero~ative very literally, not

formalistically, and say, "We take note but we do not issue any money"? Then

they defeat and undermine the very purpose of the decision.

(more)
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The SECRETARY-GENEBAL: Let us leave the deci.sion to be taken by the

/
cQmes

Secretary-General until the moment 1n case such an extremely unlikely situation

arises.

QUESTION: Did you sa:y "extremely unlikely"?

The' ~ECRETARY-GENERAL: Yes. Let us leave that until that moment. For

the present I would only say this. As you know, I can only speak for the

Secretary-General, and as the Secretary-General I regard it, as stated in my

presentation of the case last year to the Assembly, as a legal matter for the

Secretary-General. No further comment is needed.

QUESTION: We would be interested if you would care to connnent on the

speech made in Washington yesterday by Mr. Rhee.

The SECRETARY-GENERAL: Do you think that I should comment on what a

Chief of State says in the United States Congress? I do not think so.

t:tUESTION: If he advocates a war, I should think it would be the

prerogative of the Secretary-General to comment on it.

The SECRETARY-GENERAL: As to the wa:y in which his statement is to be

regarded by the Secretary-General, I think I can only refer you to the Charter,

the appropriate articles of the Charter.

Q~JESTION: Which articles?

The SECRETARY-GENERAL: You know the Charter very we.ll.

QUESTION: Is there any chance of Mr. Rhee's visiting the United Nations

and giving us an opportunity to listen to his words of '\'lisc1om?

(more)
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The SECRETARY-GENERAL: All I can say is that he will pay a formal call

here on Tuesday morning. I do not know if there will be any diac'.;ssion between

him and you ladies and gentlemen or if there will be an opportunity for that
;....

to take plaoe.

QUESTION: The fighting has ended in Indo-China. What do you see the

General Assembly doing that might further advance a relaxation of international

tension?

The SECRETARY-GENERAL: That is a very, very big order; I could discuss

that for a h'llf hour. That should be ill. ';;he fO:!m of a prepared statement because
the question for thi Organization, the

you really bring up a question which is ~uestion for the Secretary-General; .

you must excuse me if I do not like to improvise on it here and now. All I will

say is that I feel that there is much that can and should be done by the United

N~tions as a follow-up. I can also refer you to the forthcoming report to the

General Assembly, the introduction ot the Secretary~General to t~at report because

this is a kind of attempt to make a tou~ dthnrizon.

QUESTION: When will that report be available?

. The SECRETARY-GENERAL: 9 August.

QUEST~ON: I wonder if you could tell us what has happened to the

. Palestine question, whether there will be a meeting scheduled at an early date.

The SECRETA...-qY-GENERAL: Of the Security CounciH

QUESTION: Yes.

The SECRETARY-GENERAL: I have no indication that there is likely to be

aureeting soon.

(more)
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QUESTION: I wonder whether you can tell us if the enlargement of

the staff in Palestine has shown any indication of improvement there.

The SECRETARY-GENERAL: You expect-results quickly. We in the

Secretariat feel that we should have some patience because the effects of the

strengthening of an organization of that type necessarily take some time before

they become apparent.

QUESTION:

has called on you.

I understand that the new permanent representative of Greece

Coold you tell us whether he brought up the question of Cyprus?

The SECRETARY-GENERAL: He did not.

QUESTION: The last time we met, Mr. Secretary-General, we talked about

the presence here of Mr. Schuman and the possible presence of othe~ wise men.

Could you give us some report on the status of his conferences, and whether any

other conferences have taken place?

The SECRETARY-GENERAL: I am still wa~ting for the final document.

As soon as that document comes, - there h~ve been a few documents from

Mr. Schurlan but I am still waiting for the final one - we shall certainly get

startea working on the basis which he laid. That will probably require an

informal approach to various European Governments to inform them a little bit

about our plans, and to ask for some assistance in special respects. There are

no plans laid so far for further invitations. Now we are running into the

General Assembly time and I find it difficult to give as much time to this matter

as I should. I think the follow-up on W«. Schillilants suggestions ehould be 

hoping for the very best - this year.

QUESTION: Do you expect the followin8 items to be placed on the agenda:

first, the case of Thailand, which was the subject matter recently of a possible

special session, and, secondly, the case of the Island of Cyprus, which, I

understand, is shaping up into some kind of complaint, happily to be resolved

in the United Nations? Do you have any hard information that these will be

discussed? (more)
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The SECRETARY-GENERAL: I have no infnrmation beyond what you could

read in tQday's papers.

QUESTION: Would you care to cnmment on the present role of the

United Nations as an organ to safeguard international peace, or to pr0mote

international peace and security, in the light of the statement of the

settlement of the Korean, Indochina and Egyptian questions?

The SECRETARY-GENERAL: I should like to refer again to the repC'rt,

which is a prepared statement, so to speak, and which you will have within a

fairly short time, because ynur question, like the other one, is, of course, a

rather sweeping one. I think I should give a reply to it, but I do not like to

imprnvise a reply; I want to refer you to the rep~rt.

QUESTION: We have not seen you since the Geneva settlement. Would

you care, at this moment, to give us your reaction to th~ fact that an armistice

was achieved in Indnchina - apart from the follow-up that you do not care t~ give

now7

The SECRETARY-GENERAL: I think you could really reply for me, because

my reaction is so very obvious.· I think we should recognize that the mere fact

that fighting has stopped is, in itself, a n~jor achievement and a contribution

t9 developmen~ in the direction of peace. We all know that many other viewpoints

may be brought out and discussed in this context, but I think, from the human

point of view, that it is for the moment sufficient to take nnte of the fact that

the fighting has stopped, wbich is :in itself a major contribution tosound develOp

ment.

QUESTION: Do you regard it as a "Munich"?

The SECRETARY-GENERAL: Flatly, no.

(more)
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QUESTION: Is there any reason why you did not give the.statement

wh.ich you just gave to us now the day after the Geneva Conference was ended,

in spite of numerous requests from corr~spondents?

The SECRETARY-GENERAL: That is a subtle, psychological ques.tion.·

I do not see why you bring it up really; I think it is a very natural thing to

say in a Press conference like this, where we cover a wide field,. but you see 

such personal observations, perhaps, should be off the record ••

In a discussion like this it seems natural to me to explain how I look at

matters, but ths.t is a' ~.ifferent thing from issuing a ctatement. You may

disa.gree with me, but that is how it locks to me.

QUESTION: I understand that you were in Sweden at the time of the

visit of. the Russian navy. Did you get any feeling that the people over there

had a better understanding of the East than the people in other countries?

The SECRETARY-GENERAL: I met practically no more than two painters

and three fishermen, and they had no views on the political situation.

QUESTION: Six Arab States have submitted an additional item to be

placed on the agenda of the next session of the Asse~bly, requesting that Arabic

be used as an official language of the United Nations. I wonder how you view

that proposed item.

The SECRETARY-GENERAL: There is, necessarily, a split reaction because,

on the one hand, being responsible, so to speak, for the household, I get a little

bit scared when we push into those new wide areas, because you cannot imagine

how much expense and trouble may follow. On the other hand, it is obvious that,

to aome extent there is a need - not for the highly qualified representatives

who know the necessary languages, but for their background, for their public, etc.-
I

of assistance in getting the documents properly translated.' I have a very strong

understanding of that need. But, as I said, my reaction is a split one because

(more)
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those viewpoints are a little bit at war, and as to how a good solution can be

found, I would not venture to say at the moment. It is, in the first place,

a matter for th~ appropriate bodies of the General Assembly to look into.

QUESTION: Can you tell us how you are going to proceed with your

re-organization of the Secretariat?

The SECRETARY-GENERAL: I hope tha.t next week, or the week after, we

shall have the survey group report on the +.able. We are proceeding all the time.

Every s~gle decision, as you may guess, is influenced by this general plan and

there will be no stage where there is any dramatic change. It is a continuous

process, partly held up by the need for new consideration by the General Assembly,

although some of it may possibly proceed without ·such consideration. The details

of the lines which we intend to follow you will see in the survey group report,

which will be an internal Secretariat document but will certainly, in s~e way,

be made available to the Press. I have already promised you once, and I am

repeating my promise, to have a discussion with you, a background talk, on the

basis of whatever documentation we· can put before you. In that way we can gtYe

you a more concrete picture. That will be some time about the middle of August.

QUESTION: There has been a great deal of study in this c~untry - a

Senate committee is studying the matter now - about the questi9n of Charter

revision. ,The item is supposed to come up at the next session of the Assembly.

I wonder if you feel that bolding,a conference on the question of Charter revision

would be a good thing, and what you think might be accomplished.

The SECRETARY-GENERAL: First of all, I would say that I have a feeling 

and I think I have already expressed it to the Pre.ss - that so very much can De

acbieved inside the Charter in its present form which has not yet been tried.

I'am a reformist in the sense that I firmly believe one should try to explore the

possibilities of the Constitution - and this is a constitution - to the full

before embarking on re-editing or rewriting i~. 'I think that is 'a soUnd

tradition in most countries and one which has proved its value. As to the

(more) ,
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question of a review conference, I should not l~ke, to go on record here and now

with any views on that point because several'political considerations corne into pIa:
, :

which it is rather difficult to present in the proper way without knowing more

about what is likely to happen bef'ore 1955. But with the be,ckground I gave you,

you can see that I lean in the direction of development and reform inside the

Charter in its present form as preferable to reopening a debate ,on the Charter as

such. The main aim of the Sacretar~at, and of everyone who works for the

Organization and believes in it, is, of course, to strengthen the Organization"

to strengthen its hands, and I have a strong belief - reall~ ~ convictio~ ~ that

such development can take place within the framework of the present Charter.

,QUESTION: How soon may we expect an announcement on the reorganization

of the Secretariat as regards the 6hi~t1ng of positions?

The SECRETARY-GENERAL: You mean the personalities, etc.? You should,

according to my promises, have had this information in May, June, and certainly

July, so I hesitate to make any promise new. I could excuse myself by referring

to a force ma~eure situation which has arisen, because qUite a number of

Governments are interested. I should not like to make another promise, but I

Can express the hope that, before the Assembly secsion, I shall have it on the

'table.

QUESTION: You said before that President Synginan Rhee would pay a

formal call here on Tuesday. Will it be a calIon you and a tour of the building?
,
What, actually, will be hisiti~erary, and is, he coming on your invitation, or at

his suggestion?

The SECRETARY·GENERAL: There was no invitation and no special suggestion.

His coming here is perfectly natural. He has never seen the house and, being

in New York, it is natural that he should pay a call on the Secretary-General ~

not 0.1 Hammarskjold, but cn the Secretary-Geaesal - and if he has time, I shall be

be happy to show him the house.

(more)
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QUESTION: You have ,peen postponcing ;your ,in:i.tc~s.t1ve on thft Palest'ine

case because of tension in the area. Do, you-not th.ink that the happy conclusion

of the Anglo-Egyptian negotiations provide a good opportunity for your initiative

now?

The SECRETARY-GENERAL: . I would not put it into the picture in the

way you do here. It is certainly, in itself, a helpful development; , I mean

it is one of the problems splitting Member Nations which has been resolved, but

there are so many other considerations which come into play that I would prefer

to keep my own Judgment open as to the proper time and manner in which to go into

action.

QUESTION: I understand that before I arrivod at this conference you
,

'ruled out any direct comment on the overseas aid bill coming before the Senate

this week. I wonder if you could answer a question posed in very broad terms.

Is it true that the character of the Technical As~istance Program . reflects to

a very considerable degree the type of funds that are put into it, t~t,l~ 'a

great many roubles are-put in, obviously a great IQaOy Communist-type experts will

have to be hired, and that, if we wish to maintain the character of the program

as a non-Communist program 1 a great many dollars and francs and pounds must be

continued to be put into it?

(mere)
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The SECRETARY-,GENERAL: This is not a non-Communist p:rogram,. it

is not a Communist program -- it is a,United Nations,pr~am.
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answer.

obtusely, but I was trying to ,get a question that yo~ would ,be Willing to

The SECRETARY-GENERAL: You mean that they should be used on the

basis of free exchangeability in order to hire only experts and use materials

onJ.,y from outside the 'uiron curtain"? After all, this is,. part of a Uni~ed

Nations undertaking. The UN has various Members $ Th~ Charter contains

rules which spell out very clearly that all Members have their rights to

representation in the United Nations and all its activities. That is my

(more)

I have no comment.

Would you care to comment and give your impressions or

You understand that ltd rather ask the question lessQUESTION:

QUESTION:

The SECRETARY-GENERAL:

It is not a question of roubles.reply.

I ."
The SECRETARY-GENERAL: I appreciate your attempt. I think

that my replies spell out the situation. It is an undertaking that must be

operated under general united Nations rules. The independence of the ,UN as

such also implies an independence in t~e sense that we have to fi~d to the

best of our understanding what makes sense as to programe, recruiting and

so on. We cannot, in that respect, feel that our hands are tied by either

the type of currency put up or anything else. We must try to head straight

towards what makes sense from the strict UN point of view. Over and above

that, I do not feel that I can go into the matter.

reactions on the Guatemala cas-e?

:,;.L'
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QUESTION: Can you cOIllDle~t on the DisB.rmaJIlent Commhsion f s work?

That is not so controversial.

The SECRETARY-GENERAL: Well, you know the situation just as well

as I do. The Sub-CommitteeVs repoI~ now goes to the ~eneral Assembly, and

it will certainly serve as a basis for debate, in the Assembly. I suppoae

that that debate \fill clarify to what extent the' various degrees of, optimism

and pessimism reflected in the Disarmament Commission are justified. It goes

without saying that, in view of the general situation, r lean towards the mOre

optimistic direction. I feel that he+e, as in many other cases, we have to

~obilize much more patience and listen carefully. If we do that, I think

that we should feel that the \lork that has been done in London has been

worthwhile and that the work that will be done in the appropriate committee

of the General Assembly will quite likely prove to be worthwhile.

QUESTION: Mr. Hammarskjold, in connec:"..iorwith disarmament, it is

frequently stated and restated that an improvement in the intel'national

situation would be a great help and perhaps would even be very basic to this

open mind that you ask for and optimism on di$armament. There is a general

tendency, it seems, on the part of certain people to hold a sort of a chain

reaction theory on peace. For instance, .it is said, after Geneva, that there

ought to be more effort now put forth to follow up that peace in 'the general

reduction of tensions. And it was said yesterday, for instance, that the

agreement on Suez might well be used to fan the spirit for peace in Palestine.

Now I don't want to ensnare you in y~ur unwilling position to make a general

statement; but I would like perhaps to put it to you in thi~ way: Don't you

think that every pe/lce move that is made should be boldly, and not as is the

tendency, timidly,pursued and cOurageously pursued in the name of the UN,

towards the next move, just as boldly, at least, as some of the war-talkers

around the world pursue their particular thesis?
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The SECRETARY-GENERAL: There is a false boldness too, Sir, both

on the side of peace-talkers and war-talkers. I think that it is a very

sound policy for the United Nations to see to it that it never has to take

any step back. If it makes all the bold moves possible without having to

take·a backward step, I think it will show the boldness that it should show

and that I hope' it will show. However, I would like to make one clarification

on this question that you brought up as it looks to my mind. I think that

there is a lot of loose talk 'about the decrease of tension because of this and

that. ;We should keep'apart 'two differen~ aspects of this. One'is that it

is a good thing if fighting stops, as in Indo-China; it is a good thing

a conflict, between two Member nations is ~esolved, as in the case of Suez.

But unless and until we are right in interpreting the end of the fighting or

the: solution of the conflIct as a reflect'iO~ of a change of basic attitude,

I would say, well, it is a good thing t but it does not in itself provide a

basis for a new approach to the international situation. You see, I want to

keep it apart, and note the value of the factual development, which is good,

but I hesitate very much to give far-reaching implications to the symptomatic

value of those factor~.

The SECRETARY-GENERAL: \1ell, it is really apparent from our

discussion that the main issues are, of course, the' very basic issues in the

QUESTION: Mr. Hammarskjold, here is a very simple , and I hope,

reasonable question. We received some time ago the agenda of th~ ninth

session of the General Assembly. vfuat, in your opinion, are the main issues,

and, if I might add, what in your opinion are the main results you are hoping

for at this session?

would give you the same reply as I just'gave before, namely that the main thing

in those items is not that we get this and that kind of resolution more or less

unanimously, but that the discussion will be such that it will move us in the

direction of a somewhat greater understanding of mutual attitudes and a somewhat

greater understanding of the sheer need of co-existence as represented by the

United Nations -- to talk things out. That would be my general judgment on

(more)

But Ipresent world conflict as reflected in this and that concrete item.
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the issues. You can easily find which -items on the agenda are relevant in

this contexto As to the results, I would say that I would not cal~ for any

specific and concrete res~lts, and that I do not expect any specific and

concrete results on those very issues. But if the debates in the General

Assembly and in the Committees move a little bit ahead, ~nd I nope solidly

ahead -- I menn without setbacks afterward -- in the direction indicated by

the recent major developments to which we have referred, I think that the

United Nations as such should be quiie satisfied and the Secretary-General

quite happy.

QUESTION: To follow Max Beer~s question, do you believe that the

question of Chinese representation will be one of the main issues in the next

Assembly?

The SECRETARY-GENERAL: I couldn 2t say; I really couldn1t say.

QUESTION: I think you have in the possession of the Secretariat

a report of engineers whose studies were to aid General Bennike in making his

final decision on the Syrian compla~nt of the Jordan River canal. Is that

repqrt to go to General Bennike or is it ,dthin your discretion to release it

here?

The SECRETARY-GENERAL: The report· is an internal Secretariat

document. It is one small part of a big jigsaw puzzle. The word "report"

is not a proper term; it is a series of memoranda; in fact, on the different

technical aspects. These memoranda were prepared in order to give

General Bennike factual background material. They were also intended to

serve the same purpose for the Bunche group here. They have served this

purpose. It is an internal Secretariat document nnd covers a very narrow

aspect of the whole problem. For that reason, there is no reason at all, as

I see it, to give the memoranda publicity as such. The results should be

(more)
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embodied in documents which represent either the views of General Bennike and

his group or those of the Secretariat. The main findings will certainly at
,- ..

some stage and in· some way have to be made public. I cannot sa.y how.ansl when,
. .' . ~

but I stress again that it is an internal technical document covering a limited

part of the problem. It should be treated accordingly.

"

QUESTION: From your answers to several questions, we hope and.

gather that your report to the AsselIlbly; and particularly your introduction"

will be a very interesting document. Now it would be very, very useful for

many correspondents amongue, particularly foreign corre~pondents, if this

could be issued wit~ an embargo of two) three or four days, so that we could

deal with it by air ffi~i1j otherwise, many of our corre~pondents will only be

able to speak very, very briefly about it.. If we ca..."l write articles about

it by air mail, we can go into the whole matter and make a good story.

The SECREI'A~Y-GENERAL: I see your point. First of all, I would

say that I don~t know whether you will find it interesting. Secondly" it

sets out what I feel I can say about the general situation. I am told that

we shall have a three-day embargo on it. That means that you will have it on

6 August for release on 9 August.

*********

. ' ..
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I am very happy indeed to WelCOlJe you to the United Nationsand to know that

so many of you will be with us in the next few days. Of cour,se, teachers ar'e not

strangers to these halls. Every day we meet some of you, together with hundreds

of your students. In the course of the past 18 months, I believe, some 25,Oqo

teachers and over 500,000 students have cOwe to visit us.

I think it is altogether fitting that a's part of your program you have

elected to devote some of your time to our problems and our 'organization. I say

"our U
, but I should say "your" organization. For the United Nations, in the end,

is your organization as much as anybodyfsoIn this Assembly Hall, we meet

together on common ground.

The United Nations is an effort to make real an old dream -- an international

community where nations and peoples can live together, recognizing mutual problems

and rights and achieving progress in peace. As teachers in your towns and cities,

you have a direct responsibility in the building of 'this community. You are,

after all, in a great tradition, heirs to the oldest of all forms of international

ism, the free search for truth.

To educate the young to become free and independent means to create a strong

and free society. You are engaced in the endless, often arduous task of initiating

new generation~ into the democratic way of life. To be sure, each individual as

he becomes a man or woman must seek his own final answers, but with your guidance

he draws upon the best of his cultural he~itageG Conducted within an atmosphere

of freedom, such constant stUdy of basic principles is the eseence of a liberal

education. It is this kind of education, this constant searching and reappraisal

which give vitality to men and to society.

Education is not' merely a method or training; it is not just a tool or a

technique. Any specialized knOWledge, any mechanical skill, is, we knoW, not

(more)
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enough. There is the all-important question of'meaning and direction to the

skills and talents we have. A technical man is not,enpugh. A man who has no

awareness of the social implications of vast tecbni~al achievements is incomplete.

This is one of the crucial questions of our times and one which places upon you a

special responsibility.

Your influence is great and your task is vita~. In the end, by your influence

on the attitudes of new gener~tions towards society and life, you take part in the

. effort to build a decent world. What you teach,,' the knOWledge you give, and

how you teach, the faith and ,love you' have ,for truth._ your students ab sorb

~hese under your guidance.

It is only by ~nderstandingthg problems of other peoples, their history,

their failures and greatness, how far they have come or how far they must go, that

one can unders~and the facts ,of internatiuna+ life. Only in this way can a ~ridge

be built to a wiser approach to ~o the problems of this worlq. you can help to

guide students to that understanding by expla.ining history and by giV1ng them an

insight into the past which will make them better citizens ,of the future. You can

open their eyes to the working; of eoc1ety and to the need for international coop

eration and the forms that. such cooperation .must take.
, t

You belong, as;I hav~ said, to a fraternity that transcenQs national

boundaries. Who understands better than tl:e teacher that it is only in a world

of peace that liberal education can,be fully dev~loped? Who understands,there

fore, better thanthQ educator the need for such economic and social progress as

may forestall clas~es of interest and economic failures which might generate

interr.ational tensions'l These are the facts of today, the facts that the United

Nations exists to deal with. Liberal, 'education ·may not be possible in depressed

conditions; spiritual life may be a luxury to a starving man. The man who cannot

find food for his own family does not care much for the problems of his neighbor.

The woman whose children may die cannot be tolerant. Thus the good life requires

freedom from fear of tomorrow, fear of poverty, of disease, of war. This freedom

is a condition for success in your efforts as teachers to develop free and respons

ible indiViduals able to play their parts in a sane and orderly world.

One cannot pass over this issue lightly. One must see that the awakening of .__

the peoples of former colonial t~ritories and co nt

~f the major c llenges of our t-jme It :i.e a. challenge to statesmen, to those of
j U

Us engaged in international affairs and to educators. The peoples of Asia and

Africa have become aware perhaps as never before, aware of the world outside, ,

- (more)
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aware of progress, aware of .the things that are essential to dignity. They thirst

for knowledge, they are impatient to take their place in the world. Our experience

can help make that aWakening fine and constructive. Here again your ideals and

aims coincide with the spirit of this Organization.

I do not have to defend the United Nations before you. It cannot be valued

only by the disputes and complex problems that come before it. These make head

lines, but there have also been solutions and settlements. Beyond this, however,

the United Nations exists and is a living .force because it is a necessity. In

this century we have had two world wars. We have seen social and political

revolutions extending over continents with repercussions in other parts of the

world. We have seen technical developments alter basically many of our methods

and even oUr concepts. We have all become neighbors. Korea and Cambodia are no

longer names on a map or in an explorer's dreams. A threat of war anywhere today

makes the whole world tremble. The setting up of the United Nations, I sUbmit,

was inevitable. It was a collective, social response to a common need. It was

born out of the demands of the age in which we live. It is as real and as neces

sary as the work you do every day.
. . .

Let us take, as an example, one aspect· of its continuous, less dramatic but

essential activity, the economic, social and cultural work of the United Nations

and the role it plays in lessening political ter;sion and advancing peace. This

work is primarily directed towards the under-developed countries whose problems,

as I have said, are a major challenge to us all. As these people emerge from

dependence, they find in the United Nations, in UNESCO and in the other specialized

agencies, ways and means to help them, forums from which to be heard and in which

they can engage, as equals with more technically advanced nations in search for

those values which are the concern of civilized men. Because the United Nations

eXists, they are better able to escape the agony of isolation on the one hand and

the danger of involvement aScatl~paws of established states on the other hand.

And because the United Nations exists they can bring fresh points of view and

make their own contribution to the world community.

This brings me to my final point. It is not the function of education to

compal uniformity, nor is it the function of the United Nations to produce a

uniform world. You, as educators, know the meaning and value of diversity and

that sympathetic understanding and tolerance do not &ccessarily mean less conviction

or less devotion to truth. It is quite possible some of you may have to contend

(more)
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with a hundred or more personalities and points of view during the course of the

day, from students of many racial and~~ltural backgrounds. But you do find, I

'hink.. that truth is not weakened as a result" and that there are values common

to all ef them, and that the cross-currents and even the clas~es serv'e to clarify

and strengthen in the end. Eventually" many diverse ideas and individuals are

brought together and a'working compromise is ~ound.

On another level, this is also our way. In an international organization we

attempt to bring together differing, sometimes violently opposed, views and

interests· in order to achieve a working compromise" but that does not mean we

abandon our principles. Reconciliation of views" with fidelity to personal and

national convictions and to the universal considerations which unite all men, ,is

in the direct interests of all concerned.

As teachers you are perhaps better qualified than most men and women to

appreciate the virtues of time and patience" how long it takes to develop aware

ness, how hard it is to achieve a compromise or Gworking relationship or even

simple communication. Inevitably" like the ways of education" the ways of the
, .

United Nations must be slow. Like you, those of us who work here prefer an

understanding which is the genuine product of growth and deYe~opment, something

more lasting and firm than anything that could be imposed qUickly.

Thus, we mustcontinuou'sly seek to understand the values of other peoples and

cultures, just as we must continue to re-examine our own values in the spirit of

free inquiry. We must seek to sp.l1ead our knowledge and our insight among our

citizens that they may in turn provide intelligent criticism and support of their

governments. And finally, I believe we must seek thrOUgh the international machin

ery which we have created to establish the common ground in which all nations can

take their stand in dignity. It is for us as citizens and for us as teachers to

assume th~ responsibility of ensuring that" in the words of President Eisenhower"

"The miraculous inventiveness of man sha.ll not be dedicated to his death" but

consecrated to his life."

* *** *
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In 'lne "f the pOf.me of Walt w'hitman, published after his death, he said

"that in the Divine Ship, the World, breasting

Time and Space,

All Pe~ples of the gl~be together sail, sail

tho same voyage, are bound to the same

destination. tl

It is a disturbing, but revealing commentary upon our times that these words

from a spokesman fnr a y~ung and vigorcuB democracy -- B~ expressive of ever

lasting :truth -- nevertheless have a strange snund. tnday. Our ears have been

t0n much accu.stomed to a different message, repeated over and NVer. This is the

assertion of the inexorable and h0peless divisinn of mankind. We hear these
. ~ ,

days far more about a w:Jrld divided than o.f the w~.,rld indivisible -- the ene"=- . - _T Yo _ _ a'l gj .-

world or all humanity that Whitme,n recognized. Indeed, we hear so much abnut

two wnrlds that ~ are in danger of comi~g to accept as. part of our cr~ed tha~,

the nations are t~ be f~rcver divided inte opposing campa •
.......,.-., stet ,.Ii.-r*,. a ..t'1;,*~'It*~...~,_!i;·r.""", .. !urt!A;·-_::t/l3t£",*!lfili_ k_K~~- i1ti:»)IIi~ "it''I~~

Yet we know that this is not so. We know that the struggle for the souls of

men between freedom and tyY anny, between idealism and materialism, does n<"lt

rec'?gnize naticmal fr-?ntiers. Thl")ugh one fir the other may be dominant in a

society at anyone time, sueh dominance is a passing phenrmenon. For the struggle

bolongs to all humanity and it is going on all the time in all the ~cieties of

man. Thus the divisions that we see tnday between the natinns should not be

con~idered as fixed, or eternal, or even as basically significant in the geo

,graphical sen'se.

If we accept the idea of the essential unity of a humanity sharing the same

fate, ,the same essential needs and the same fundamental hopes, there is a can...

elUsion ~ be drawn of significance for our attitudes and our choice c~ actipn

in international affairs, just as m'.l.ch 8S in ~cal and natiroal politics.
(more)
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The conclusion is, simply, that it is wise, in our planning and in r-ur

activities, "to recognize tbat the other party may have similar pride and sim1lar

fears and is likely t"l defend his qwn interests_ in very much the same way as we

do. It is also wise to rem.er.lber that we never have any monopOly (j71 insight or
\

idealism. The moment we forget that and refuse to admit the same qualities in

the other party, we are, in a dangerous way, restricting our ch~ceB of success.

We too often forget that the warnings of the Gospels against pharisees have a

bearing also on our own times, a bearing nf great practical significance, and

not lea.st in the sphere of politics. Nor should we-forget the wt"rds: "wan

they believed themselves Wise they became focls."·

Self-righteousness and intellectual self~sufficiencyproducea rigidity

which is the best ally of our adversaries because it blinds us both t~ our own

weakness and to their strength. But it is alsn a source of cnnflicts. If we go

beneath the surface we will find as a basic element in political tensions the

clash between th~ nexibilit¥ of true idealism .Bl!d the. ri iiQ4.U Q(jieJ fa4llt&r.eat,
'" • . "---.... 11& ~~., ........~_,(WiW" .1 7'CS .. W!io.---

whether the latter be npenly materialistic or ~eBsed in the~~~!~.R!~~
" 'l1il·"'!fI:II~M """1Stf~c:""~!:>'_~"~"""1w.'i~""·~.~~o.1i.;i!:ill..~,x:.:..;::..,,, ...........,,,:ri't"'!'iI':"'-._',~, ....,~....~~,._"'~'<IllI"!-~,~~~_;..c

idealirnn. Have we not seen the ultimate results of such rigidity: cruelty, re-
~"-~

sort to armed force, dictatorial tyranny? And have we nilt seen time and again

the failure of such rigidity in c~ntests with the flexibility of freedcm? Thu3,

those who are inspired by idealism to wnrk for freedom sh~d first of all -- as

an expression of their faith and in the interest of their ideals -- have the

6tre~gth to admit their own limitations and the possible justice of the cause of

others. Ultimately this flexibility is but a reflection of our insight inte" the

ess~ntial unity ~f all mankind.

We learn in order to know, ~d we wish to k..."lOW in order to master, not other

men, but the tools put in our hands for establishing a satisfactory life for our

selves and for all men. Too often our learning, our knowledge and our mastery

are too much concentrated on techniques and we forget about man himself. We

may know a lot about the structure of the atom, or about the body of man, or

abol.t the organization of pr()duction or banking, without knowing much about the

man whom -the forces in the atom should serve, for whose body we find cures and

for whose needs our productive and financial arrangements provide.

When I speak of knowledge in this context I do not mean the kind of knf'lwledge

which you can ga.in from textbooks, but the knowledge which you can derive only

fran a study of yourself and your fellow men, a. study inspired by genuine interest

and pursued with humility. The door t') an understanding of the other party, with

(more)
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whom Y0U may have to deal in business, in politics or in the international sphere,

is a fuller understanding of yourself, since the other party, of course, is made

fundamentally of the same stuff as you yourself.

ThUS, no education is complete, ina wprld basically united, which does not

include man himself, and is not inspired by a recpgnition of the fact that you .

will not understand your enemy with0ut understanding yourself, and that ~

understanding of your enemy will throw considerable light also on yourself and

.~ your own m~tives.

It may seem to you that what I ha."e sai4 is very far, indeed, from the

sphere which you might expect to be covered by one who holds my office. That

is n"t so. In the United Nations our efforts would be useless, if it were nC"t .

. for that unity to which I have referred. And there would be no way forward,

if it were not for the fact that greater insight is bound to lead t~ greater

understanding and that greater understanding may open doors where previously

there has seemed to be only a wall.

The United Nations is an instrument for neg~~iation where the parties meet,

irrespective of national interests and irrespective of different creeds and

idenlogies~ vfuen I speak of neg0tietion, I am thillking of serious negotiation -

ofthep~ces3 of working out a mutually satisfactory arrangement with someone

we have to live with. and with whom, 8..L""ter all, we must have some common denomin

atAr since, as in Whitman1s words, we "sail the same voyage, are bound to the

same destination." Tp negotiate seriously with someone does not, of course, in

any way imply that we must accept all his views or be willing tn give in to his

ambitions when that would require a sacrifice of essential principles or what,

t" us, are basic values_ But serious neg~tiation does imply a genuine belief .

'} t.hat the overrid.ing considerations which uniteht~anity against all the divisive

differences will, given patience and Wisdom, provide a sufficient basis for

peaceful accommndation.

As you see, the th'?ughts I have wished to share with you c'lncerning the

message of abiding truth that Walt Whitman f s words carry for our w")rld of today,

are at the very heart of what must be the philosophy of the United Nations_. The

~ited Nations u as an organization -- iQQply an instrument for di~loma~ic .

negotiation and for the solution of international 1'0 -- an instrument

~r use by the governments and pe0ples, but neither·self-start~ngnor

self-executing. The responsibility fAr uphol~ing and acting upcn our belief in

the essential unity l)f all mankind cannot be delegated or shifted.

(more)
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In fact, every ene, at least indiI'ect1.y:, has some share in determining the

fate ."f mankind, Every' one, However,' indirect;!;l) ,~~res, respop.sibilitl .in these
'"---"......~~="'..... _ ••••~*. ,__ ., _.,' ~.. r .'_ -

matters whiah are of.~!J,::~,~:t.,~oncernto the U~ited Nations. ~e Un~ted Nations
"--=- , n .."", ·........+ah.",.:..,.·;>O.."~ i~""'-· ~_'-"''' __'''''''~'_''-Ai ""if' oj!" !I!lQi 1 ~ - ""

~s~, be~~..~~~ ,~.:~~:!':-?t the, governments! ultimately serves the pef'ples ana
its relative effeotiveness will be influenced by the reactions and views of every

single individUal among the peoples. Thus, we cannot expect the United Nations

to succeed unless it has the Buppt')rt l"fthe governments and, thrOUgh the g("lvern

ments, of peoples who share a genui:le understanding of the basic nature of these

problems.

For that reason· the future of the United Nations rests in a special laY in

the hands of ~l those who, by virtue of a liberal education, can help to give

to new genera.tinns agrea.ter knowledge of man, thus preparing them f~r a wiser

approach to the problems of national and interna.tional life.

We are passing tht~usn a dangerous stage in the hist(\ry of human scciety.

Terrib18 exp~riEU).ces-ha.ve·roooea:-tQO'~~peopleof tbeir f'aith in thefuture and

have caul5ed them, tC'o often, to look upon their neighbC'rs as pC"tential enemies.

Fear and :uspicion have spread wide and deep their Pflisonous influences among us.

As always, these are prime causes ~f irrational behavior.
,

Tte KDral crisis in which our civilizatinn now finds itself is not a new

experience in human history. But our crisis has been complicated by the fact that

~:~C.~~!~i_~_.~~~~eha.~~.wt-cU,lltiSced our knOWledge ~f man;. It is often
pointed out that no previous generati~ ever had a capacity for p~sical self

destruction in any way comparable tCl our C'w. Our fearful prerccupation with

that fact, when the very same scientific knowledge has given us a possibility

of .improving human life equally beynnd any previous experience, reflects in

itself the source of our special danger.

I firmly believe that we shall survive the crisis, both morally and in the

literal physical sense, only if we give full recognition to the fundamental and

.overriding unity of mankind. In that spirit we must seek a fuller knowledge of

man himself -- a knowledge that will more nearly match our mastery of science

and. of techniques. Only in proportion as we close this gap shall we be able to
diminish the dangers of fear and suspicion and of the irrational behavior that
fellows from them•.

This will be no affair of a few months or a few years, of course -- a kind of
war against fear and hate ending with conclusive victory as the' reward of suc
cessful effort. Only if we should fail in our faith in human brotherhc-N .might
there bo something resembling a conclusive end of the struggle -- and that would
be the destruction of our civi~ization. No, the signal of success will never be a
final victory. It will be fl')unq. ratber in the stamina to continue the struggle,
and in the preservation and strengthening of faith in the future of man.

We must have "life" in that senae of the word which Edgar Lee Masters once
gave t,> it when he had an old woman say in his Spoon River Anthology: "It takes
life to love lite."
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S.TA~~T BY SEDRETARY-GjNERAL DAG.JiA1'11§1.~fO!-D, ON THE 0£Q&31illi
Qf TI~ V!§lT TO UN HENBUA~.EB.S OF THE CO]NfJIL OF THE \vORIp

VETERi\NS FEDE.l1.ATJpN., TUES,?AY, a JmiE 19.21t

It is a pleasure to welcome to the United Nations the President and Council

of the World Veterans Federation. The Federation, \'/hich is in cor.sultative status

to the Economic and Social Council in whose chamber we are now meeting" includes

members of many nations, races, creeds and political philosophies. Your ability

to work together tOlve.rd agreed goals proves that people can submerge their dif'--ferences if thp,y make the interests of ma..'1.ld.nd thei:- sapre:ne goal.......... ..
War vetera...'1s, abo-.re all others, should be able to aid "to savs succeeding

generations fr::m t.he soourge of' war. 1I You a.. 0 therefore to be congratulated upon

esta~lishing a C~\mmissiO:l for the Defense of Peace r:to exari4ina and define proble.'"D.s

which threaten \wrld peace,,11 The work of this Commission is being watched with

hope and interest by all.

I also want to pay tribute to you upon the fact that your concerns extend far

beyond the mere' cbtaining of benefits for veterans~ Your i.."lternational children IS

camps, your 8upport for the United Nations Child.ren (s Fu."ld and the Unit ad Nations

Programme of Technical Assista..'1ca, and esps(}ially your a.cti'.-e and successful

programme in raising the stendards of tr~atment of the physically handicapped are

deserving of th~1ks a~d praise. This programme for the handicapped is by far the

largest carried cut by eI'.y non-governmental organization. Cooperation in this

field between the Unit ad Nations and the Federation has been mutually helpful a:.1d

will, I am certain~ inc:o::eas6a

Article 56, of the Charter of the United Nations states that all l-lembers

pledge themselves to take jojnt and separate action in cooperation with the

Organization to promote international economic and social cooperation. The fB'~ert

of the Charter were aware tha.t Neruber States could not Bucce3sfully do this without

public support" Article 71 of the Char:'er by establ::'shing consultative arrange

ments gave fQrrr~l recognition to the importance of parallel action by non

governmental organizations. This is a new concept in international life and you

are pioneers 1.'1 ope..'1ing up new vistas for action to\'rards a more closely integrated

(more)
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world community. Without the assistance and advice which has come from

organizations such as the World Veterans Federation the programmes of the United

Nations would not have achieved the degree of success they have 'ir bear the

promise they do.
The peac~aking task of the United Nations is a long haul operation.

He must not let the difficulties in achieving quick solutions of political
'- sr u •

conflicts lead to any slackening of the day-to-day efforts of our peace-building
"""- ..u t . ..... . ~."" ......~~"""-VO<,,"'_~~~"n • 'if.' ;, ... Mflliill pi! . " •. 0/1" II'. iJiIilO.~......

activities. Among these act~yities the work with a vi~~ to fUrthering economic
~ l I.W· ~, ,"~.--.~ ," ,.;-- . '~'~~,Ly, ',-, - ,,(."h;"""'~~':C'-'l\'l'---;~'x_"""i·"'~~~d'~l!'ftfIIt.iitl':'i"k:l"~_ 'If. t §IIISIllpt;~!~",-,.;,-,,~., , , ••

deve~~~:E:_,~,~.. ~~~~1,.P!2~~~~",~~ ...!,~~~,~LJ;!:~!:~~~~~~!!£~~ly by improve-
~1""'~""~'-'-"--~~-" ~

~ s in the economic and social conditions in vast areas of the world can the

~ble foundatio~.~e~;;5a~_!o:.~;acebe c:eated., The determination tn meet this
challenge and the supp"rt given the ,,"'Ork of the United Nations in these fields
by gove~~nts and peoples alike justifies a faith in the prospects of Ultimate

success.

I hope, Mr. President, that the deliberations of your Council here in

New York .aresuccessful and that the programme of the Federation will expand and

do so in continued oooperation with the United Nations.

# # #

\
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STATEMENT BY SECRET·ARY-GENERAL DAG HAMVillRSKJOLD AT'LlmCHEON

GIVEN IN HONOR OF EMPEROR HAILE SELASSIE BY NEW YORK CITY

AT W4..J:DORF ASTO]TA, 1 JUNE 1954

Mr. Mayor, Your l"1a.jesty, Ladies and Gentlemen,

I am deeply conscious of the honour you have accorded me in inviting me to

participate in this welcome to Your Imperial ~~jesty, ~JmperorHaile Selassie of

Ethiopia. New York City is the home of the United Nations. May I, as Secretary

General of the United Naticns, add to the welcome" extended by this great city,

the welcome of t~~e United Nations, of which Ethiopia has bee:! a member since' the

establishment of the Organization in 1945.
On this occasion it may be appropriate to recall a recent development where

Ethiopia was one of the principal parties in an importa'1t and successful action

by the General Assembly of the United Nations.

In 1950 the General Assembly recommended that Eritrea, a former Italian

colony" should constitute an autonomous mit federat.ed with Ethiopia under the

sovereignty of the Ethiopian Crown. A United Nations Commissioner was appointed ..

In Eritrea a representative Assembly was convened. It discussed thoughtfully eaoh

article of a Constitution drafted by the Commissioner~ It made amendments and

finally it adopted the Constitution of Eritrea. On 11 September 1952 Your Majesty

ratified the Federal Acto
l'JI'..ay I take this opport~Tlity of expressing II\Y' personal appreciation to Your

Majesty for the many courtesies Your Majesty showed personally, and through the

officials of the Ethiop~an Government, to the officials and representatives of

the United Nations in the course of their four years' work in Eritrea. May the

peoples of the Federation tL."1der Y~ur Majesty continue to live and work together:

in peace and mutual respect.

The :Emperor of Ethiopia stands in the perspeotive of the history of our time

as a symbolic landmark, a prophetic figure on the path of man's struggle to

achieve international peace and security through concerted intematimel action.

(more)
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I recall the eloquent address Your l~jesty delivered before the Assembly

of the LeagUe of Nations in 1936. May I quote from it a brief paseage which

has a special relevance for the United Nations as our Organization approa.ches

the tenth yea.r of its existence. Your Majesty then said: "The Assembly will

doubtless haye before it proposals for reforming the Covenant and rendering

its guarantee of collective security more effectiveo Is it the Covenant that

needs reform? Hhat undertakings can have any value at all if the will to

fulfill them is lacking? It is international morality that is at stake and not

the articles of the Covenant. II

Your Majesty and the people of Ethiopia demonstrated this will to fulfill

international undertakings in response to the Resolution of the Secw~ity Council

of 27 June 1950. A contingent of Ethiopian troops joined the Armed Forces of

other Members of the United Nations under the Unified Command in Korea. They
'.

travelled from one end of the world to the other to offer their lives in a

re.TIlote area wl'1~:'e Ethiopia had no conceivable national interest, save that of

vindicating a priJ."1ciple.

I am grateful f~r this opportul'lity vf (:)x'.:.ending to Your Majesty all geod

wishes for many years of good health" and for the continued peace 8."ld increasing

prosperity of the peoples of Ethiopia. and Brit,rea.

# # #
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It has been a great pleasure for me to make this first visit to Minrleapolis

and ! am honored to be asked to speak here tonight on this occasion.

Mir.nesota, Minneapolis -- the,se names, of Indian origin, neverthe1essha.ve

a familiar ring and a special meaning to anyone who, like myself, can cr:unt one

of the countr~BS of Scnndinavie as hiB native land. They recall the fascinating

saga of the en;.grants who left the old hr'JIles of their forefathers in search of

an o:ften unknown future in the ~Tew World. We all know the outcome. It is indeed

gratifying that this peaceful invasion by the numerous armies of Scandinavian

pi?neers and settlers has meant so much not only for the development and progress

of this area, but for the bUilding of true understanding and genuine friendship

between the ,peoples of the United States and Scandina~ia.

Speaking nO'"," as Secretary-General of the United Nations, that is to say as

an international servant of the world c~~unity rather than as a national of one

of the members of the family of Scandinavian countries, may I first of all pay'

tribute to the sponsors of the Program of Information N1 World Affairs ~hich,

I am to1~, is concluding tonight its ninth year of succes5fu1 operati~n of a most

,valuable pUblic service in the field of education. Ever since I came to this

countr/ a year ago to take office as Secretary-General, I have been impressed

by the active interest of the people here for the world outside this contine:lt,

as well as by the equally active response to that interest. A program such as

yours performs a most valuable 'service by helping to give the younger generation

an opportunity to widen the~r horizons, understand better the world in which they

are groving up an4 the i~nportant place of the United Nations in that world.

Now the United Nations certainly is no stranger to.the people of its host

country. Ever r;ince the days of the discussions at Durnbarton OakE; and the Cht'.rter

Conference in San Francisco} the Organization ha~ been 1n the p~blic eye in the
, (more) .
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United States to an extent exceed1ngthat in other countries where the people

have not had equal opportunity to see it in action. Bt:.t the image has changed

since 1945.
The United Nations was created after years of fighting as an expreBsio~

of a universal longing for peace, and baaed on a seemingly mutual will toward
I '

genuine cooperation between all five Great Powers. It was only too natural at

such a time t~ leave aside cold anslycis and look upon the new Org~lization

with the highest hopes and expectations aathe g~arentor of lasting peace. It
,

is easy to underatand why there was this tendency to overrate, the powers of

the United Nations and to overlook the fact tha~the Organization was nevermore

than a~ instrument whcse u~efulness to the Member Governments depended on the
I

degree of unity and'sincerity of their peace efforts, upon their will to avail

the'Jlselves .of this instrument and upon tile efforts of the parties concerned to
. - \;

develop the Org~.:liz.ation into a more effective weapon for the defense of pee.ce.
. . :. I

We all k1l0W tha.t the hopeful mood of the immediate post war period was

dispelled all~o~ Boon by the disharmony between East ~d West. The lor~ing fer

peace remained as strong as before, but it waa turned to an increasing degree
, ' agp

in the claB~ical direction that as long/as the Raman Age was eX?ressed in the

well-known phrase'tha.t he who wants peace must arm for war. It Was necessary

that the united Nations be reappraised and its possibilities to work and to

assert ita influ~nce in a seriously diVided, yet p:~s~cally interdependent world

be put to the test. Before considering, how this test is being met at present,

I should like to suggest that ~- given the deplorable but ine6ca~able fact of

'the tteold war" •• this period of reappraisal has been beneficial in at least one

important respect.
," \

I'~ thizming of the usefulness of the thor~ugh examination and dcwn-to~
r

earth dise~ssion that d~r~ng this time has cent~red aro~nd the United Nations~

Ranging between destructive criticism and constructive imcgination, this public

airing of the issues ha.s served to dissipate a ntlmber of harmt'ul misconceptions
and to explain the real nature ~f the' United Nations in terms of its Cb,crter

and in relation to the world situation. From all of this a more realistic picture

is emerging that will h~lp the public, on whose lli1deratan1ing and Gupport the

future <;>f th<~ United Nations ultimately depends, to 0. truer perspeetive when they
, ,

eva]~ate the merits and shortcomings, as well as the limitations and potentiali-

ties, of the Organization.

Those who advocate a con6titutio~ally stronger Organization with at least

some of the &ttributes of sovereign governmental power are coming to understand
(more)
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that such a development can come about only as the result of a fundamental

evolution in basic attitudes among peoples and governments that may be a long

time off. Seen from the opposite angle, the fears- that resolutions adopted by

~jority votes in the General Assembly or Security Council may' infringe on the

national sovereignty are being dissipated as more and'm~re people are coming to

understand that these resolutions are not binding on the governments but have

the character o~ recommendations to governments to cPOperate in proposed policies

and programs.

Thus there is growing recognitie-n that the United Nations neither is, n('1"

was meant to be, a separate end overriding authority over its Member States, but

is rather a great aS6cciation of tully independent nations where all action -

or inaction -- is dete~ined by the respective policies of the participating

sovereign governments. The frequent displB¥ in the conference roome of the

. United Nat~~ns of clashing ideologies and fundamental differences between some

of the most powerful members of thisassQciation is in itself a demonstration

of this fact. But we have also Been that the conflicts, and the lack of agree

ment, have failed to break up the association or even to cause any of the per..

ticipants to suggest such a far reaching step. Nor is this, as might be main

tained, a merely negative asset. It means that the Member Governments not only

remain pledged to the code of conduct set out in the Charter, but also that they

are willing to cpntinueto expose their manner of complying with their solemn

treaty commitments to the scrutiny and verdict of wvrld opinion, acting aS,a

kind of eonscience capable of exerting considerable influeoce in this respeot.

Surely this shared preference to stay on the road mapped out by the Lnited

Nations Charter reflects at least ,this much agreement .- that this is the lafest
~ . . .

route and th~t it is better to endure the congestion and the roadblocks than to. . .
make any departure from it. The bottomless pitfalls tha.t await the nation~ on

any other course are no longer in doubt. We have arrived at a junction where the

signpost offers a choice between "Direction Ruin" and llDirect10n Survival. II We

know what ltDirection Ruin" ceMS in the age' of the hydrogen bomb, and our means

of tranaportation to that ultimate destination are only too well perfected. The

road marked l(~.r::'-;+/icn Survivalli is hazardous, it leads across unknown country,

and. our means of transpprt are still in a primitive stage of development. Yet

the leaders of the two main concentrations of power in the world today, together

with all the Member Governments of the United Nations, have not wavered in their

continued adherence to and support of the United Nations as offering t~e best

opportunity of reaching the goal desired by all.

(more)
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It is important that we do not'le'se Sight of ,this basic, attituc.e under the

impact of successive crises in various parte of the worid and the often depressing

influence of the 1nt~rnational climate, for it clearly indicates that'we have

only begun to learn how to exploit the potentiaiities of the United Nations.

A few moments ago I recalled the unrealistic expectations of 1945 and their

. harmful results in terms of an equally unrealistic disappoin.tment of public

opinion", I think that there ha.sbeen "another and less generally recogniz.ed

consequence of these earlier exaggerated hopes which still affects, from time

to time, the policies and attitudes of governments. Thisi,s a tendency to think

of the United Nations as an institution primariiy useful !or a very special and

great purpcsa -- collective security against aggression: This was, indeed, the

main image in 1945, not only in the minds of the people but in the minds of the

leade!'s of the governments •. Collective 'security re:r.ains a primary purpose of

the Organization. ?~t I am afraid that this image also has the effect rf leading

the govermnents too often to forget that the united''Nations has a less dramatic,

but more freq\.·..~ntly useful role to play in world af~airs. This role ia to serve

as a complement to the ~ormal diplomatic machinery of the governments, adding

a much needed multi-lateral weapon to the arsenal of dipla~yo

Please do not misu."'1derst.a.nd me. I am not suggeeting that the governmentc

should on every occasion use the mUlti-lateral diplomatic instrument of the

United Nations. Of cou~se not. Most~f theittme the normal processes of

diplomacy are preferable -- and adequate. M'l1Ch les3 do I share. the fears I

have sometimes heard expressed by good friend~ of the Uoited·Nations concerni~~

the supposed by~passing of the Organization; in such conferences as those in

Berlin and Geneva, or by regional arrangements such as the North Atlantic Treaty

Organization and the Organization of knerican States. On the contrary, I feel

thatan)",conference or ~y re~ional security arrangement that advances United

,Nations pu--poses is to be welcomed, whether it is inside or outsi~e the formal

inatitutional framework of the Organization. In such cases, however, I do feel

that it is :l.n:.portant for the Member Governments 'to keep the United Nations in

the picture, fully and officially 'informed of developments. That is to say,

the governments should have in mind that sooner or later the Uhited Nations

mighj;. ..... and, in some cases, probably will -- be' needed as a multi-lateral

diplomatic instrument for the preservation of peace.

Tee work of peace is aday-to-day affair, based on continUing negotiations

",-ith all the ~arties concerned. It is of' nece6sit" a slow, u.nch'atc.!:i:tic process,

requiring not only skill and devGti'on, but a.bove all patience·and perseverance,
(more)
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The constructive, peace-building activities which make up the main ,"..ark of the

United Nationaand often yield tmpOrtadt results in terms of paving the: Way to

a more stable peace, tend by theil- v'ery nature to become obac;ured by ~he more

dramatic news of the day. In Palestine.we'hear more about the, akirmishes between

Jews and Arabs than of what the United Nations armistice regime has done to
'\

prevent destraction and disaster for the whole area over the past five years •

. When the truce is working welf 1I{Ke.'sfunir, we bear nothing about it, bu't when

there 'is a.ri::incident it getson'page one, This ~1.S0 can be' said of tr.e multi

lateral diplomacy at United Na.tions Headquarters. When it'i6 most successful,

the public usually hears least about it. Yet this day-by-day work is often

essential tor the purpose of holding the preearious ~alance that prev~nts

dangerous situations from developlng into grave and open conflicts.
I ,

A similar point applies to the work of the United Nations in the econemic

and social fields. The fundamental relationship of,this work to the peace

'Prestirvingfunctions of the United Nations '1s too often overlooked'. It is not

for nothing t::~t the Articles of the Charter concerning international economic

and social cooperation begin with the words: "With a view to ~he cre~tion of

conditions of stability and well-being which are necessary for peaceful and

friendly relations a-nong nations •••• " I '

What is known as technical assistance to the under-developed. areas of the

world -. that is to say to those vast areas in Asia. and Africa where poverty

is still a law of life for 1,500'°00,900 people -- is no mere question of cliarity~

or of good works. To assist in improving the living conditions of the peoples

in these areas by material help end know..how is a. major ta.sk of·cur civilization.

It is a responsibility for Which the United Nations is particularly well suited

by its international character. In the United Nations the developed co~~tries

of the Hest and the countries which are emerging from a colonial or semi-oolonial

J.ependence, are equal members. Thus , technical assistance undertaken through

the 'United Nations cannot possibly be construed as foreign or external influence

and becomes instead a partnership of resources for mutual benefit.

From a long range point of view, such programs to raisp living standards

and ~urcha6ing power are as important for their role in creating a 'climate more

favor~ble to peace as they are to economic development and social progr~sB.

Taking into account the lesson of the long experience of history -- that economic

we~tness and social injustice tend to generate grave political conDequences -

the United Nation~ cannot limit its peace-making te,13k to the political field

but must aim through such programs toward reducing the risks of dangerous
(more) ,
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political conflicts. It is in this per&1;lective that the united Nations program
f-

~pf tjchnical assistance should be regarded.

The United Nations is only beginning now to cwme of age. It is far too

early to reach any final jUdgment as to the degree of its success or failure.

We do r.now this much. In spite of all shortcODl1.nge and fruetrating eiperiences,

the Member Governments look upon the United Nations today ·as .' a' 'Vlta,lly importcmt

instrument for peace. We know also that the substantial majority Of the people

in this country •• and in othir countries •• concur in this opinion on the

basis of sober evaluation. Thus, for governments and peoples alike, the United

Nations remains the principal source of hope that a world without fear may,

in time, be attainable. This I consider to be a vote of confidence in the

United ,Nations that reflects a refusal to allow disappointments over the lack

of spectacular resultD to cause despair and a recognition that the seemingly

modest achievements 'so far attained are of sufficient significance to confirm a

reasonable fa:lth in the prospects of ultimate euccess.

* *** *
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ADDRESS BY SECRETARY-GENERAL' DAG HAI'-1MARSKJOLD-------'- . ,-~
AT HORLD AFFAIRS COUNCIL DINNER_ MEETI,!!G', LOS ANGELES, CAtIFORNIA,

FRIDAY, MAY 14, 195'4, 'AT---1:'OO P.M. (PACIFIC COAST TIME)

Ever since coming to United Nations Headquarters in New'Yorkthirteen months

ago, I have hoped it would be possible, to pay a visit to Los Angeles, to see for

the first time this fabulous land of southern California and to meet with its

hospitab~e, friendly and for~ard-190king pe~ple. So I am most happy to be here

today and grateful for the invitation of tbeWorld Affairs Council that has made

the occasion.

May I say, also, apersonalw.ord about two' of your most distinguished

members. I first met Paul Hoffman in the days of the Marshall Plan in Europe~

My acquaintance with Preston Hotchkis is more recent, dating from his appointment

as United States Representative on the United Nations Economic and Social Council.

Of course I value their friendship highly. But beyond that, I hope you will

permit me to express the opinion that the United States is fortunate to have had

the services of men combining such high ability, practical experience and far

sighted vision in the cond~ct of its foreign economic policies. In representing

your country at its best in the counc11:sof the nations they serve not only the

national interest of the United States but the world interest in peaceful economic

and social P!~gress.

It is, indeed, about the relationship of the respective national interests

of the individual Member States with ,the 'World interest as represented by t'he

United Nations in i:ts Charter and in its institutions-and prdgrams, that I wish

to talk with you today•. A clear understanding of the true nature of this re

lationship is, I feel, one'of our greatest needs as we seek to cope with the

manifold dangers and chal1:eng~sofourtimes.,These dangers and challenges are

serious and, compelling enough to demand OU!'\4'1di'.Tided attention without permitting

ourselves to become involved in ,debate over false issues.·

(more) ,
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An example of such a false·issue is, in my opinion, to place nati0nalism

and internationalism in opposition to each other. After al1,vhat does inter

nationalism mean? It means licornmonto, or affecting two or more nations." It

does not mean superseding or abolishing nations. Certainly int'er:1ationaliElm as

represented by the United Nations is in no sense a deni~l of nationalism. The

Charter is a treaty among sovereign, national governments. The organization is a

voluntary as:ociation of fully independent n8:tions.

The statesmen who assembled in .this very state of California nine years ago

this spring were -- in the truest sense of the vord nationalists. They came

together to establish the U?ited Natio~s not in order to hasten the end of the

nation state, but in order to preserve it. vfuy did they believe the United

Nations was necessary for this purpose? They saw that in a world grown as inter

dependent as ours, the salvation of nationhood lay in the creation of a wnrld

framework of organized cooperation among nations on all those matters of common

interest among them. They saw that the future of national freedom anywhere would

rest upon a free association dedicated to upholding national freedom everywhere.

It is true that in 1945 and 1946 there was a widespre~d illusion that the

United Nations was -- or would soon become .- some sort of supra-national authoriiy

that could vote world laws and enforce them the way a gover~ent does, and this

illusion still persists. There were -- and are -- a number of causes for it.

Most ~f ~hem relate to appearances -- the Charter resembles a natio~al constitu-
~ . ' '

tion, the Assembly and other organs of the United Nations debate and vote very

much the way national legislative bodies do. Yet, of course, the fact is that

all these debates and votes in the United Nations do not result in enforceable

world laws. They result· in reco~~endations which go back to sovereign and inde

pendent Member Governments and depend upon the voluntary action of these govern

ments fOr their effect.

There is only one circumstance in which the United Nations might have the

constitutional power to order governments around -- if several ,things happened

first that have not happened. If the military agreements placing forces at the

disposal cfthe Security Council that'are contemplated in Article 43 of the

Charter were actually drawn up and ratified by all the five Great Powers (in

cluding the'United States and theSo~ietUnion), if the same five Great Powers

were subseQuently, to agree unanimously in the Security Council that a breach of
. ,

international peace had occurred reQuiring the use of these forces to restore

peace and security -- then the governments concerned would lawfully be reqUired

to obey the decision of the Security Council.
(more)
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It would be an under-statement to say that neither eventuality is likely

in the foreseeable future and no nrder for the use of forces has ever be~n

issued. Even in the case of Korea, the Security Council .- contral'Y to a wide

spread impression -- issued no order. It only recommended..aid to the RepUblic

of Korea. Thus the one true, though 'strictly limited power of command written

into the Chal.'ter has always been inoperative and is likely to remain so.

The decisions,of the United Nations have only the authority that is con

ferred upon them by virtue of the fact that they represent the consensus of

world opinion. That such authority may be considerable your own Declaration of

Independence recognized in its reference to "a decent respect to t~e opinions of

mankind," but it is an authority founded on the principle of freedom of assent -

and this implies also full recognition of freedom of dissent as well.

Now I am qUite aware that there are more people in most parts of this

ccuntry -- and in other countries -- who are afraid the United Nations is too

weak than the~e are those who fear it is too strong, though I under~tand that

locally those who fear it is too strong are often heard fron. The greater

numbers who fear the United Nations is too weak may all too readily concur in

the proposition that the Organization was founded and is being conducted hy true

nationalists. But they may also, perhaps, be inclined to the opinion that an

institution operated so exclusively on the'principle of freedom of assent ~ill

prove to be incapable of contributing substantially to the preservation of world

peace and the advancement of civilization.

To such friends I would reply, first of all, that developments since 1945

have amply demonstrated, it seems to me, the wisdom of the full recognition

given to nationalism and national freedom in the Charter. Never has the spirit

of national independ.ence been stronger in the world or gained. greater victories

than since the establishment of the {Jnited Nations. "Within the span of nine

short years 600,000,000 people have won independence for their nations and many'

millions more are moving in the same direction. An international organization

which did not take full account of the vitality of nationalism could have no

real meaning in the kind of world we live in today. Indeed it c0uld not exist

at all. Nor, I might add, is the principle of freedom of assent such a bad one,

fer those of us who profess belief in the principles of democracy and of the

free s()ciety, to apply in international affairs.

In assessing the proper role of the United Nations in relation to the

national interests of the Member states we "should, ·thus, begin by recog~izing

that the United Nations cannot impose anypartlcular terms of settlement in the
(more)
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great is,sUE!s that divide the world. But we need to couple this with recognition

of another inescapable fact. Neither can any nation, nor any alliance of nations,

impose a settlement upon the other side. This is true;' no matter how large the

bUdgets, the atomic stockpiles or the' nUII1bers of men drafted int~. -~he armed

forces. Like it or not, we live in the second half of what a recent author has

called the l~century of total war ,fl and we live in the hydrogen bomb half. This

means that neither side can force the other to its way without a third world war

that could very probably mean the end of civilization as -we know it.

. "Now a balance of power preserved precariously, to use President Eisenhower t s

memorable phrase, between "two atomic colossi doomed malevolently to eye each

other indefinitely across a trembling world" is- not a prospect which intelligent

and civilized men Will accept for long, although it is better than nothing as a

deterrent to aggression.

What is the way out? The only way out that I can see'lies in the United

Nations as it really is; not in the United Nations as a magical means of escape

to that Utopia which will li~ beyond the horizon foras'long as mankind exists,

but in the United Nations as a working road to ultimate peace, and in progress

~ard by yard and stage by stage along that road. The first stage, I feel, is

the very preservation of the United Nations as a meeting place. That in itself

is hard enough, in these days of haunting fear and intense emotion. But a meeting

place with the "other side" is, of course, essential if you are seeking a practical

way to live together, instead of dying together.

A meeting place is a place for negotiation. That is the next stage. When

I speak of negotiation I am thinking of sericus negotiation, not of competition
- ,

in propaganda speeches, although I think we must recognize that this competition,

too, has its rightful place in the often painful process of trying to arrive at

that consensus of the cpinions of mankind to which I have referred.

Now I must hasten to say \,hat I was brought up to think of, negotiation not

as something almost immoral but as a reputable and sensible activity -- as a

process of working out a mutually satisfactory arrangement with someone I had

tp live with. To negotiate with someone never meant to me that I had to like

him or approve of him, much less that I was selling out my pr~nciplesl It would

certainly be a great -- and irreparable -- tragedy if negotiation really fell

into disrepute in international affairs. For there is no alternative, so far as

I can see, except negotiations, to that other prospect of atomic colossi in

malevolent and increasingly pre~arious balance, over an endless succession of

years.

·" =.,;~, :71;: d
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We have had such negoti,ations, inter.S:pel;'S~d with.ID9re frequent propaganda

battles, between East and West in :th~ United Nations ever since .. it began. We

are having them ~QW in Geneva, at the Conference on Korea and Indo-China, and in

Londen, in the Disarmament Sub-Committee. And I must. say that, since becoming

Secretary-General ha.sgivenme a special.and inside. part in. these negotiations,

which it. is my duty quietly to promote to the best of ~y abili~y, my respect for

the qualities of. patience has riaen ten-fold. The quest~ons of·Palestine and- ' , :

Kashmir, neither of which is an issue of the East-West "cold war," are proof

enough of the difficulties and the tribulations that lie in the path of the peace

m~ers. And, -of c~urse, the direct East-West issues are even more intractable.

Yet there is noalterna.tive except to keep'IITorking attqese negot~ations,

in the,be11efthat in the end the·real nat~onal interests of, all concerned will

leaq. at least toa peaceful adjustment .- a ."modus vivendj,II-- should:a ...re~
• • '. • '. .' .' • .J

soluti9nprove to:ce peyond our reach •. The de~atesof the. United Nations that

s.eem over the short term so often to be ,leading nowhere., also have a cUIllulative

influence ,in this. d~rection, because of that. ver;y principle of a. "decent respect

for the opinions of mankind" which n6 government can for long violate with. .. ,

impunity~ Finally, there are the atomic stockpiles ~-.a, €$rim and ever present

warning of hell pn earth as the price of failure.

We c~nnot, in good conscience or in common sense, turn our back on negotia-
".". \. .

tion. Equally we must gi.ve the lessons of inter-dependence time to work upon

the nations -- upon the governments and the peov~es alike. These are compara

tively new lessons in the hi~tory of mankind.~e need time to learn them well.

We must seek to safeguard -- by b~lanced power and negotiation together -- a

time of peace suffici~nt to give the spirit of.human brotherhood a chance to

penet~ate mpre widelyan~ more deeply t~rough all t~e ideological and national

curtains that, have been drawn by bigotry and ·fe~r and ignorance a,cross our world.

The United Nations.haf?_anoth~rpurpose of importance equ~~ to its role as an

indispensable center .ofnego;tiation. This is its function as a channe.l.for

organized cooperation by.the nations in seeking to improve their standard~ of

living. Economic development, social progress -- these are goals with which the

name of California is a.ssociated in the minds of people ~n many parts of the

~orld. They are also fundamental goals of the United Nations. ..
The people who have made of California so rich and fruitful a land have tra-

. -

ditionally turned their eyes westwaTd. And what lies west across the ocean, only
a few hours distance in-this age of jet propulsion? Asia and Africa, home of two-

., .. .

thirds of the people of the world. These peoples have awakened, many from a long
sleep. They, too, want freedom,'such as y'ours~ But, first of all, they'

(more), . '
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have to break the shackles of an unspeakable poverty. Is it any business of

yours? Of course, it is. All the religious traditions of the western world

would m~~eit so, even if there were not the practical and pragmatic conside~a

tions to which I now turn.

An expanding economy is the keystone of western industrial civilization as

a whole. Expressed in the American terms of the frontier, moving always west

ward, it is the key also of your prosperity. Much still remains to be done to

raise living standards in the western world, to make it possible f.or all the

citizens of our democracies to achieve a reasonable economic security and a

position of human dignity for themselves and their families. This is one frontier

that still stretches before all the western countries -- even the most advanced.

But there is another and vaster frontier in Asia and Africa -- and in the Latin

American co~ntries that lie to the south of you. This frontier is not a frontier

awaiti~g development in the traditional sense of e~ploitation or imperialism.

But it is a frontier which offers almost limitless opportunities for expansion

of production, employment and trade, provided that there is full recognition.

of rights to national freedom and equality along the way.

A good deal of attention has been paid to this new frontier in the past few

years. Point Four, the United Nations Expand~d Program of Technical Assistance,

the various names under which the United States program of grants-in-aid and

loans for economic development has been conducted, the Colombo Plan of the

British Commonwealth, the investments of the International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development, the parallel efforts to encourage the flow of private capital -

all are related to this new frontier. Yet our surveys at the United Nations show

that so far we are not on top of the problem. The world's population~ now about

2,500,000,000, may reach 4,000,000,000 i' within 30 years if present tendencies

in the rate of growth continue. Production is not yet expanding at a rate to

keep :;lace with such a growth in population,'let alone outstrip it, which is the

only means by which a lpng-run rise in living standards can be attained. .Worst

of all, the rate of popul~tion growth is highest in those regions ~hat suffer

the greateat economic handicaps.

Here then is another challenge -- a challenge for which it is surely not

beyond the capacity of those who fathomed the secret of the atom to find a con

structive answer. President Eisenhower expressed this faith in his address to

the United Nations General Assembly las1;. December, when he proposed his "atoms

for peace" plan, not 8S the immediate answer to the·deadlockover disarmament and

the control of atomic weapons, but as a first step toward making the power of the .

atom the servant of mants progress instead of the master of his destruction.
(more)
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I know that Admiral Strauss, the chairma~ of your Atomic Energy Commission,

chose the occasion of an address before this very audience only a few weeks ago

to discuss its great and inspiring pOGsibilities. Could there, indeed, be any

more dramatic summation of the challenge and the danger that are ours than his

statement to you: "For the first time since the discovery of fire, we have cr:me

into possession of a force with which we can enrich our lives incalculably or,

failing to make that choice, we can wreck a large part of what we have inherited

from the ac~umulated art, heart and spirit of the generations that have preceded

us. 11

The United Nations is the main expression in international affairs of the

purpose of men and ,women of good-will to choose the way of lifo over the way

of·death in this, as in other things. And I must tell you also, both as the

Secretary-General of the United Nations and as a European, how much of a~ en

couragement it is to find in this great country, whose attitude and conduct

mean so much for the future of the world, that the leadership of both .the parties,

backed by so great a majority of all the citizens and church groups in this

land, is so stacnchly behind the United Nations and so understanding of its

significant and unique role in the world.

It is, indeed, true and, also fortunate for all concerned that the national

interest of the United States, as of all countries great and small, requires

the-success of the United Nations in the atomic aGe. It is even better that so

many people recognize this fact. Although we have reason enough to worry, we

have, no reason to despair, 60 long as this is so. On the contrary, we have good

grounds for sober faith in the capacity of mankind to conquer the new fr.ontiers

of civilization that stretch before us with the same courage and spirit with

which they have conquered the frontiers of the past -- on this and other conti-

nents.

* *** *

)
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ADDI':.ESS BY SEClmTARY-GENERAL DAG HAl'1Mli.RSKJOLD

AT UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA CONVOCATION

B,ERKELEY. CALIFOFl'JI~l. THURSDAY. HAY 1,3.1954,

AT 10:00 A.M. (PACIFIC COAST TI~m~

I am very happy indeed to have been able at last to accept your invitation

to corne to this great University. As a matter of fact, this is my first visit to

San Francisco --'- and to California. I must say that it was high time such an

improper state of affairs was set right for the' Secretary-General of the World

Organization that was born across the bay just nine years ago this spring!

Needless to say" my long standing impression that the United Nations was fortunate

in. tha choice of its birthplace has been more than sustained by all that I have

seen in the few hours since my arrival yesterday afternoon.

As we look back, upon it now, we can see that the spring of 1945 was a

favorable tirr.e fo~ such an historic act of creation as the writing of the United

Nations Charter. ~Je can also see how far the hopes that were then aroused in many

hearts out-ran the limitations of human nature. The mood of disillusion and of

doubt that has followed is not, of course, a new phenomenon of our civilization.

It vras 130 years ago that Shelley, in his essay on liThe Defence of Poetry, if

wrote:-

Irwe have Llore moral, political and historical wisdom than we know

how to reduce into practice; we have more scientific and economical

knowledge than can be accommodated to the just distribution of the·

produce which it multiplies. It

These words seem to apply to our pres€ht situation. We justly pride ourselves in

the creations of human genius and in the enormous achievements of.science. You as

teachers, students and friends of a great University know how far we' have got in a

technical sense, but is not Shelley right when he holds that our development as

men, and the development of human society;, has not kept pace?

(more)
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democraoy, by spreading knowledge and by

a ..lider awareness of essential issues.

~orally, the findings of n~odet'n"psy~holog1andthe thought of modern "
; . - . ~ . ~.

philosophers, should have made us better equipped to tackle our ,probJ.ems. So

should the developoent'of,u~nocracy,and of liberal i~stit~tibns as tools of

stimulating ~.. an a~mosph,e;;e off.reedom

But for all, th~s Ifprogress'" II ar~ we really
.' ...', .

better than our fore-runners? l'ihen we are ridden by fear,doi we 'riot experience

as often as before, brutal or meen reactions? Do wen'ot seek to pass the burden

of our responsibility over to innocent scapegoats? Do we not forget the suffer

ings of our neighbor? Do 1'l~ not ~bvet'his- possessions? And when we think of

brainwashing and mentaltorture;whatmust'we'say of such ,fruits from the tree of

psychological' ~Gwledge applied in a refinement of evil -- to kill the man

L~stead of the body~

Politj,ca,lly, sociol06.Y' has taught us much of the working of society and! of

the ,1a:'JS gov~rning .the intercourse between peoples, but, are, the actions of

governments 'any wise~ th~ before? Do we show more creative political ability

than our predecessors?

Histo:rically,we are, perhaps, beginning to lIDderstand the laws governing

the growth, cuL~ination, decline and fall of political systems and civilizations., ' '

At any rate, we know much more than our predecessors about the facts of the past.

l~odern history is documented, studied and debated beyond what has ever been the

case before. But what have Vie done to "reduce our knowledge into practice"?

Economically, we have progressed further ,in our analysis of the mechanisms

governing the creation ,and distribution of wealth. We have developed a few tools

for control of the disruptive forces in economic life. ,lIe, have built up insti

tutions serving collective economic needs. Bllt have we found a Hay to ensure

freedom from want -- in fairness and justice to all?

Finally, science has given us acceSs to new sources of power, to new natural

resources, to more powerful, tools, for the creation of all that is required to meet

the needs of man, to new means of fighting sickness and of prolonging our life

span. But wqat are t~e uses to which we put these achievements? Are they not

too often destructive?

These questions might seem to indicate a very negative view of our, civiliza

tion in its present phase of development. I do not hold such a view. ~ questions

are posed simply to underline the belief ,that our generation has been dangerously

outdistanced by the development of our technical knowledge of society and of

nature. It is an understatement to say ,that this development represents u major

challenge to our civilization. The deman~s put to us~ be met -- if our civili

zation is to survive. ~ver since the dawn of the present revolutionary development

(more)
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cd' science the thinkers have recognized this truth" The ilwentions c'..l1.min.::.ting

in the hyd.:r·ogen bomb should now make it qlear to all.

I do not intend·to speak here about the basic m')rf'~ issiles invoJ..ved, but

Hill limit m;rself to the question of our practical means~to cu.pe with the

situation which we are facing o ,

I do not believe that any ready-made, solutions can be found or ,thJ.-:' "re c&''1

avoid a painf~ period of t~ial and error in the elaboration of the necessary

tools" It will undoubtedly be a slow process r.equiring much patience} registering

many shortcomir,gs &'1d mistakes, suffering serious setbacks. But I am sure tt~t

such a process 'dll l.llt:imately yield results if approached and cor!ducted in the

right spirit.

The right spirit••• From what I have said it is obvious that the fir~r':,

thing required is patience, the patience inspired by a firLl faith in our ability

to !'each the goal:. But. we need more than patience in the passive senss" We need

perseverance, of the kind that equips us not to take defeats to heart~ in the

knmdedge that d.efeats are unavoidable, and that if our efiorts do not seem to

get results, it m~y be be0ause we have not yet applied tha l1~aessary degree of

perse~C1.'anceo

This brings me to &.'1 essential point in the consideration of our possibili~

ties to translate our knowledge into practiceD For some p80ple the driving forc9

in life is faith in the success of their efforts" For others it is sj~ply a sense
1

of duty" l-Je need both t~rpes of men. Vie need the man of fa.ith and his imagination,

his inspiration, in the search for great achievement". Eut vre alGo need the other

one, who is animated by his feeling of collective .responsibilitYJl '....ithout

consideration of such reco~pense. We need both the architect ~d the bricklayer.

Hhere, :tn the light of this philosophy, do we find the United Natione?

First of all~ let us recognize that the Lnited Nations was set up in resp~nse

to the collective needs to vl~1ich I have referred o It is an attempt to give a

first rough con~titutio~al fo~ to the fact of world interdependence~ It is an

approach to the problem of world organization for a still anarchic "rorld cornm'!ll~ity.

By regarding the U~ited Nations in this pragmatic way, I feel that we will
be more just in Oil!' appraisal both of its achievements a.nd of its failt1!'es o We

v1i1.1... look at the achievemenJ.:.s as the first modest ;yield we have ber:;n able to reap

from Oilr . efforts, arid we will look at the failures as natural and unavoidable in

such a pilot ye:::1tuce.s> where we learn as much from the mistakes as from the

lJos:'L:,i've exp9ria!ces o ~ 'J.~:J.e U~~ited Nations is not and shotl1.o. not be an o:,:,ganj.. -zational

strait-jacket on the world or on the independent st.ates whic~ are ita J-k;n:loors c,

(mere)
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The Organization does not exert any powers beyond what ,the Nember stutes at any

given Il".ome:lt, and in ~y .given situation, 'collectively are willing to give to it

in order to cope 'with problems they have in corrmon.:; rtis an organ, for~ co-
~

operation of the nations, inside the' fram.ework of agreed procedures, and supported

'by a perm.-wentcbril service.

The fourIding fathers in San Francisco were the architects, the lllen of faith

and imagination ",no wrote the Charter, under which the world comnnmity has a

"chance to develop from anarchy into order. Those in the Governments and.
Delegations, or in the Secretariat, lorho pursue the day-to-day operations, trying

to meet emergencies as they arise, trying to explore t:ossibilities and trying to

give to the tools created by the Charter their maximum value, are the bricklayers

who must devote themselves wholly to the effort regardless of any h6pes ,of

reaping a.."1.d rewards of success.

1. admit that for G.jvernments and peoples, as for individuals serving the.

Org~ization, the eXperiences may sometimes be most frustrating. For example; who

does not feel d:'_.3Cl.ppointed when a disagreeoentreflected in use of the veto pre

vents or delays a useful action which seeIns to be in the inte:....est of, all? But

let us remember that such a disagreement is not the result of our efforts of

co....operation. It is one of those conditions in spit~ of 'Which and~ain_st whi.ch

we must keep trying to develop co-operation.

An effort to keep the disagreements that divide our world outside the frame

''lOrk of the Horld Organization, would lose more than it gains. It would gain only

the appearance of harmony at the cost of real influence. In specific terms and

referring to the East...,West conflict: we, should recognize that it is worth, more

for world peace to achieve what little agreement is possible between the two

conl'licting parties, than to register the much broader area of agreement of one

side only by excluding the other, !mowing that such one-sided agreements carmot

be implemented against the will of the party excluded~

The challenge whicl). we "panno,t escape - the challenge for which we must

seek the ,answer -- is a,peacefulreso~utionof the conflict, between the Communist

World and the West. The .Un~ted Natio~s, would not be strengthened but gravely

weakened, if, by exclusion of Communis.t Nember,s, it were to attempt to push the

E~Gt-West conflict outside its, council ch~berso

But let us turn from such general observations to concrete problems. Then

we meet, in the first place, the current'conflicts of a political nature, like

those we see in Palestine; Indo-China or Korea. In the second place we meet the

long...,.term problems of peoples who have beep left beh::L.'1d in econoLlj,c develop.'1lent.p

(Ir.ore)
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for centuries dependent on the colonial powers of the world and now assuming the

responsibilities and rights of self-governinguL1its.

The first set of problems is closely related to the second~ If you go

beneath the surface in the three acute political conflicts to whi~h I have refer-redi

you wIll find strong elements of the long-term problems also.. It is in the 60

called under-developed areHS of the world,that some of the sh9.rpest frictions are

likely to deYelop. In them we find far too much of the fuei which might start

a big conflagration. And they are also the scene of some of the most decisive

conflicts of ideologies for the souls.of men.

V/e may cope with an immediate problem by a truce, bu.t we have done so only

for today and to~oTrow, or for the next few years, if we do not follow up the

result by a con~ist€nt effort to improve the lives of the peoples concerned, by

assistance to their Governments in the political sphere, as well as in the spheres

of social policy and economic policy.

In the international field we must make an attempt to repeat on a world

scale the proc,~'Js by which -- inside the developed countries of western'

civilization -~ progress towards political, social ~~d economic justice has been

sufficient to ward off the risk of revolutions and created inner equilibrium.

This is not a task for any single nation. ' It i is a task for all nations ..

This is so, first of all, because no single country is strong enough to carry

the whole burden and the full responsibility. It is so, also, be~ause the

approach gains in value if supported by world confidence and carried through with

the backing of world opi~ion. F~!a11y, it is so because the peoples to be

assisted generally prefer to receive help from the community of nations rather

than from any single country or group of countries_

lihen it is a question of acute political conflicts, the United Nations

serves primarily as a new diplo~atic device for collective negotiationD L! the

field of economic and social policy, and of guidance and assistance to the under

dAveloped a~eas, the Organization is in the first place to be regarded as an

international awninistrative instrument, complementing the national administrations.

The results of the long-term policy of helping under-developed areas to find

their p~oper place in the world communi~y do not make news and are, on a day-to

dajr basis, und.~<J..11atico For that reason they are easily over,-looked and often

forgotten D , In the political sphere attention is at~~Rcted more by the reflection

in the debates of the major disagreements dividing the world than by the fact

that the airil1g of those disagreements around the ccnferenca table is in it8eli"

an achievemmt and is far to be preferred to the battlefield.

(more)
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The priqe of peace since 1945 hiisrco:ne high indeed and I would be the last

to pretald that I can see ,any easy'way out of continuing to pay that price for a

long time to coree n When I speak of the high pr~ceof peace, I am not thinking

of the burden of armaments. That is in the picture, of coursen But I am think:1ng

primarily of the price in terms of the demands upon our capacity for patience and

for steadiness of purpose. The process of lea.rning to live tog'ether without war

in this torn and distracted world of ours is going to continue to be painful and a

constant challenge for the rest of our lives. Yet we know what the choice is.

Either we manage it O~ we face disaster.

The mere fact that the Governrr.ents created the Lhited NationG :lJ.'1d have

maintained it is, in itself, evidence that mankind is capable of responding to

the challenge of interdependence with which the evolution of human society has

nOH brought ua face to ,face as never before. We also know that history has many

lessons to teach about apparently irreconcilable conflictso Terrible wars have

been fought in the past because people thought that they could not live in the

same "rprld to g:r::'ll ",I' , or because they thought their beliefs were in head-art L

collision with those of their neighbors. Then, with time, the.y found that it was

~otonlypossible :butnecessary to make a working compromise that allowed for the

differences. They found that it vIas not ohly possible but necessa::-y to accept

the principle of diversity in human society. Time itself is a great healer and

situations that seem to defy solution c.an be' lived ~~th until that day when the

evolution of hUlnan affatrs may bring a' more favorable opportunity.

If we go back to our sta:rting point, I hold that we are' justified in regardi.'1g

the United Nations as an adequate attempt in world organization, to which we

justly and soberly attach our hopes, step by step to IIreduce our knowledge into

practic,e ll and to further the development of that world com;nunity which has become

necessary for the future of civilization.

Those who have the privilege of a liberal education and} for that reason,

are mo:;;-e awa1'e of OU1' technical achievements, of the dangers which those achieve

ments have created for our civilization and of the extent to which our moral and

political development lags behind, have a special reason to support the efforts

made to close t~e gap and to create a world where int~rnaticnal life does not fall

so far short c:f the standards established by our knowledge.
Their insight into the s]~w and painful growth of all human institutions

should equip them also with full underst&nding of the difficulties and with the
pltience to which such an insight should lead. For one of our most compelling
needs today is for a wise perspective with respect T,O ooth achi.e'V'9l"lent3 and set
b~ckss based on the knowledge that there is no quick road to success.

(more)
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It has been said that the United Nations was not created in order to

bring us to heaven, but in order to save us from hell. I thi11k tha-l:. sums up

as well as a~ything I have heard both the essential role of the United N2tions

and the attitude of mind that we should bring to its support.

# # #
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In opening the lhited Nations Conference on Customs Formalities for the

Tanporary Importation of Private Road Motor Vehicles and for Tourism, I take great

pleasure in welcoming you at the Headquarters of the United Nations and in

extending to you rr.y warmest wishes for complete success in the task which you are

here to accomp1isho

This Coni crence has been convened by me in accordance with a resolution~(-

of the Economic and Social Council, adopted at its fifteenth session on recommenda

tion by its Tra.'1sport and Communications COlrrdssion. The purpose of the Conference

is to conclude, on a world-wide basis, two conventions relating to customs

formalities: one for the temporary importation of private road motor vehicles

and their equipment; &!d the other for tourism.

The first· of the two proposed conventions cove~s a sub~ect of wide-opread

interest for the develo~~ent and facilitation of international private road

traffic. Reach::!.ng this agreement will represent a further step by the UN in the

'Hork of cod5.fying the international rules concerning road transpcrt Cl.."1d traffico

A first St.8P ""as taken in 19h'? by conc1ucing a basic convention on road traffic

which came into force in Ivlarch 1952 and to which, thus far, 16 governments from

~4ny parts of the world have acceded.

The second proposed convention, that on tourism, is closely related to the

first, as a high proportion of international tourism is done by way of motoringo

It is the primai"Y purpose of t11is Convention on tourism to ensure that tourists

ffi1d trave19~3 be granted liberal faci:ities with regard to the importation or

trans~t of their personal effects and of other articles in non-commercial amount~'1

acquired in the course of thei~ travelso

------- (:nore)
* Resolut.ion 468 F (XV)
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hope that as a resu+t of your

all the issues involved .and in

accomplishing the task the Economic

succeed in settlL~g

of agreement, thus

ent~sted to you.

deliberations you will

concluding instruments

and Soci,al Council has

As you know the present effort to' rer..ch world-wide agreement on these

matters was preceded by the conclusion of an agreement on a reg:i.onal basis for
,

Europe.. Under the aUrspi.ces of the United Nations Economic C:or:Jnisl:lion for Europe,

~~ Agreement for the provisional application of a draft. Customs Convention on

Touring was concluded in June 1949 and entered into force in January 1950 with a

number of ~UrOpe&l' coUntries as Contracting Parties. The text of this draft

Convention of the E~onomic .CoLJIlission for Europe has be.en submitted to your

Conference as one of its basis papers, along with other drafts prepared by

individual Hember States or by competent international organizations, and I trust

that this ~~d the ot~er preparatory documents before you will facilitr..te your work.

I am ~pPY ~o see present on this occasion the representativea of many

'. international organizations which were invited to send observers to the Conference.

I am sure that the broad experience thus made available to the Conference will

facilitate the.progress of its work.

I wish to co~cl·J.de by expressing the

# # #
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" . UNITED STATES REPMSENTATIVE TELLS NARCOTICS CO!'Ji,lISSION
. .

OFIILICIT DRUG TRAFFIC ON CHINESE MA!NlAND
-~=-.;;;;...;;;.:==;:;.:;;,.

The Commission on Narcotic Drugs this morning was told by the I~presentative

of th~ United States that llthe, Communist regime in Mai,nland China" was spreading

narcotic addiction to obtain funds for political purPOses through the sale of

heroin and ~pium.

This practice, Harry J. Anslinger (~nited States) ,said, was the policy of the
. '. .

"entire regime" and "not just the policy of one man."

The statement was made in the Commissionfs discussion of illicit traffic in

heroin. In the course of the meeting the C.omzIdssion decided to postpone, until

1955, examination of the question of seizures of va~iQus drugs allegedly originat-
~ ). 1 .... \ .--. __•

ing in Lebanon.

Speaking on illicit traffic in the Far East, Mr. Anslinger stated that "a

well known Communist, Po I Po, one of the principal exponents of the sale and

distribution of heroin for funds and for political purposes," had become Minister

of Finance of the Mainland regime in October ~949. In this position, which he
'.. ./",

held until 1953, Po I Po "was able to expand international narcotic traffic from

Communist China to heretofore unimagined proportions," the United Stat-es repre

sentative stated•
. ' .

L~ter, the plan for export of opium and heroin had been improv~d and-at

present, Mr. Anslinger said, ·theForeign Ministr! of "the Communist regimell

controlled the ,entire program and directed the export and further distribution of

heroin and opium through t4e N~tional Trading Company, which maintains head

quarters in Peiping.

The ,United States repr~sentative stated tnat"the close relationship between

the heroin and the opium and political agents extends all the way to t!;letop~"

The drug traffic had been found so lucrati,ve by the "Communist regim=," he said,

that"they have taken grent pains to iI:lprove the cultivation of the opium poppy~"

Mr. Anslinger said the United States was a target of illicit traffic from

'the, Chinese Ma.:tnland, especially' as ,far as heroin was concerned. He described

,seizures recently made in California.

(more)
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In Japan, he declared, "e. hugh:etnount of.CottJrni.mist heroin" was being sold.

Further1 he Sl;Lid} South' Ko:tea _jl:tlt the ta.rget of tremendous' quaI1tities of heroin

from Nortlf.Korea." The trading companies in North Korea, he said, were controlled

by "the Communist regime," which insisted that "at least one-fourth of all goods

leaving North Korea for South Korea must'o~.eitper heroin or opium." As much as

five tons of heroin h~d been stored forihi~'purpOS~ ~t a factory in Pyongyang,

he said.

In conclusion, Mr. Anslinger spoke of a three-fold increase in the land

devoted to the uUltivation of the opium poppy in parts of Mainland China, the

establisb~ent of new heroin factories there, and the continuation and expansion

of a 20-year plan to fina~ce political activities and spread addiction through

the sale of heroin and opium. Ap, a result, he said, "whole segments of

populations" were msr:.tiaed by aCld:'ction. He called for apprehension and punisbrcent

of narcotics traffir.-kers as a means of bringing under control "this unbridled

monster."

(The text of Mr. Anslinger's statement has been issued by the United states

Mission to the United Nations.)-

Chi-Kwei Liang (China) supplemented the statement of the United States repre

sentative with additional information. Efforts of the National Government to

eliminate addiction' in China were being destroyed by the policy ,of the present

regime, he stated.

'Mrs. V~V. Vasilyeva (USSR) objected to the statement by the United States

representative and declared ~hat it did not refer to any document before the

Commission. The statement, she said, was full of hatred toward China and Norta

Korea and was a "slander" calculated to ruin the good reput~tion of t.he peopies'

governments.

M.E. Kulaga (Poland) saw in the United States' statement 1'a transparent

maneuver"and held that the People'S' Republic of Chiba deserved congratulation

for its measures in the field of narcotic drugs control.

At the requ~st of Edward Rizk, representative of Lebanon, who had been invited

to attend the session, the Commission decided to postpone consideration of

illicit traffic allegedly originating in Lebanon until next year. The vote on

the proposal was 10 in favor, 2 against (Canada, United States) with 2 abstentions

(China, United Kingdom.)
The Commission then turned to illicit traffic in other drugs such as morphine,

cocaine and synthetic drugs. -
Concerning morphine, the United States representative observed that 'illicit

traffic in this drug had diminished recently and that cocaine had almost disa~peared
from illicit trade. . !

The Commission also heard from various members that'some quantities, though
not very considerable ones so far, of synthetic drugs, had already found their way
into illicit traffic.

The Commission decided to consider illicit traffic in synthetic drugs sep$r
ately next year.

The Commission will meet this afternoon at 2:30 to consider illicit traffic
in cannabie. It also plans to vote on re90mrnendations of its Committee on Seiz
ures and several draft resolutions on var~ous subjects. * *** *
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RE.Pr...IES BY THE SECRETARY·W....NEBPL 'I'O QUESTIONS PUr BY COP.REsrorIDENrS
\' ~ ..' .

~..!~'l1:r9N.t..'t. PRESS CLU!!. !ru'Ng~ON,WABHINGTONj D.C., 14 APRIL 1254

The Secretary-General of the United N~tions'YGsterday, 14 April 1954, addreec

the Na.tional Press Club, Washington, D.C., whose guest he was at luncheon. The

text of the Secretary-Geueral1s speech has been issued as Press Release sa/378•
Aftar hie address, the Secretary-G~neralanswered questions put by the cor

respondents and among his replies were the following:

To two questi"n8'on Chine.:
;' -.

"The two questions -- do .I agree with Sir Glad~JD Jebb that member~hip in-.....- ..
·the United Nations is not a prize to a gQ,;d bOY; do I consider that Communist
..... ' ..J. .......-'QM,...u
Chin~ shouid be gIven representa'tiion now -- should be kept apart•....

"As to :the first question, one of ".;he tla,:ln ·tasks of the United Nations is'

to serve as an inct:::'"..mlentof negotiation. SUCQ, negotiation inside the United.

Nations obviously is possible ol:ly if the conf:i.icting views and interests are

represented in the Orga."lization. In the United Nations we have tbe possibility

of letting ideologies clash inside the framework of a common interest in mainten

ance of peace. If we turn the United Nations into a club of likeminded, we would

push outside this bod,y those very conflicts which we hope to solve by such negotia.

tion procedures as are provided for in the United Nations.

ifThis being said in expJanation of the principle of u."livereality as
-., j .....

to the United Nations, it shoUld be streased that the Charter spells out

conditions for mem'1;)ershi:p. Obviously the implementation of the princi:ple of
...... .....
unive~Bality shoUld t~{e place in conformity with the Charter provisions.

~e second question --.the representation of Communist Chin& -- should in

~~ view be decided on the basis of the principle to which I have referred, as
,w II. ." ' , ...

quuified by my reference to the Charter. If e. positive conclusion is reached on
..... '-It iii _ :t -.-...-...1'_ ... - ,.,.

this baais, there remains a quest~.on of timing. That question requires a CO-£!-_ -... --".- ,,_..-
sideration of the general political situation, taking into aCCCUr.l.t purely politicd.l

_.-....,,.,..-------~_._.-.....'.. , "-"--"'"- -" "--,~-~.-,,,- ...."'", -",",.y.

as well as psychological circumstances. Thus, even if y-au find that the aims of

.the United Nations would be served by representa.tion for Com.uuni'!:r::' C~,ina, you still

have to choose the time for the esta'blis:r~nt of such representation in the light

, ,

of such special factors as
fluence the choice."

in the very interest. of the united }'Tatione should tn
* -1(. *
(L\Ore)
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In l'epJ..v to the question: "What is you..!' opinion of the latect Jenner Com

mittee report which recommends tbat theUl~itod States insist that the Secretary

Gener9~ weed out and ~xpel the Communist members of the Uni~ed NRtions Secretariat

f'rom non-Communistcountries1", the Secretary-Genera.l replied:

tiThe report is a document' prepared by a Subcommittee to,.the Committee on

the JUdiciary of the Senate ;'. It contains reccmmendatiolu:I:::'i<, the President. I
"' • ",J"·I;

do not comment on opinionsexp~eesed in such a report as they are really an

internal affair. Houever, let me say tiltS: The report, as I read it, does not

present any evidence of subversive ac:tivities or. ot,her improper political activit~

by any present staff member of the United NatiQns 'Secretaria.t. As to the past I

"have LO, reason to enter upon a discussion.

"Such evid.ence, if available, would as e. mat.ter of course be taken into

account on the basis of the Staff Regulations in force. I ~ubmitted last year

amendments to these Rules intended to provide ,8 clear-cut'and sufficient legal

casis for the personnel policy safeguarding both' the political impartiality and

the independer.ce of the Secretarie:t. Thc&e am,endments were approved. by the

General Assetibly. According to the Regulatio%18 political activiti'es are pro-
,

hibited While -- on the very basis of the Charter itself -- polit,ical vie"IiS are

free: Obviously any staff member whom I found guilty of subversive activities

would,be dismissed."
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Is world nrganiza.

Is it desirable?

SPEECH BY SECRl!.-.r:l'A..1Y-GENERAL DAG HAMMil.RSKJOLD

AT NATIONAL PRESS C1tiB LUNCHEON
i

WASHINGTON, D.C., "~DrlESDAY, 14 APRIL 1954

. May I, first of all, tell YQU how grAteful I am fo!' the o~nrtunit:r to meet

in this ~y with the members and gu.eats of the Na.tional Press Club. ~ I, alan, .

therik TOU f~r your patienc~ in keeping alive a.~d standing an invitati0n that

was first issued a glY}d many months ago. I QlIl sure y,,"u d0 not ne~d to be t('ld

tha.t it was Dt:lt due tl) :my le.c.k (If interest. or appreciation Nl my part that I

hs,"-e not put in an app~are.nce here befnre -today.

These luncheons have sometimes, I know, been the occasion of maj"r statements

of nat1~nal p~licy by visiting Foreign Ministers. Cf course they have! Washingtol

is the center of greatest natinnal power in the w~rld today and the Washington

press Cl"lrps is in a ~xresponding:;.y strs.tegic positinn in ,the field of mass com

munications. If, as a f"Jreign minister, Nle haa a position to exphin N defend,

particul.arly in -relation to American natiMal po1ic~', a National Press Club

luncbel)D is 01'lvinusly a. good place upon which to take your stand.

As Secretary-General ~f the United Nations I am net, however, in the p~sition

of these colle~~e~ in internati0D81 affairs. I have no natinnal p~i~ies to

explain o!' defend j whether it be on the Conference twelve days hence in the Unitec

Nations European Headquarterf3 bUilding in Geneva, nr on develC"'pments in In<k-ehir.c

nr ")n the recent hydr")geD bmb tea.f;s. But I Q.o have a policy, to explain and

defend, a&d t"l talk ove;r Yith yt:)u in an informal way. That policy is the policy

of world organizati~n.

C~ng straight to the point, le,t us pose the questions:

t10n really meaningful. in the p~licie3 cf t~~ n~tions today?

Is it necessary?

My aLBwer to the first question would be that world organization, as repre

sented b1 the Unitad ~ations~ i8 a good deal less meaningful. in the pC"licies ")f

Member g')v~rtJments than many people thought it would be in 1945, but the.t it is

a go?d deal Mre meaningful than many PEnple thiIlk it is in 1954. There was a
- (moi'a)
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v1despread illusion in 1945 that the Onited Nations would be able to enforee peace

and impose the settlement of political disputes • The Charter never said a8 much,

but the illusion was fQstered by the universal longing of people everywhere ttl

escape fr~ the tragedies of another war. This illusion has, of c~urse, been

thoroughly shattered in the intervening years. AAd that, I believe, is all. to

the 8:??d.
But what of 19541 The quest fC'~ military security certainly seems to be

pursued outside the ~rganizat1"nal frame\o'erk Qf the United Nations. The main

foreign plicy debates in ;y'9ur Congress -- and in the parliaments of other Member

governments -- the main appr'?priations v')ted and taxes imposed in 9rder to uphold

the respective nati~nal interests in ~ld affairs -- these do nnt seem on the

surfao~ to have much to do with 'World e>rganization. The policy of alliance, the

P':'licy of countervailing power -- thece dAm1nate th~ atteJllt,ion of governments and

peoples alike.

Th:1~ ~int of viow ~an be illustrated in tG~ of dollars and cents very

simply (and 6imllar illustrati,<')n9 WOUld, of courae, apply in other cPWltries).

The per capita cost of Am(!rican c~ntributiClls to the budgets of the United Nations
, .

and all the Specializc=d Agencies put tog(}ther is only 16 Qents a year. Compare

that to NATO or MBA, ~r even the per (:apita «:oat of running the local p~ice

dep'-rtment, and, as many gOOd friends of the United Natif\Ils are fond ¢ saying,

see what a bargain y~u are getting for your ll1W1ey. :sui there is another side to
that coin. Do 16 cents per head fairly represent the impertance, or the unim

portance, -of the United Na.tions in the eyes of the MeDi.ber Governments?

Of c'J~e they clQ not. Insofar as the ff're1gn policies of governments,

and the appr~priat1ons to implement such policies, are aiineu at uph('J.ding the

pu11t?ses of too Charter, thu8, far , it JII8Y with justice be said, is the United

Nations reCJgnized 8S meaningful, desirable, and necessary. It may well be

P'9intod out, furthermore, that the North Atlalltic Treaty is drawn up in pursuance

of the Ohart.er and speCifically rec")guizes its suprem8.cy; and that the burden

'Of 8.nnt.ments, when it is bnrne for t,he defense of peace, creates the capability

of upholding ~he principal pu~se Of the United Nations.

All this may be true, you will say. att what is the proper rN.e of the

United Nat~ns --as an organization - .. if it can neither enf~ce peace nor

im~se a ~aeeful settlement of international disputes? I think the right answer

t-, that question must begin with recognition -- and acceptance -- of one of the

fundamental fact~ of life in our times.,

(more)
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Granted that the United Naticns cannot enforce peace or impose political

settlements, there is no existing or c~ceivable alliance of nations in the world

today that could do so either. Neither the Western world, nor the COIlI1Duniat world,

is strong enough to impose its will upon the other, even if the WeJtcrn world were

more united than we know it is or the Communist world monolithic. We must learn

to live with this fact, which means that the Weatern world and the Communist world

must learn to live with each other as the only alternative to fighting each other

in a third world war.

And now we et;)me tQ an equally fundamental fact of ~ur timer. -- the byd.rf'lgen

bomb. Here we !!lay have reached the ultimate limit ('If the prooPlss of multiplica

tion in the destructiveness of war that bas boon going Q~ in this century. I

think it is wise and right to think of the hydrngcn bomb in thi~ way an,the logical

conclus1?n of a policy of total war in the age af science. T~ view it cs an
a~calyptical event !leralding the end of the world is m<"!re conJ.~ive to panic and

to those false leaders Who rise t~ power on the wings of unr~asaning fear.

Certainly the hydrogen bomb has lD&de millions more people understand, than

ever understood before, that another world war ia incemp&tible with tpe survival

of civilization. Certainly it haa arought th~ pbysicc.l <":apacity of mankind for

destruction more definitely to the point of FOlt-~~struction. But let us ~cog

nize that the taking ,.,f human lives by th<:l million did not begin with thG at"uc

age. The trenches of World War I, the fire raids, the ~('t'ched ~arth and the

ccncentration camps of "lorld War II, ehc:uld remind us of that. And frcm th!'\ point

of view of IQI')ral principl~, who could ehO('Se oot.een what a mass army, nr a rain

of "ld-fash~ned nblnck-busters,!i or a hydrogen bomb will dIl to liVing human

beings?

Dn not misunderstand me. I am not f~ a m('il1ent suggesting that we shoUld

under-estimate the significance c-f the hYdrcsen bomlJ, or of the atmic age of

which it is the second, and more sinister ma~ife8tati(\n. Atomic fueion, they

tell us, unlike atr'.fil1ic fissien, can be put t~ no ~onstructive use. It can only

destroy. But if the hydrogen bomb lcado the governments and the peoples t~

abandon fr,rever the course of total war we hilve been fC'UC"Wing in recent decades,

that would be ~ result for which history would f~rever hOU0r both the scientists
•

who found th~ secret and the rest of us who had sense enough to see the point.

And so I return to the proper role of the Unitel.L Nations. We live in a time

when world ~rganization cannot enforce peace or impC'~e a political s~ttlement,

when J)() alliance can ciA it either, and when the price of a third world war is the

suicide of civilization. With the stakes as high &8 that, most pe()ple W'('\uld agree,

I think, that the maintenance 'Jf a ba1ance of power, . such as we have today, 18 not

good en.ough, though it is better than nothing. - (more)
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There is, furthermore, the t&dt of inter-dependence, which I have not touched

on before. I em sure I do not need ~ defend before thi8 audience the proposition

that the wprld today has become inescapab~ inter-d;ependent in ways that it never

was before, becau" of our technology, our industrial civilization and our com

munications. BUt it is not always so ea8i~ accepted that this inter-dependence

does ndt recosnize any ideological or racial barriers. It embraces Capitalists,

Communists and Socialists; Catholics, Protestants and Jews; Hindus, Moslems and

Buddhists; black, brown, yellow and white skins; and many more .va:-iations in

beliefs, arPearance and ways of life besides. A good many people, I am afraid,

are having a difficult time adjusting themselves to the fact that inter-dependence

real~ means accepting qUite as much as all this. But, of course, it does.

I see the United Nations, f'undamental~, as a positive and practical response

to all these diJ.e1tIll9.s of our civilization. The Chart-3Y.' is a pos:1t:ive expression

Of moral purpose on ....bich the overwhelming majority of bUDl6ll beir>.gs can unite,

an expression Which has been given more validity today by tae events of the past

nine years than wben it was written in 1945. The Crrgf'..nizo.tion has survived the

Cold War as a meeting place of all the w~rld because the common instinct of self

preservation demands it. I am sure that is what President Eisenhower means when

he calls the United Nations a "sheer necessity.-

I see the proper r~le of the United Nations primarily as a center for recon

ciliation and as an instrument of realistic construction for that permanently

peaceful world which is now, for the first time, physically and psychologically

'within the bounds of tbe attainable.

Reconciliation is often a slow pr("Cess. We all know it may take as much &s

a gener~tion, or even tw~ or three, to brin~ strongly opposed factions into

some degree of genuine understanding, or, at least, of reasonable adjustment with

each other. So the significance of the bitte=ness and conflict in United Nations

debates should not be misunderstood. Sucb name-eal:l;ing, as the experience of

national legislatures demonstrates, is often a seemingly inevitable and certainly

a very human part of the process that leads ultimately to getting along together.

When I speak of the United Nations 8S an instrument Q! realistic construction

for a permanently peaceful world, I, am thinking of all that undramatic work of

international cooperation for eClL:Oomic and social p~ress and for the advancement

of dependent peoples Which so seldom makes news for you gentlemen of the 'press.

And I suppose that it is ~ news in the sense that it is preventing war from

happening to us today. But it would be newo' for your children, because tbese-
activities are directed at anticip~t1n~ tensions and preventing conflicts tomorrow

(more) ~;/IOt;
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and the day. after tomorrow, and thereafter at preventing future wars. i feel

that United Nations technical assistance is 8ll example of that kind of action,

that it is helping to prevent war in ~he next generation. And I hope you would

agree with me that we of this generation have just as much responsibility for

the next generation as we have for our own.

A sound sen.3e of time, indeed, may mean a great deal to all of us who are

troubled and perplexed by the dangers that cOnfront us today -- time, and
~

patience, and a fim faith in the capacity of men and governments to have the

~cmmon senae to find their way out of the awful labyrinth of seemingly irrecon

cilable conflicts and insoluble problems in which we are now wandering.

I hop~ you will understand a rather personal reference to the role of 6ec:l;"e

tary-General by way of illustration and illumination of the more general problem

of the role of the United Nations. It was just a year ago last week that I was

catapulted, as it were, withol·t any warning, into the position I now hold.

Naturally, I have given much thought from that day to this as to what part the

Secretary-General should play. Nor have I ever \.'uder-estimated the unique .

political responsibilities with which the Charter invests the office I hold. The

secretary-General has not behind him a constituency, nor is he the master of a:ny

power. He commands only the influence that the Member Governments of the United

Nations are willing to give to his office in the light of its independence, of

its potentialities as a diplomatic instrument, if other means fail, and of whatever

authority his views may carry as formed from the vantage point of his office in

following international developments.

The right of initiative given to the Secretary-General in the Charter for

situations of eme.rgency is important especially because this right implies a recog

nition of his responsibility fer action for peace, in such form as may be ap

propriate, irrespective of the views and Wishes of the varioUS Mem~r Governmentp.

Interpreted in this way the duties of the Secretary-General are those of a public

servant in the truest and widest sense of the word'. All rrry experiences have

tended to confirm my judgment that this approach is the one most likely to

strengthen the United Nations and to further its aims.

Just as the Secretary-General is the servant of the Organization -- and is

what he is in international politics only as such a servant -- so the United

Nations itself, the whole or6anization, is the servant of the Member Governments.

Transcending the simple notion of the United Nations as a permanent diplomatic

confercnce, departing also fran the more narrow approach to the United Nations as

a grouping of like-minded, we CeD look at. the Organization as a body where ideolo

gies are permitted to elash inside the wider tramework of a f'Undamental unity of

purpose 'for peace. Utilized in this W8Y the United Nations can shorten our road

to a world without fear. * *** *
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MESSAGE BY SECRET.t'.l1.Y...GEN.HRAL DAG HAMNARSKJOLD------ .......
~R INTERNATIONAL RED CLOSS J11iY e MAY 81..1~

The will of the worl~'s peoples to cooperate for the common good is made mani

fest nct ohly through their governments but also through the work of voluntary,

non-govern~entalorganizations. Of these, none has a brighter history of accom

plisr~Gnt in its field than the International Red Cross, represented by the Inter

national Comoittee of the Red Cross and the League of Red Cross Societies, compris-..
ing the Red Cross or Red Crescent Societies of 71 countries united to alleviate

human suffering without regard to politics, race or religion D

Once each year, on Maya, International Red Cross Day affords an opportunity

to draw attention to the humanitarian work of the Red Cross throughout the world.

hod once again I am happy to pay tribute on that day to an orga..'1ization with which

the United Nations has a record of fruitful association.

An example of this successful asscciation occurred last year when representa....

t1ves of the national Red Cross Societies of the countries concerned were of vital

help in carrying out the prisoner-of-war exchange in Korea. Utilization of the Red

Cross was written into the Armistice Agreoment that ended the bitter fighting. in

that unhappy land, ,~id to the civilian population in Korea is still being given

by the Red Cross, working in effective coordination with the United Nations Korean

Reconstrud~ionfigency and other organizations in helping war- and disaster-struck

Koreans back to their feet o

Last year, too, the Red Cross brought relief to those stricken by catastrophe

elsewhere throughout the world q The help extended to the many victims of earth

quakes in Turkey, Greece, and Iran, and floods in Chile, Japan, the Netherlands,

United Kingdom, Belgium, Italy, Iraq and Syria were in its great tradition of

service to all m~ikllld.

I salute the R,ad Cross for all its great work in pa~t y~aIS and I know that the

United Nations can oount upon its help in the future.

# # #
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f

STATEMENT BY THE SECRETARY-GENERj',L TO THE SEVENTEENTH $ESSION

OF TEE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COUNCIL

30 MARCH 1954

In the memorandum which I have submitted to the Council at this session all

the question of the organization and operation of the Council and its Co~missions

(E/2541) and on the question of documentation (E/2542), I have referred to the

comprehensive review of the organization and work of the Secretariat which I am

at present undertaking at the request of the General Assembly. I have stated my
'!'-<-.'..__....._, ,_~,.. ,._ ,. _.__ ~ .~.~,,~_._.." _ ~~.".,~ _ .•~_'._. _u _.. ~ ~"'r= ----

intention of submitting to the council at its eighteenth session such Qonclusions

from this review as may relate to the Council's programmes and documentation. It

may be helpful for the Council, if, before it embarks upon a consideration of its

agenda for the present session, I give it some indication of the character of that

reviey and, on the basis of the prog~ess so far made of the scope and nature of .

the conclusions that are likely to be drawn from it.

A review of this kind has to be undertaken tram three different angles:

Firs~, there is what may be called pure "rationalization"--ensuring that a given- --_._----._--,..---_.-
volume of work can be accomplished with a minimum of manpower. Secondly, there is

the ne;d-f;~-~nsuringthe-maXiuiumd~g;-;;'·~f·-fi~~ibilit~'i~'the'''use of staff both

within and among the vari;Us organ1zational units. It1.s already clear that in

both of these directions much can be done to improve the present situation in the

Secretariat. It is however the third angle of approach that is obViously of'-most

direct concern to the Council, namely a review of the substantive tasks falling
. "'-.. .._- .....•..._- -_._~ ...... ~ ---,-..~..~...--..•."".-------

upon the Secretariat. Without suchan examination of the substantive work to be

-Performed, tlie-poi81bilities of a streamlining of the staff leading to substantia~

economies are bound to be qUite limited. Commenting on this problem in my memoran·

dum to the General Assembly, I made it clear tbat the problem of Secretariat organ

ization must be approached in full recognition both of the Secretariat's basic

I responsibilities as one of the permanent organs for the carrying out of the United
\' '-

Nations objectives and of tt.e dyn?mic nature of the Secretariat's task cal11~ 9-S

it does both for efforts in new directions and for a revision of previous decisione

the original impcrtance of which has been reduced by later developments.
I

(more)
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I added that in certain situations "no effective action will be possible without

BUbmitting the question to the General Assembly or other organs responsible for

the original decisions"., In regard to the work of the Departments of Economic

and Social Affairs, the Council itself will be called upon to playa decisive

role in regard to certain of the proposals which I shall be putting forward.

In conducting the survey of the Economic and Social Affairs Departments, an

attempt has ·Jeen made to asses how the substantive activities of the Secretariat

(a) can best be direeted towards the servicing of ECOSOC and its Commissions and

SUb-Commissions; (b) can best provide a broad basis for policy assistance to

ECOSOC and the General Assembly in the economic and social fields; and (c) can

best be organized B? as to ensure a more effective integration of the programmes

of economic and social development, with particular reference to united Nations

technical assistance activities in this field. This assessment is bVing made in

the light of the directions and decisions of the ECOSOC, notably at its seventh,

ninth, eleventh, thirteenth and fourteenth sessions, concerning programmes and

priorities and the concentration of efforts and resources, as also of the

General Assembly's resolutions on the control of documentation. Especial import

ance has been attacbed to the application of the criteria for the determination

of priorities drawn up by the Council at its eleventh session, and in particular

to certain of those criteria which may be considered as having a general validity

for the purpose of judging whether any present or proposed activity in the

economic or social field is not merely appropriate but also productive as a

United Nations undertaking.

With the help of these criteria, tentative conclusions are being reached

with respect to those economic and social activities concerning (a) the extent

to which w«7k programmes and projects (more particUlarly in the social field

where activities are Widely diversified) are activities which the United Nations

can and should undertake; (b) the relative emphasis and priority that should be

given to such programmes and projects in order to achieve a maximum concentration

of effort and resources; (c) the means of achieving the maximum concentration of

the efforts and available resources of the United Nations, the specialized

agencies and other governmental and non-governmental organizations, in

implementing these programes, and (d) the manner in which the Secretariat can

give the most effective assistance and guidance to the General L3sembly and the

(more)
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Economic and social Council in the discharge of their responsibilities under

Article 60 of the Charter.

I shall not attempt at this stage to anticipate the.concrete recommendations

~hich I propose to put before you in the summer. Many of the conclusions which

I have already reached are still quite tentative. Even were they definitive, the

process of translating them into concrete proposals naturally involves much care,

thought and conSUltation, and an important stage in these consultations will not

be reached until I have the opportunity of consulting on the whole matter with

my colleagues in the Administrative Committee on co-ordination which meets in

Europe towards the end of May. In the meantime, I can however say' this:

On the substantive side the recommendations will tend towards placing an

even greater emphasis than heretofore upon direct assistance to governments in

economic and social development and towards work immediately connected with the

formulation of economic and social p~licy rather than with pure research or

factual compilation. Let me also state that in my view certain projects wit~

which the Secretariat is charged under decisions of the Council would be difficult

to justify fUlly by reference to the Couneil's criteria or its list of programme

priorities; furthermore that the volume ot documentation at present furnished to

the Council could be considerably reduced without adverse effect on the Council's

work.

On the organizational side, provisinn will be made for a formal union of the

,Economic and Social Affairs Departments in a singleDepartmen~ for a closer

concentration within that Department of policy direction and co-ordination of the

economic and social work of the Secretariat as' a whole; for a closer co-ordina

tion between the work of the Department and that of the Technical Assistance

Administration, as well as between the work performed at Headquarters and by the

regional economic commissions; for the diversion, in so far as may be practicable

of the preparation of special technical studies to appropriate international,

governmental and non-governmental .institutions to the end that the Secretariat,

with its limited resources, may concentrate on its main concerns; for the re

duction of the proportion of staff engaged exclus~vely in purely administrative

work; and for staff adjustments justified by a limitation of the volume and

number of reports and publications emanating from the Secretariat to what is

strictly necesBary for the discharge of its responsibilities.

(more)
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Reco~mendations may also be made, in the interest of a rationalization of

the work now being performed partly at Headquarters and partly in Geneva, for the

transfer of one or more units of the Economic and Social Affairs Department to

the European Office of the United Nations.

All this, I firmly believe, is squarely within the framework of the recom

mendations of the General Assembly and the Council itself to which I have refer

red earlier. Within that framework, too, will be found to lie such practical

proposals as I shall put forward at the next session, and such reco~mendations

or comments as I, or my representative on my behalf, may make in connection with

the various items coming up for the Council's consideration at the current

session. I count heavily on the Council to facilitate the discharge of the

tasks laid upon me by the General Assembly in respect both of secretariat organ

ization and the control and limitation of documentation; and the Council can

count on me to do my utmost so to plan the organization of the staff as to

afford to it and its subsidiary organs the maximum of support and assistance in

the carrying out of its responsibilities under the Charter.

* *** *
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Mr. BEER: We learned with great pleasure of your election to the

to replace your father', a

My colleagues have asked rr.e to express to you our heartiest

HEADQ~TE3S, UEW YORK

~'4 MARCH 1954

.,' -,'''''

Swedish Academy

grea.t etate~lllall.

congl~atulations.

('/
(

The Secreta...ry--General.: Thank you,that Js very kind of you indeed:,

I must say that I am still rather split on this issue because I have not

quite digested this piece of news •. I have had other things in mind~-- especially

bec~use it seemed to be so entirely ot:.t of line with my tY1'e of life and my

beiog an international civiJ. servant and so on. On the other hand, feeling very

strongly our national traditions,I must sfRf tbat nothing could have moved me

more or.. &iven a finer expression to the things I want maintained outside the

political sphere w~th my O'fn country.

-QUESTION: llhat has been going on ~or "the last hOur, if anything?

The SECRETARy.aENERiU.: I can tell yQu that verJ briefly. You know

that the Big Three Western Powers have special responsibilities in the Palestine
" " - !'

question. We have just held a general review of the situation in all its

various aspects; this is quite natural because the fourth party who has a

special responsibility in this area is, as you know,' the Secretariat and the

Secretary.aeneral.

QUESTION: l!hen was this,meeting scheduled?.
. The SECRETARY -GEWRAL: Yesterday .

QUESTION: After the Israeli walkout on the Jordan Armistice Agreement?

The SECRETARY:.GENEBAL: I do not thirik.we should go into the historical

details too much.

QUESTION: Who took the initia~ive for tne meeting?

~m&re)
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The SECRETARY-GENERAL: I took the iniative. I had a right to do it.

It is entirely in line with what should be sound practice in this situation

where there is this kind of joint responsibility.

Q,LTEDTION: Is it in line with the Tripartite declaration of 1950 that

you consulted the Big Three ~owers?

The SECRETARY-GENERAL: I do not see any reason why we fihould formalize

the matter from such vie'Wpoints and in· such a light. You. certainly can see that,

without any political or diplomatic subtleties that, in the development we have

at present, it is something which calls for close and continuous attention on the

part of ' the Secretary-General. I keep in touch with 811 ,delegations concerned

to whatever extent I can. In this special case it seems to me to be quite

natur~ that the Three Powers who outside' the parties :immediately concerned

have a direct relation to the story, meet with me at the same time. It is not

always necessary to meet them separately, something Which, as you know, I do

very frequently indeed.

QUESTION: Do you intend any follow-up action, formal' or informal,

concerning yesterdayt s development, in addition to What happened tod~?

The SECRETARY -GENERAL: You will exc.use me if, because of. the stage

we are at today, I do not make any comment.

QUESTION: You said at your last press confe~ence in conne~tian with

this Israel request for direot negotiations with Jordan that, hearing nothing

from Jordan, you had ~n mint setting a date more or less arbitrarily on your

own. Has that situation changed nov?

,
The SECRETARY-GENERAL: It is definitely influenced by events which

you have in mind and of Which ve are all only too well aware. .. It, is changed in.

the sense that I have to gfve the right procedure and tbe right appr~ach. There

must be scme further thought on it in the light of' recent events. I have to do it

(mere)
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especially because I think that there is one value in this whole story which is

more essential than anything else, and that is the complete impartiality of

the S,;cretary-GeneraJ.. I should like to quote the faxnous British phrase,

"It is not only necessary that justice is done but justice must also appear to

be donell
• The Secretary-General must not only be impartial, he must appear to

be impartial. That means that situations may develop in which he has to move

with considerable caution. That is my reply to the question.

QUESTION: Could you tell us who was present at this meeting today?

The SECRETARY -GENER/lL: The chief representatives or the acting chief

representatives. I do not want to enumerate aJ.l those present. I think that

would be rather nonsensicaJ..

QUESTION: Taking into consideration a, review of Middle Eo.stern ,affairs,

I 'Wonder if you could tell us whether you also considered the Suez problem as

well as the Israel-Jordan problem and the other problems confronting the

Secttrity Council today.

The SBCRETARY-GENERAL: I said that it was necessary for me today, as

it has been for a long time and will remain that way" to lteep the whole situation

under review. I consider the various specific problems to which you referred

only as different aspects and expressions of one ba$ic problem.

QUESTION: Did the group that met with you discuss the whole situation?

The SECRETARY-GENERAL: I would not go beyond what I have said.

QUESTION: Would you care to maJ.':.e any comment on this incident of

yesterday?

The SECRETARY-GENERAL: No, not at present.

(more)
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QL"EGTION:

Council me~ting1

Have you re<;eived from Isra,el any req,t.est for. a S:equ,ri1;.y

',The SE;CRETARY-GENERAL:No., I have not.

QPESTIOU:, The Israel Goverpment has said th~t ,1t cannot "be responsi"bl

for the safety of the United Nattons observers, and they !?-.av:eI+amed,a ~eVf of .,them.

Are you taking any precautions for their safety?

The SECRETARY-GENERAL: The questi.'Jn goes. on re.cord.

." o·
. \ .

QUES'liION:Would you care generally to make a statement .onthe :whole

situativD in the Middle East?

'i. 1 The· SECRETARY··GENERAL:From my angle,. I think that this isa situation

in which I. have to repeat wh&.,t I have said on previous occas:i:oDs .,1 said it

last in the Security Council: ~that I consider it the duty of tbe Secretary.

General to impress on all the parties concerned that with the .present tension
I

they share a very heavy responsibility in helping the United Nations to keep

the situation unde~ control in such a way that we may at preser:t save pe&..:cful

conditions and build up something for the future which ap?roaches a-satisfactory

situation. I think that nobodywoulct call the' present situation satisfactory."

QUESTION: Could you tell us Whether Mr. Azmi t s concluding remarks at

yesterday's meeting in offering to relax some of the restrictions had ~~hi~g

to do witn.the conf'erence which was calied of the Three Powers?

. I

The Secretary··GENERAL: No.

QUES'l'ION: If the questions are finished on the Middle East, I should,

like to Bwitch over to Kashmir and ask: since you met Ambassador Dayal recently,

is there anything new that has developed on the question of observers?

(more)
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The SECRETARY-GENER.AL: No, there is nothing new. At the last

press conference, as you remember, I tried to define my view on the status

of the observers --their agent status.· I have to act on the basis of that

definition, for reasons that I think you do understand very well. On the other

hand, it is quite OQvious that on that basis this is a euz:rent operation; there

are aspects of the matter Which have to be· studied and they are at present being

discussed. There have to be practical arrangements of this and that kind made.

I stress again, without in any way detracting anything from the basic principles

to which 1 gave exp:::ession -- that is to say, as' agents of the United Nations

in their actions for the United Nations, the assumption is that they are neutral

becau~3e they have no allegiance in that special action but to the United Nations.

QUESTION: I should li):te to follow that one up. You described these

observers as 'aenationalized." I understand, tha.t these o"bservers wear their

national uniforms, carr;y national pasli>ports and 6Wea.+ no oath cif allegiance to

the United Nations.

The SECRETARY-GENERAL: You should be precise as to the quotation.

I said in that respect, that is to say, when they -take action or pass judgments

on behalf of the United Nations they may be considered "denationalized" -- that is

to sa:y, that their actions are actions as agents and nothing else. There is no

contradiction between that and the fact that they have nationaJ. uniforms, national.

passports and so on. Becau.se I guessed that this queetion might come up I brought

.down a paper from the InternationaJ. Court of Justice at The Hague. It is a

decision on the incidents in an earlier stage, the Bernadotte period. The

Intern:lt ional Court s aysthat they regard as an agent any

"person who, whether a paid official or not, and whether permanently

employed or not, has been charged by an organ of the Organization

with carrying out, or helping to carry out,' one of its functions -

in short any pereOn thrcugr.. whom it acts."
,

(more)
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" That is their definition of an. agent ,~d what I said and what I. repeat is that

such an agent is denationalized to the.extent that he acts for the

United llations. After all, I have a ~'ledish pE:.SSport myself •

.QUESTION: Go,uld you tell us whether India has objec.ted to the

def:i.ni~ion which you ,formulated at our last press conference 0 n the denationali

zation of these observers?

'me SECRETARY:..GENERAL: There are, as you know, in a case li.ke .that

where we have developing internat.ional law c4ifferent the.ori.as .,.. .. I l~o\llcl not.

cal~i·t, tha.t ~x9.~tly -- be-::ause it would be too pretentious, 'but different
" .". . ";

interpretations as to the statuso What has been said publicly on the Indian

side ~ready indicates that their approach is based ona slightly different

interpretation of the agent status than :nine. However" over and beyond.what

you yours~lves have .re~ there is nothing.,

QlJESTION: Can you give t~S any more specific information as to what

practical arrangements you contemplate and when we can expect some sort of

resoluti0n on t/lis thing?

The SECRETll.RY-GEllERr'\L: It is reaJ.ly a 11ttle too early now 'because,.
as you may understand and as I made explicit, a definite posit~on .cannot be

given up, what I consider an essential principle from the. United Nations point

of View. The margin is not very broadj it has to be caref~ly explored. It is

too early for me to s~ anything, but I hope that we will -- R.~ any rate

I would say that I will let no time pass unnecessarily in order to get somethi3C

fairly clear on that issue.

QUESTION: Are you directly in ,contact with Mr. Nehru on this?

The SECRETARY-GENERAL: No •.

(more)
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QUESTION: Is it true that India bas protested ~o you about the

presence of these Amer~can observers on the truce team?

The SECRETARY·GENERAL: I should not·s~ so, no. I think that the

phrase used by Mr. Nehru was a very exact description, that my attention has

been brought to the situation. That was the phrase wbich I thin~ he used in

the Parliament, which ha.d arisen because of tbi,s. Of course, his own. statement

in the Parliament spelled out ill some detail what he had in mind.

QUESTION: Just before the Korean war, when the Security Council was

actively dis~ussing the question of who should represent China in the Council,

Mr. Lie had a memorandum prepared by his legal 'staff on whether the matter

was a procedural or substantial question and therefore subject to the veto.

The legal staff advised him that it was a procedural matter and therefore not

subject to the veto. Mr. Lie adopted that opinion as his own. Does that
,

still remain the doctrine of the Secretary-General?

'rhe SECRETik'{Y..GElJEHAL: The bacl{grouno. of your question, which is

weU known, shows that, this is a matter which is at present, I guess,

controversial between various delegations. Having been brOUght up in the way

it has been brought up, I feel that it is correct for me not to make any

comment on the specific issue. As for the report of the Legal Department at

that stage, I take it for granted that. the Legal Department sticks to It.

That is one bacl{ground document for me. As I said, this being brought np now
't h d 't b ' t ' l' proqably d al' I f 1 'tas ~ as an ~ elng a con rOvers~a lS8ue,/a proce ur ~ssue, ee ~

would not be proper to go beyond what I have said.

QUESTION: But you have not refrained from giving your opinion. You

said in London that if a world organization is a sheer necessity, then the

representatives of all the main centres of power in the world must be there;

otherwise it is not a world organization.

(more)
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The SECRETARY-GENERAL: Now you are switchi~g the ground from the

procedural question to ,the ~uestioh of substance o On the, question of

SUDstance I think I have at least two or three times a.t. press conferences,

stated how I look at the Chinese problem. On all those occasions I have

stressed the question of timing and referred to the special conditions which

must be tcl~en into consideration when you decide on the timing. I really did

not go :luto that specific issue of admission of representatives of China to

the'United Nations in London. ,What Isaid-.. I must s~ that I conside:I' it

Ill,)r.":elf to be a platitude .. - was that if yoil. want to negotiate wit:~ somebody

it is rather useful to have them at the table.

QUESTION: On the question of the a.ffair Pfeiffer -,.; now that the

Bonn GOvernment has submitted his' name to you and in the light of

Hans Riesserts visit ,to you recently, I wonder if you could give'us some
\ ,

details regarding your own action on that.

The SECRETARY-GENERl~L: The state of affairs is that his name has bel

officially announced, as you say, in the usual diplomatic way, with a complete

curriculum vitae. I explained my general rights and obligations in a case of--,--' ,

this type ~- not in this case -- at the last press conference. As you 1010W,

, it is not a question of agrement of any kind; it isa question which is a

matter for personal judgment and eventual contact. I would say that, on the

basis of the information available to me, and in the light of the approach I

had explained to you the last tioe, I do not consider that there is any

justification tor specific action from my side.

QUESTION: What do you mean by "the information available to me"

about Mr. Pfeiffer?

The SECRETARY-GENERAL: ' The curriculum v1tae.

QUESTION: You ~~ there is no justification for sp~cific action.

Does that mean that you will not honour the application?

(mere)
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The SECRETARY-GENERAL: No, on the contrary. As I eJqJlained, it is

not a question of honouring Or not honouring. This is a simple announcement.

As I explained to you the last time, the only action open if a case is

considered doubtful in the light of the mutual interests o~ the country

concerned and the United Nations all the Secretary-General can do is of

course to voice his opinion in whatever way may be available to him. When

I said that I do not see any justification for action I meant such action.

QUESTION: Is it possible to have the resolutions of the MAC

released here as they are adopted on the spot?

Mr. CORDIER: That should be left to the discretion of MAC.

QUESTION: The point is that they are released over there.

The SECRET,ARY-GENERAL: That is the point -- simultaneous release.

QUESTION: Who released the text of this Lake Tiberius matter?

Mr. CORDIER: It was released here last evening.

The SECRETARY-Glli~: If there is anything to be gone into and

straightened out here, I am qUite sure that we will go into it and see if there

are any practical arrangements which should be made to make it easier.

QUESTION: It has created tremendous confusion. The press did not

report the resolution in full. Then Syria came out and reported part of it.

Israel reported some of it.

The SECRETARY-GENERAL: To the extent that there is any weakness in

our arrangements or to the, extent that there is anything we can do in order to

avoid such things within the limits of our rights and our possibilities., I am

quite sure that Mr. Gjesdal and Mr. Cordier will be happy to discuss with you

and see if there is anything to be straightened out. If there is, then we will

do it. (more)
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QUESTION: The other day, i.twas an1'!ounced that the Indians had

decided to keep ,0 of the 88 prisoners o,f war from the Korean War who wanted

to go to neutral countries. Mr. Menon has given you the complete list,

together with their ,ages and aptitudes and so on, and ask~d you to help

find homes for the others. Can you tell us what you have done about that?

The SECRETARY-GENERAL: To begin with, I have approached informally

the Governments indicated by the prisoners themselves.

QUESTION: Can you tell us what Governments the:y were?

. The SECRETARY-GENERA!.: .Mexico,' Brazil and Argentina.

QUE$TION: These are countries to which they-requested to go?

The SECRETARY-GENERAL: Yes, they suggested it themselves.

QUESTION: Have you had any answers?

The SECRETARY.-GENERAL: At this in-between stage and as it is. an

informal approach, I would not want to report on that just now, since the matter

is in the process of being discussed.

QUESTION: May we assume, then, that all of the other 58 have

, re~uested to go to one of these three countries?

The SECRETARY-GENERAL: I do not really remember the exact situation.

Mr. CORDIER : Those who specified -- not all of them~

(more)
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QUESTION~

the details?·

Do you knowhow InB.n;Y: have" sped.tied? Can'you give us

The SECRETARY-GENERAL: No,' we have rio<Such breakdown.

QUESTION:

isa good word he~e

blown up'? (lau~~ter)

f· .'

f
-,",

Have there been any repercussions and "repercussions"

on questions ot Trusteeship'when1s1ands have been

QUESTION; , Are there any more details on what the role of the

United Nations will be at Geneva, at least from the arrangements point of view?

How many people are going? Are pn1ted Nations interpreters going to be used?

The SECRETARY·GENERAL: : We are digging yery deeply into that, but

I frankly admit that it is rather a hot potato; it is a difficult job.

As to the practical details, however, it may be that Mr. Cordier can give you

some information.

Mr .. CORDIER: As indicated, we are making a very thorough study

of all aspects of the matter, without knowing fully what alt the implications are

in terms of the type of services required. '

QUESTIO~J: Have you yet received a request to do that?,

The SECRETARY·GENERAL: In fact, yes but officially, no.

QUESTION: Do you intend to consult Mell".bers' of the SecUrity COU11Cil in

'connection with the Ar&b-Israeli crisis? For example, do you intend to

consult the Soviet Union, which is, now taking a very active'part in the

Palestine issue since casting its first veto on that matter?

The SECRETARY,GENERAL: It is qUite po~sible that I will consult

practically all the Members of the Council, I should not say "consult",

(more)
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becsuse the term is far too pompous, but I real;J..y do ho:?~ to. maintain, if

anyt~ling, intensified contact with the Members of the Security Council all

of them.

QUESTION: In ,connection with Geneva, I see in the paper that the

Sov~e~s, the ChineGe and thp. Ko::.~eans have ackee. for three hotels. As there

are onl~l five hotels in Geneva, how is the vlorld Health Organization going to

have a conference ~here at the same time as the Big Five meeting? .

Tne SECRETARY-GENERAL: Fortunc-tely, we are not directly responsible

for the housi:lg ar.rangements, b'.lt I thir.k they can find some consolation in

the fact that, after all, a very large pc:t of the north~restera shore of

the Lake of Geneva is a serie;.: of he'tela. ::: also 'think that your estimate of

five hotels in Geneva is on the mOQ£st side o

QUE8TION: The coloniel confe~ence at Dakar has just been concluded.

In view of the interest the United Nations has in Africa -- some areas where

there are internationp~ agreements -- would you please tell us whether you

have been informed about the results of that conference?

The SE'JRE'l'ARY-GEN~AI,: So far, no.

Ql:ESTION:

all a.bout?

Are you making any effor-::'s to find out what it was

The SECRETARY-:GENERAL: He have bridges to the conference, and we

have our own experts on Africa, so we will certainly see to it that the results

of that conference ar~ put into our bulk of in~ormation in the right way.

QUESTION: You said before that "in fact, yes, but not officially"

you had received a request to make arrangements for Geneva. Does that

"in fact, yes" include the Soviet Union?

(more)
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The SECRE'l'fu':W -GENERAL: As you know, the Soviet attitude toward

holding the meeting in the Palaie des Nations has been published -- and, even

if there is no £ormal demarche, that means that positive statements have been

made by all the four sponsoring PO'lers. That is 'Who.t I meant by "in fo.ct It •

QVESTION: In the light of recent events in the Middle East, do you

still hold to the same view you expressed at the last press conference:

to convoke a conference in the early part of April?

(The ,Secretary-General's reply was off the record.)_~

tliSThe SECRETARY-GENERAL: Don't you think that i a verJ wise policy

on the part of the Secretary-General, Unless he has some overwhelming reasons
:.~

which so far I do not have -- to trust Governments and the information that

I do.

Did you discuss the Arab aide-memoire with the Western

Governments give him?

QUESTION:

Powers today? '

QEESTION: I should like to come back to the matter of ~. Pfeiffer.

Have you made 8..."1 independent study -- independent of the curriculum vitae

you have receiv~d -. in view of the fact that that curr~ctuum vitae may be

somew~1at colored or "may water down the man's former political background? I am

asking the question because I understand, for example, that Dr.C onant was

asked by the State DepG11 tment to submit independently a paper on the background

of this gentleman.

Tne SECRETARY GENERAL: I replie~ to a similar question a little

while RgO. I stick to my view that that would be the proper time. On the

other hand, the most recent develop~ent rr~es it necessary to consider very

carefully what means can be used and to wha.t extent I should act in favour

of this plan in order to avoid any misunae~Gt3ndings'cQncerning the impartiality

of the Secretary-General.
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QUES~ION: It is reported that N3tionalist ~nina has asked you to

use your good off~ces to help get the troops out of Burma. Have you done

anything on that?

The SECRE'IARY-GENERAL:. So far, no.

QUESTION: Is the report correct?

.The SECRETARY-GENERAL: There is a document that has been circulated•

But you have done nothing? .

The SECRETi\...qy-GENERAL: I saw it only yesterday.

QUESTION: -It has been Gaid'that each Power will bring to Geneva

its own translators -- or interpreters -- it was not very clear. Does that

mean that the Conference will not need. the ~ervices of your interpreters

and translators? Do you understand it that way?

The SECRETARY-GENERAL: No, I -do not understand it that way.

I really do not know how delegations l arrangements of that kind can be linked

up with our arrangements. But I do-not think that it does away with the need

for United Nations interpreters and United Nations staff. It will reduce the

need for them. It will be a rather co~plicated procedure. I do not think
\

that anybody ye~ knows, for example, how the whole interpretation business

should be arranged -- and that, in turn, is linked up with the 'question of

records, and so on and so forth. It is a little bit early to discuss the

question, but I repeat: I do not think that, even ~f such individual national

arrangements are made, it will do away with the need for our help.

(more)



QUESTION: You have said that, in view of the recent developments in

Palestine, the question of when to convoke the Jerusalem conference has to be

considered in tems of t1impartiality". Is there a possibility of some other

form of action by you in this threatening situation in the Middle East, apart

from the convocation of a conference of the two parties?
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(The first part of theSecretary-General'sreply was off the 'record.)

The SECRETARY-GENERAL: As to the question of what other possibilities

there are for the Secretary-General, I must say that they are reduced to the

possibili~y -- whatever the worth of it may be -- of direct contacts, direct

intervention, direct influence with the Governments concerned.

QUESTION: In,connection with the meeting you had this morning, and in

the light of what you have just said, may we expect that you will have contacts

with the directly interested parties, that you will meet and consult with the

representatives of the Arab States and Israel here or elsewhere?

The SECRETARY-GENERAL: Separately? Or do you mea,D some kind of

informal conference?

QUESTION: Separately.

The SECRETARY-GENERAL: Well, it is a great pleasure for me to be able

to say that I see representatives 0: the Arab countries several times a week,

and I also see representatives of Israel very frequently.

QUESTION: But in connection with this crisis, and the fact that,you

took the initiative in connection with this morning's conference with the --

(more)
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The SECRETARY-GENERP~: There is nothing in this general review of the

situation that introduces any element Which, from my point of view, would call for

any special contacts with delegations beyond the contact I find called for in the

interests of my office and in the interests nf the United Nations operation

generally in the field. I sh'Juld like to be quite clear Ob that point: The

conference as such, if y~u call it that the talk around the table, rather --

does not and did not and will not introduce any new element in my contacts with

the various nati0nal delegations. That really follows from what I said: that it

is jU&t a general review, and nothing else.

Q.UESTI0N: May I ask another question on Kal;lhmir? It has been reportee:

that the United Nations would be asked to handle the visas for any replacements

who mig~t be sent there for the Americans. Can you tell us whether that is so?

The SECRETARY-GENERAL: That is one of those problems which are covered

by the general reference I mlde to studies of practical matters of various types.

I should H.ke to se,y, along general lines, that I think the present e:)cperience

does showtPat it would be wise to try to get a more clear-cut definitio~for the

futu=e, of the status nf military observers genexally. Of course, if one does

that, at once the question of visas does arise.

QUESTION: I shnuld like to return to the Palestine issue. I recall,

as you probably recall, a statement in,one ·of General Bennikets reports to the'

effect that the &rmistice lines have too long continued to re~ain in their present

cocdition. As the ,situatinn deteriorates, and as you are consulting with memberr.

of the Council} do you feel that t~is is an appropriate time to try to make an

effort for a peace conference?

The SSCRETARY~GENERAL: My reply to that precise question is "NO".

QUESTION: Is it true that the Palestine Conciliation Comcission is goin,

to the Middle East and establ~shing itself

(more)
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The SECRETARY~:mNERAL ~ The ans~er is "Nn" •.

~UESTION: \-l~a.t do you think £)f the statement made the .other day by

. Mr. Hotchkis of the United states that, in order to effect a closer liaison

betiJeenthe·United Nations and·the specialized agencies, it ~ght be necessary to

consider revising the Charter?

The SECRETARY-GENERAL: You know my general attitude towa:::d the Charter;

that it is very much like a national constitution, that it is, rather flexiple

and ~at there is very much that can be done within its limits.' That general

statement, I think, 'applies ill the hi.gbest degree to co':'operation and. co-ordinatiGl

of activities betWlien. the specialized agen,cies and the United Naticns

Secretariat. 'I-am happy to be able to say that, during the time I have been

here, that operation has been growing in intensity and in fruitfulness. It may

be that lam too much in the north,,'est corner of Europe ~.., too pragmatic,so to

speak -- but I do think that this is tne most fruitful approach or; in any event;

the approach that should be tried first. ,I do not exclude the ide~ that

Mr • Hotchkis . expressed· --' but, in view of my temperament and exper,ie,nce, I Would

say that the other line should be the first one to be tried.

QUESTION: Wi thin the Charter, you mean?

The SECRETARY -GENERAL: Within the Charter.

QUESTION: Eas there been any change in the status of Admiral Nimitz

since the last time we talked about him?

The SECRETARY-GENERAL: No, there is no news.

QUESTION: Have you any comments on the 1nc..o-Chinese situation?

. \ (~cre)
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The SECRETARY-GENERAL: No, nothing today.

QUBSTION: Have you been kept informed of the exchanges between the

United states and the Soviet Union in v1aabington on lTesident Eisenhower's

proposal for the atomic p0ol?

The SECRETf:RY-GENERAL: There is no news today.

QUESTION: Have you been kept informed?

The SECRETARY-GENERAL: No.

QUESTION: Do you feel that the United Nations is being le~t cut of

tbat?

The SECRETARY-GENERAL: No.

QUESTION: Has the Greek delegation told you that it would bring up the

Cyprus case in the General Assembly?

The SECm:Tf..RY -GEI.:ERAL: No.

QUESTION:' Can yo~ explain yourself a little more in regard to the talks

on President Eisencower's plan? You simply gave two blunt "Nrns".

The SEflRETARY-GE:NEBAL: Viell, it is sometime&; wise to stick to a 'blunt

"No". To spell out the philosophy would really take me very far, but you know

very well how the matter has developed historically. After President Eisenhower's

initiative, it was felt that the technique, the procedure, for an approach to tbe 

problem bad to b~ etudied, and had to be studied with the other chief p~ty

concerned. For that reason, tbose talks with Ambassador Zarubin started in

Washington. Those talks are.-- rightly, I feel -- talks which are conducted

through normal diplC'matic channels. tt~ When, asa resultQ'C those talks,

the United Nations is brought into the picture, we will be in a new situation.

(m.re)
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The SECRETARY-GENERAL: 'It is, yes.

- Note No. 818
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- - - ·M_

# # #

I am quite sure :that Mr. Vy~hinsky kriows theThe SECRE~Y -GENERAL:

procedure much better than I do.

QUESTION: Have you told Mr. Vyshinsky that that 1s the proper place to .

bring it up?

QUESTION: We were all interested in the note sent to you the other

day by Mr. Vyshinsky about the item on international economic co-operation.

Mr~. Vyshinsky asked, as I understood it, that that item be placed almost at the

top of the agenda. Is that not a matter to be decided by the Economic and Social

Council?

QUESTION: At Berlin, a provision ,was made .;- aside from the atomic

pool plan -- for disarmament discussions to go ahead at the United Nations.

Has any initiative been taken in that direction, or are there any signs that

disarmament discussions at the United Natione will resume in the immediate future

in acc~rdance with the Berlin decision?

The SECRETARY -GENERAL: I' cannot 'refer to any' other indication than the

Berlin decision itself, which, as you may remember, I welcomed very warmly because,

as I think I said at another press conference, I fee+ that it is really essential

for the United Nations not to drop that bali but to keep 'it mcving. On the other

hand, I also remember saying here that, of course, there is no use in meeting

unless one or several of the parties have something new to put on the table.

That is- something entirely outside my judgmentj I do not know what is going on

behind the doore of the various Cabinets.

Pending the outcome of such contacts -- wP!ch, I repeat, I co~sider to be

perfectly normal and,having nothing to do directly with the United Nations

there ·is nothing for me to say. I feel that thoee' tw~ bluht "Nces" ...-, ae to

information un what 16· going on and as to any question about whether the United

Nations was left out -- were perfectly justified.
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STATEMENT BY SECRETARY-GF~ DAG HAMMARSKJOLD
=~~=;..,-.;...;.....;.;..~-.;;..;.;;;~-;.;;.:.._ ••_---;..,--~~~

TO ,TEE COMf.lISSION ON THE STATUS 'OF WOMEN, 22 MARCH 1954

,It is with very great'pleasure that I attend this opening meeting of the

eighth session of the Commission on the'Btatusof Women to personally convey my

greetings to you, and to wish you success in your deliberationbo

I al~O extend a welcome to the official observers from other countri~s, the

rep~esentatives of the 'specialized agencies, of the non-governmental organizations,

and of the Inter-American Cotnmission of Women which enjoys a special relationship

with this United Nations Commission.

Recognizing the significant part women are being called upon to play in the

worid (Jf today, the Economic and: Social Council. has charg~d you wi t,h the important

task of studying their political, economic, civil, social and educational status

through~ut the world so that you may make recommendations ~o the Councilj more

particularly on steps to be taken to promote that equality of rights b~tween men

and women proclaimed in the Charter and in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights

, More and more people are coming to realize the vast implications involved

in the change in women's status and are making an attempt to evaluate it. Someone

has recently said that -"among all the achievements of the past century, ,those

discoveries and developments that have transformed the life of man and altered the

very meaning of time and space, it may be doubted whether any is Stl profoundly

sign:j.ficant and in the long run S9 beneficial as the, emanci~ation o~ women".

I have before me the provisional agenda for this session which shows how

faithfully you seek to carry out your mandate, and to pursue your activities into

new fields while consolidating the successes you have already achieved. It was

a great day for this com::nissfon when just a year ago, as a result 'of its activities

in the field of political rights, the United Nations, under the authority of the

General A6semb~y, sponsored the opening ofag, international Convention on the

Political Rights of Women under which woreen would have the right to vote, to be

elected, and to hold all public office and discharge all public functions. Already

thirty-five countries 'have signed this Convention, a~d three have ratified it.

The country of ycurChairman, the Dominican RepUblic, was first to rati.fy and

perhaps I may be permitted the pleasure of saying that it looks as if my own

(more)
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country, S~eden, will be the fourth, as I have heard that the necessary legislation

for this purpose has recently been adopted.

The agenda shows that the Commission will again study the question of the

nationality of married women in the light of comments received from a number of

governments on this important and complicated subject; and that it vill proceed

with its study of the status of women in the field of private law with a view to

making recommendations to eliminate the subordinate st~tus of the wife in, for

instance, those countries where ·on marriage sbe loses the administration of her

own property, or has· little, if any, to say io'choice of the matrimonial home,

or in the guardianship and bringing up. of her children.

The Commission al~ has done much to promote recognition of the principle

of equal pay for equal work; 'and it is now in the process of studying,' in'

cooperation with the lnternatiGral Labour Office, the question of part~time work

for wornen and. of work for older women workers - I note that "older" in this

connecticr. means over forty!

The right of access of-girls and women to education at all levels, including

technical and vocational 'training, will be looked after under item 8 of the agenda 

in collaboration always with the Vnited Nations Educational, Scientific and

CUltural Organization.

I have a particular interest, of course, in item 10 of the agenda - the

participation of women in the work or the United Nations • "..r realize that the
___ ... _ .. rs .... ,., .... lIIl .. WI. 1 J~e: •• "1_ .,$ mr·

figures supplied to you in the Report you requested show that the number of women

in the higher posts of the United Nations and its specialized agencies are very

few. I suggest to you, however, that this does in no way prove that women are

discriminated against.

I
In the first place, it is a demonstrable fact that the emancipation of women

is too recent to have yet produced highly qualified women in anything like the

same numbers as highly qualified men who have for so long enjoyed all the

advantages of specialized education and training; in the second place, 'for obvious

reasons, all women who ~ highly qualified do not elect to enter public life but

choose other roles equally important in the community. This is shown by the few

~omen, compared with men, in high posts in the public life of all countries, and

the United Nations natura~ly reflects this national situation.

It seems to me logical that :lS the proportion of trained women in national

life slo~ly bridges the present large gap between men and women ov the national

plane; this will be reflected in the staffs of the international organizatic,n5.

(more)
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This is my belief; but having h~d my attention drawn to your fears I wish

to assure you that this matter will not escape my attention; tha~under my

administration there will be no discrimination on the ground of sex~or on any of
"""'- . _._-".",--.",~",,,,---,,"--.,,.,.~-~-~--""'-'-··"'-""""""t.... ,-J,,' ,_'\o_,~,." I .... ,.,,,.-..r.-(.,__-.;o,,, .....,~ .. ,I:'>~ ........;.'-'"...~"_<Jio,"*"".....i"'~"· ...¥jO:,~·--....IMIi~i~~
the o~-grounds proclaimed in the Charter or in the Universal Declaration

of Human Rights; that the best person available for a post will be given that

post irrespective of se~our or' cr~ed. There iB'one~suggeB'~~""h";;

~W~id'·iik;·..·;;'~~;~t~~t~~>;~:;-~iS~'~~~'~~-n-·~his connection, and it is this;

You are aware of my undertaking to the Ge'neral Assembly to "streamlinE!f1 the

administration and to consider other necessary organisational changes, and this

I am in the process of doing. NowL.. another Conmdttee of the Un;j,).~d tUJ.t1op s has

also recently made repre8entat~ons to me on the question of perll9.W~:!_'" '" ~.~,~,flk___~-=- -_...__........--_.._.-_..,."~-, .... "',..-""_....... """_._..~''''''''''- "."~~"'"" ..-."_,_,,,..,,.,.._"'...,"....._~,.""t;.,- ....'>•.M>_,-'"'>\f>,(_,..."" ............""""""__""'_....~.....

you will ag:~ce with me that it is not in the interests of good and ~ff~:t;Uc.e..
:I' ... _ ....__, ....,"...~ ...._ .••_.~,-.•.;....., •• _.. 'H'-" ". .... ._".,,~._._ ,,_" ...... , .. , .....,"~,.'...__."">U-..."...,.......__ ..~

~ini strat:'.o:l that different bodie.s.~~,~~~d_c~~~;~~~~,,,.!?_ma~.:~.~r.eE:::~~~!ationsoE.,
this k:. ,:i "bUtthat-suc'fl -a.ctions>.sii~Yi.d· all~ be channelled through the appropriate

3<__ ,. Ii- _,..,,<a.,.

body; that body is the Fifth Committee of the General Assembly to whom the
....q..""-.....~,.,~.,...,;'O"'~..",':.1"!'.,.,,, ,~_,,",,'.' ..._"'1'...," ....<..,..

secretary-Ge~~;~~:i.";~·s·:t"-ar:d"wi]Tin the future report on all personnel matters and

therefore from whom requests for information on personnel administrations~ould

normally come.

In conclusion, I take this opportunity to pay tribute to the contribution

which women have made in the past; I reiterate again my belief in a still greater

contribution to be made by them in the future - perhaps men and women working

toguther in partnership may succeed in making a better and more peaceful world.

* *** *
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TEXT OF ADDRESS BY Sl!X:REl'ARY-GENERAL DAG HANMARSKJOLD

AT PII..Q.RRfS DINNER, LONDON, MARCH 18, 1954

May I first of all express JIl7 deep appreciation fo r the invitation you have

extended to me to join with you tod~. I am fully aware that this occasion is

dedicated primarily to the affirmation of those spiritual and cultural values

that unite the English-speaking peoples. I come to you as one who has always

admired the great contributions that have been made to modern civilization by

these values, but as Secretary-General of the United Nations I must speak for the

world's hope and need today for an even wider - a world-embracing - association

of peoples.

From both points of view it is, of course, a very speoial pleasure for me

. to join with you in honoring Sir Gladwyn Jebb. I have mown him for a long time,

but since my appointment as Secretary-GEIleral I have had an unusual opportunity

to observe and to appreciate his qualities as the United Kingdom's permanent

representative to the United Nations. We shall miss h~ very much in New York

where he has consistently beer. an eloquent spokesman and a strong influence for

the sensible, moderate and patient approach to ~.~".E£2.2J.~m.s...which is so ml!ch
.. -- ,..- .needed today.

It would not be appropriate for me to pay the tribute that is his due for

what he has done for Anglo-American understanding during the years he served at

United Nations Headquarters. I may, however, be permitted to say that many

besides ~self have observed that his skills in negotiation and debate haye been.... -" ...
jo:lned with a remarkable capacity to ..evoke a reasoned and understanding response

among the people of the host country to his wise interpretations from the public

platform of the role of the United Nations in the present world situation.

It is, I feel, not surprising that the traditions of the Ehglish-speaking

peoples should produce this kind of representation in the United Nations. Indeed,

world organization owes its existence primarily to Anglo-jmerican initiative.

This was true of the League of Nations in 1919 and of the 'United Nations in 1945.

(IOOre)
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Both the Covenant of the League and the United Nations Charter derived their main

provisions from English-speaking sources and neither the League nor the United

Nations wuld have been established as institutions without the leadership of

Great Britain and the Unit ed States.

What is it that accounts for this development? Why this leading role in a

first and now a second. effort to achieve effective world organization? At first

glance, it does nat seem to accord with the experience of the Ehg1ish-speaking

peoples. Their community has evo1V'ed over a period of 300 years as a natural

growth from roots of many shared traditions and social values. It is these, not

any written const1tution, that bind together this association. In the world as a

whole no such community as yet exists. There are, of course, certain fundamental

spiritual values that may be said to unite all humanity, but overlaid upon these

are so many differences in culture, tradition, language and social organization

that genuine world community seems so far removed from reality as to be entirely

utopian. Yet here we have the l:hglish-speaking peoples taking the lead in world

organization -- in creating a written constitution and an institutional framework

for a world community that does not yet exist, This does, indeed, seem to be a

contradiction of the approach one would expect. World organization, in a sense,

seems to be putting the cart before the horse in a manner quite contrary to the

lessons of your experience.

I think, however, that a c1ol!ler examination will show that the role of the

Ehglish-speaking peoples in the creation of world organization has, in fact, deep

roots in the ver,y traditions to which I have referred. It is, first of all,

natural for those "mose outlook on the world is pragmatic to come to the conclu

sion that world organization has become necessar,y today. It, has become necessary

precisely because world community does not yet exist at a time when world inter-
............. • . 0/1" - ..__ ..... ·"""---11-,. _.... ~u._ .. - I~- __~"--",

~pendence has beco~e..~~Eea1.i~... from which there is no escape for any nation or, ,

indeed, any individual. This interdependmce, which has been brought about by all

the :revolutionary advances in science and technology over the past century and a

half, is something ~hat none of the communities of peoples now existing can cope

with, whether we think of the English-speaking community, the Atlantic commtmity,

the community of Communist countries or any other oommunity of peoples sharing in
,

greater or lesser degree a common heritage or a common way of life.

From the point of view of sheer survival, two world wars in 25 years and the

threat of much l«>rse disaster if a third world war should come, are sufficient

evidence for the pragmatically-minded of the need for world organization. This

inescapable inte~;~';;:d;:~;'<'i~"-;q~';iiy-'~ti(i"ent"'rn~-tbe'econOffiiesOf-aIrnatrons

and particularly in the highly complex structures of the industrially advanced

(more)
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societies, such as youree Bitter experience has amply demonstrated over the ~st

30 years that it is no longer possible for any group of nations to preserve or to

advance the standard of living of their. peoples in isolation from or in disregard

for what happens in other areas of the world.

So we have seen the establishment of the United Nations, not as an expression

of a' world community that does not exist, but as the response of pragmatic and

sensible men to the c<:>mpelling need to build in a systematic way toward this

ultimate goal. This is why President Eisenhower characterizes the United Nations

as "a sheer necessity" and it is why Sir Winston Churchill said at Iviargate last

October: "The vast majority of all the peoples" wherever they may dwell" desire

above all things to earn their daily bread ~ peace. To establish cond.j,.tions 'W'lder

which they can do this, and to provide deterrents against aggression" are duties

confided by the heart 1s desire to the United Nations. Our first duty is to aid

this instrument loyally and faithfully in its task."

Yet" if we are to succeed in responding to the challenge of "sheer necessity"

and in fulfilling the "duties confided by the heart's desire to the United Nations,

it is important to be very clear indeed about the true nature of world organizatior.

and its proper role in our times. Here, too, the;:-are traditioris cha;a~teristic 

of the' English-speaking peoples that need to be brought into play. When it is

pointed out, as it so often is, that ~~,~nitedNationsls notin,anys~se~

...SUE:r~~~onal, ~~'!-..~Jj..uA... it is not diffi'~"@];-fo'r"""InteiIig~t"-an~r;~iJ::'lli<f;-~

people to accept that statement intellectually. But it aeems to be more difficult

to base policy and jwgrnent upon the logical conclusions that should be drawn

from this fact. There are so many aspects of the United Nations that contribute

to the misleading but persistent mental image of a government. It has a written

constitution. Its organs debate and vote in a manner resembling parJJ.amentary

institutions on a world scale. Its very name 'is in a sense deceptive. So'there

persist tendencies to try to deal with world problems in the United Ne.tions by

legislative fiat and to judge its record and its usefulness as if it were a rather

ineffectual attempt at world government. And when the Members of the United

Nations appear year after year to be dis'W'lited in most things, disillusion mounts.

For some, faced with the desperate anxieties of our age, this leads to

advocacy of strengthening the United Nations by endowing it with genuine powers

of world government. 'I have sympathy for the idealism of such friends, but they

are seeking to esoape the-consequences of history by constitutional magic. vlho

can look out upon our deeply divided world and conceive it to be possible that

such nations as the lhited Kingdom, United States or the Soviet Union would cede

any significant element of its national sovereignty to a common supra-national.
authority? Others are tempted to go in the opposite direction. Harassed by the

(more)
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necessity to wrestle day after day with intractable problems, ,dth one EIIlergenCT

after another, world organization sometimes seems to be just an added complica

tion rather than a help in finding the answers. So they are inclined to

concEIltrate the policies and programs of the governments in other channels that

appear on the surface to be more in accord with political realities. I have

sympathy also for this attitude, yet it is as unrealistio in its way as the other.

Those who would. follow such a course are also attEmpting to escape the consequence.

of history. Just as the diversity of the nations makes wt.rld government 1mpos~bl,
'-.. .---,-----_._--" .'", '>""--'" ",---,- , """"-"" '--,"-.'-'.' '----"" ,," ,,,.,,,-"" ",-_...,-"""" -- .' .' .-

so the interclepenctenCe of the nations has made world organization necessary.

----'----Thet:askJ then, of-making the United Nations a more effeotive foroe must

begin with, the full acceptance of these twin realities. We need to think of the

~rte~not as a constitution in the traditional national sense but as a statement

of- goals and as a Bet of principles which all ha,ve agreed should guid~"-th;'''c'OOduct
...... , ......,._...""""-"-" .._-.,,, ",- ,--"". . '.. .,

of nations in internat.ional affairs. We need to banish resolutely from our minds

any idea that the United Nations can U'.f legislative fiat preserve peace or guaran

tee a tetter and more secure future for the peoples. who compose it. We need to

think of the institutions of the United. Nations not as parliamEl'ltary in chara.ter

but as a framework within which the governments can, by trial and error, build up

traditions of world comnn.mity and mutual r.esponsibility tbat will over a 'p~iod

of years gradually acquire the force of world law built upon the only sure

foundation for any law -- well established and :~gEilera1.ly."accepted -customs and '.

traditions.

In such an effort, sustained over & long period 'of time, lies the.hope of

salvation. For suehaneffortJsome of the finest traditions ,of the Filgl1sboo

speaking peoples are peculiarly wel1suited..1 am thinking especially of the

tradit~~ns:oi the~.'?~n_~aw and of the respect, for freedom and diversity.w1thin

that law. ThesuccesB of the United Nations depends to a great extEl'lt upon .the; .\;

lodder application of these traditions to the world at, large 'and to therelat1~

ship of ,the nations with each other, with thepl'inCiple's of the Charter serdng

always asa guide.

Whether we look back upon the record of the. United NatJ.ons or whether we ..

look· forward to the problems ahead, we· shall find much evidEnce to. support thiB· "

conclusion. . Let us take Korea· as an example, for there are several aspects of '. :
,

the history of this case, both past, and presmt, that~ 1llUJIlinatethe proper role

of the United Nations and cast l,ight upon the ways in whic,h its,,1nfl~ance may be

strmgthened in the future.

In the years before 1950. Korea remained divided becaU$8 it lay athwart ttle

crevasse that devl3loped between nEast" and ,'W~.,t." Here. as elsewhere, eft'Qrts

to· !1ego~ia.te the. peaceful reunificatiqn ·of a country .on the bor4erline did not .

(mor-e}
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succeed. Then the stalemate was made much \-Torse by two developnents. The

Government of the People's Republic of China gained control of the Chinese mainland

but was denied China's seat in the United Nations. In retaliation for this denial

the Soviet Union chose to boycott the Security Council and all other organs of the

United Nations.

Thus the Uhited Nations ceased for some months prior to June 25th to be, in

fact, a world organization. The Commur.ist alliance - one third of the world 

was not represented. I:t;._was in these circumstances, with the thited Nations"" .... ',..,... ,.... ., ".,~,...'." ..... ~.._~ ...,,' I
stultified as a center of negotiation and unable to exert effective influence I

toward keeping the conflict 1dthin the peaceful bounds of the Charter'. that war
came toKorea,,'"""""C'

However, those who planned the aggression from North Korea made two grave

miscalculations. ,They calculated that the world could be persuaded to regard

this as ·a civil war instead of an attack upon an independent nation that had been

made, in effect, a ward of the international oommunity by the majority of the

United Nations. They also saw the thited Nations uithout power to resist the

aggression in any case, for the "cold war H had indefinitely postponed the conclu

sion of the agreements that would have placed the intended military forces at the

disposal of the Security Council"

Both calculations proved to be wrong" The conscience of the international

¥Q~unity was aroused~l1!'Q:ugttthl;L .Unit.ed Jiations. A sufficient number of lvIember. --.__.... _.,; -""'--, ",......~... '~~ ,~ "~",,- ....,, .,,~'- .... ' ~

nations, led by the United States, sent forces to Korea to repel the aggression

and bring it to an end, though only after a bloody trial" Thus a precedent was

set - one of those precedents upon which the common law of peace can be fomded

and developed.. l,lithout any conunand by supra-nati onal authority, the majority of

Hambers of the United Nations responded to the challenge of armed aggression

against a small and distant neighbor in a way that the Hembers of the League of

Nations failed to do in the 1930 I s" This was a significant step tt)ward the goal

of genuine collective security because the precedent itselt provides a new and

powerful deterrent against another such aggression anywhere in the world.

Now we are facing a new chapter in the Korean story. Next month in Geneva

the nations who fought under the United Nations flag in Korea return to the

conference table to seek peace. At this' table the COIIlllI1.U1ist countries will be

fully represented for the first time. The negotiations that will be undertaken

in Gmeva will be of extreme difficulty" Yet it would be a serious mistake to

allow them to lapse again, should it prove impossi'ole quickly to conclude a peace

, treaty for Korea. It is inherent in the United Nations approach that the Western

world and the Conmunist world meet regularly aromd the conference table.

(more)
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If world organization is "sheer necessityll in President Eisenhower's words, and

the tlheart 's desire" in Sir Winston's, then the representatives of all the main
~"'~_....,;:~,-.,..~ .. ,.""".--_ .• _"~_.> ... , ~,'- ••'.-, ,

centers of power in the world must be there, otherwise it is not world organiza.-
'~_..."._v_.~.,,~·.·_··· ~ ~" .,

tion. Because the differences between them are too profound" the protagonists may

not be able to make oreal peace for a long time to come. But their over-riding

common interest in avoiding mutual destruction in all-out war provides, a sufficient

presEllt basis for negotiation to keep their conflicts within peaceful bounds, to

EIld armed conflicts where these's'til1 persist and to prevent the renewal of

violence elsewhere.

A new opportunity to move ahead. in this way toward easing some of the wor8t

tensions and moderating the worst daneers is now being opened to the Members of

the United Nations. We need to approach this opportunity in a spirit that accepts

and respects the fact of wide diversity among the nations.

This -- equally with the response that was given to aggression in Korea -- is

a condition for future progress in the building of a common law of peace for the

world. As with Korea, so lrrith other "East-West" issues, and the many other

problems involving the relationships of the West and Asia" of the industrially

advanced and the economically underdeveloped nations, and of the racial and

religious and social tensions which seem to crowd. the landscape of :international

affairs in our generation, '/fe need to approach the task of learning to live

together in peace in this wider world association with the pragmatism, the finn

adherence to the principles of brotherhood in diversity and freedom, and the

patience in building up a common law for the world society of nations which have

found such fine expression in the best traditiona of the community of I!hglish

speaking peoples,

Time, wh~ it is used wisely by men endowed with a sense of history~d

imbued by a humane and tolerant faith" can b~ a great healez: of hate, ,'a solvent

of conflict ~(r-a bridge from fear to understanding in a measure that seems today

to be beyond our reach. The United Nations was created and must be sustained by

such men as we move painfully, slOWly, but surely toward that world community

which is the destiny of civilization.

# # #
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ADDRESS BY UN SECRETARY-GE.TIf.ERAL DAG HAMMARSKJOLD BEFORE,

THE TENTH INTER-PMERICAN CONFERENCE, CARACAS, VENEZUELA, MARCH 1954

I deem it an honour to join you at the opening of the Tenth Inter-American

Conference. As Secretary-General of, the United Nations I feel at home in this

Gathering where all the nations yeu represent are Members of the United N~tions.

I have sincerely welcomed ygur5pyjt;lUQI4,. This occasion also fulfils, if only
--~ .>

briefly) an old desire of mine to visit Latin America and I am grateful to the

Government of Venezuela for its cordial hospitality.

International organization has become an essential element of modern society

and the haerican republics have played a vital part in bUilding up what we have

today. In addressing you I would like to pay 'tribute to the contributionS of your

Governments during these formative years of the United Nations. They have unani

mously shown full aw~eness of tlle need for internatlonal organization and keen

consciousness of universal interdependence. They have acteu with faith in the

future and eagerness for the achievement of international cooperation.

Your full participation in the United Nations has oot affected your ability
I

to strengthen and improve the Inter-American regional system already in existence

for sever.al decades. The purpo~~es and principles of the Organization of America

States have much in cO!llID.on with those of the Charter of 'the United liations, iIi the

preparation of which the American republics offered very sigIiificant contributions.

In discharging their responsibilities as Members of both Organizations, the

American republics haye kept in mind th~.relationship which must exist between

them and the need of a close coordination of their activities.

In a world endangered by deep~isagreementand mistrust'among nations,/inter

national behavior requires, perhaps more t}::.an in less critical times, certain

standards such as those practiced Q~ the.American republics in their relations

among themselves. I am aware of your devction to the juridical e~lality of nations

anc of your tradition of making law and justice your guide to international conduct.

By upholding these principles and practicing mutual respect and understanding

(more)
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within the regional system, yon are achieving one of the aims of the United Nations.

In that sense, regional cooperc~ion has prepared the American republics for

effective membership in the world ~rganization.

In the political field -- where we face the indivisible problem of peace -

regional action is a useful con~lement of universal action. The hope of w~rld

peace rest"8-p;;:;~~~'~-;;ld-Organi;tion. The me;1ure of success of the

United Naticns in lessening international tension offers the mi~imum conditions in _

which constructive eff~rts can be fruitful in the regional field. On the other

hand, if a regional agency, like yours, is successful in preventing or settling
......." ~ """"........ l ....

confliots within its area, it means that the United Nations can more fully devote
........." "j¢. • .-.

~s;~f tO
k

its tasks in those ~~~er areas_9f the world where acute political situa-

tions demand the maxim~~ efforts of the world Organization, as in the most chal

lenging problems of Korea and Palestine.

The constructive efforts.ef organizations like the Crganizati~n of American

States, or the United Nations, are part of a human struggle for peace and progress

which may never end. tnly partial results can·be expected in each generation.

Regicnal action may in this development be in advance of universal achievements.

The field of human rights is typical of thiil phenemenon. The period from 1945 to

1948 was characterized amcng the American republics by very intense workto~1~s

the preparation of the American Declarati~n of the Rights and Duties of Man, which

was approved in Bogota together with other important resolutions such as the Inter

American Charter of Social Guar::..ntees. This continental m-:,vement was in a way a

preparation for the very active and enthusiastic participation of the American re

publics in drafting the Universal Declaration of Human Rights in 1948 in Paris.

But global and regienal action to promote human rights, as represented by these

achievements, ~ust be supplemented 'by action at the national level. This is re

cognized in Article-56 of the Charter of the United Nations, by which all Members

"pledge themselves to take joint and separate action in cooperation with the

erganization" to promcte universal respectf~r, and observance of, human rights

and fundamental freedoms.

In ether fields alse, some of the achievements of the ~anth Inter-American

Conference set a clear example of hew regional action may ~trengthen and complement

universal action. Article XXXI of the Pact of Bogota is a collective declaration

that the High Contracting Parties recognize, in relation tG any other American

State, the jurisdictien of the International CO'Art of Justice as comp,ulsory

ipso facto for certain categories of disputes of a juridical nature, without ~he

necessity\ of any special agreement. Chapter III of the Charter of the Crganiza.tion

(mQre)
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of American states includes f(\tir.teen articles on tho fundamental rights and

duties of states, which are a significant step forward in the field of codifica

tion c.f international law.

I have ref'erred to the great cC'ntribut:l,on made by the American-republics

"'io the develcprnent of the United Nations in ita f(')rmativeyears. I ha.ve indicated

the significance and value ~f your cooperation on a regional basis fer progress

t~ward wider realizatinn of the aims and purp~ses of the United Nations. Let

me add a word about tho future. I am convinced of the great role that the

American republics are called,upcn tf'l play in the world Organizatic-n. They

represent rich tra.ditions and enormous rea~urces. The continent has a dynamic

vitality which certainly will enable it n0t <:-nly t., BN-Ve its cwn problems but

also to exert a strong and independent influence in directions natural to peoples

who are guided by experiences different frcm th~se reflected in ~ome of the most

dangerous tensions and cljnflicts w!:lich divide the w("\rld.

The United Nations policy -of collective security and the use of means con

templated in the Charter for th~ pacific sett10ment of disputes -- dene in apa

tient and very ~ften undramatic way -- are testing the vitality ~f the w<:,rld

Organization day after day. However, work ff"r peace and pre-gress in the p:::litical

field will succeed ')nly if it is baaed on the a'~"lid fcundaticns ~f eccncmic and

s0cial ju~tice within nation: nnd am~ng nations. Here again, the function pf

regional, nati9na1 and 1000.1 action vis-a-via'the universal eff~rt is fully

recognized in Articles 55 and 56 of the Charter of the United Nations.

Interdependence generally transcends the limitations of continental or area

interests. This broaccr impact is particularly evident in the field of economic

relations end has led tbe United Nations to establish regional economic commissions

which work in close contact with each other under the policy decisions of the

coordinating principal Organ, the Economic and Social Council. The urgent request

of the Latin American Members for a regional United Nations organ to help them

evaluate their natural reGources and plan the development of their economies, was

supported in the Economic and Social Council and in the General Assembly, and the

Economic Commission for Latin America was created. Frem its early days it has

worked in harmonious cocperation with the Inter-American Economic and Social

COW1cil. I venture to hope tha.t this cooperation may grow further thr()ugh the

decisions you will adopt at this Conference.

In the process of change, now accelercted by technological and scientifi~

progress and by the rapid spread of knowledge thrcugh increased. interco~aunication

among peoples, each of the various economic areas of the world reacts a~cording

(more)
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"to the particular impact of the new methods upon the,life of' soCiety. There was
~ \' .

a time when some sectors of the world ~ere mere~ptirVeyors of raw materials for

transformation by the industrial centers. This time is no longer.' Although the

countries of' Latin America are fa.cing serious" ec'onomic problems, 'they have the

pos~ibility of accelerating their growth' if given favourable conditions for In-,

creasing available capital, both foreign and domestic, and a larger degree of

work~ng together among themselv:ee, thus opening up new avenues of technical

assistance and cooperation.

We in the United Nations are deeply aware of our responsibility as repre

sentatives of an organization with singulaX possibilities to assist in that vital

and dramatic process of economic development which we are now witnessing in this

continent and in other parts of the world which so far have not been able fully

to utilize their natural resources or to achieve such econemic justice for their
I

peoples as would be possible 'on the baSis ef greater national wealth. He are

aware of our responsibility and we pledge ourselves to do what is needed to the

'full extent that circumstances permit. Conviriced that this attitude is shared

by all Member Nations, I hope that their insight as te the importance of these

"economic activities of the United NatiOns will prompt them to give the Organization

their :f'a.11 financial support. ':['0 me it seems obviC'Us that in so doing they would
,

make a major contribution to lasting peace, assisting other nations, with the

United Nations as an instrument, in a way ultimately helping themselves.

The 'f;:xpapge,g,.b::2Gramrne of Technical Assistance is one very important aspect
« ,...... ~m j -1, _ . I. _. P l!" ......~

of the combined efforts of the United Nations family -- the United Nations and

the specialized agencies -- towards the establishment of economic and social

,justice within nations and among nations. In a troubled world, the' policy of

which this programme is an expression stands out as one on which unlveI'sal agree

ment has proved possible. .May I remiri(iyou that the voting at the 'la.st General

Assembly on technical assistance resolutions Was unanimous.

The American republics are playing a most active role in this'programme of

technical aS3istance.ln so doine, they are taking part in an association that is

world-embracing, that is wider indeed even than the membership of the United

Nations. Men and women from Asia and Europe, froniAfrica ,and Australasia and from

America, both nerth and south of the Equator, are learning 'that it is posoible to

benefit from the sharing of technical knovTlecge and skills.

Here in Latin America there are many men bronghtfrom many lands by the

United Nations technical assistance programme t::l advise and to help~ They are
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working not only in government offices but in factories and ports, in remote

cOlh~try districts, as well as in the capital cities. On the other side, heartening

evidence of the economic vitality of the Americans themselves is to be found in

the increasine role in the technical assistance programme of experts drawn from

your countries and of the trainiug facilities within them which are being made

available to fellows and scholars from other parts of the world.

The agenda of the 'llcnth Inter-American Conference includes important items

dealing with ecer.omic and social prnolems and with coordination of activities

in these fields. It is gratifyinS to note the coordination achieved by the United

Nations and the Organization of' American States at the working level. The United

Nations Secretariat will always consider with the moot open mind any suggestion

to imp~ve such collaboration w~erever necessary.

I wish the Tenth Inter-American Conference every success. I trust its con

clusions will contribute to the welfare of Y0ur people and bring ab~~t under

standing among nations. You are meeting in the city of Simon Bolivar, one of

the great forerur.ners of the ideal of international organization and a fighter ,

f~r freedom and. ju.stice. May that be regarded as an augury of the sPirft WhiC~ l~/f/'
w~ll animate tins Conference. "-" . ,,' ..

l ,',
"'c
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AT LUNCHEON AT THEJJlIPUtffi CLlm, TORONTO=, CA..~ADA,

9N THUPBD.AY.s--.?2.2~¥RT.L~2~.A

It is a source of spe cial gratification to me to visit Canada and to be the

guest today o~ this distinguished gathering., This is for seyeral reasons.

Need I tell you wbat great personal. admira-:'ion and ~fi'ection I have for ~he

man 1,!ho was President of the General Assefiibly of the United Nations when I started
, .

.my work there -yoUr Secretary of State for K$emal Affairs, Leste:c" B. Pearson.

I am sure it' will not be news to you to hoar that this admiration and affection

are shared by many, many other~ ~ foreign nrl.nJ.sters and other represe..'1tatives of

cO\Ultries large and small, and officials of the Secretariat' high and low -:.. who

- have worked with Pim. His term as President of the Seventh Session of the General

Assembly was not the first occasion, nor, I am sure, will it be the last, upon

which he has exerted..a. significant influence on the side of that positive and

constructive approach to world problems which is epitomized in the United Nations

Charter.

,t

...

, ,
," ~,

But it is not only because of J.VIr. Pearson and other distinguished repre-,.

sentatives of Canada that the United Nations has come to expect in, its debates to

hear from Canada the voice of reason and enlighterunent, rejecting the extremes of

partisanship, seeking patiently the common ground for men of. ~o.d will,. yet alw~8

standing firm upon the basic principles And purposes of our world organization. .

Canada, with its rich traditions from many peoples, harmoniously blended, and its

key position between two great nations in the \'lestem world; is also a nation ,.dth

a: rich future, All these elements are truly reflected in Canada's construotive

. role in world affa1.:Nf.

Indeed, the history and traditions of yolU" country have prepared you in an

unusual degree to play an'iDlportant Part in the development of the United Nation••

On the political side you have, by constructive compromise bas~ QI1 reciprocal

respect for freedom, developed a working ~tnership'ot peoples that unite. in; ODe ,'~ ~;~

nation a diversity of cultural background., .Ancl in the .~~ ~_"" ;0:.:~::~.
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1h a world so deeply and 'dangerously' divided as ours,'today the United Nations

cannot be regarded as ail agency for the enforcement of peace. But this does not

mean that its roie in the maintenance of peace has lost significance. It is too

often forgotten that C?Ven in 1945 the {~vernments were unwilling to ,give to the

United Nations any sovereign powers with the sole exception of'the Security

CotmCn's power to order enforcement action to prevent or suppress armed aggressiol'

when - and only when - the five Great Powers agreed una11imously to do SO<l

In every other respect, the ,United Nations was always i:ntended to rely for the

ac.complishment of its purposes upon the moral Ixmer of tbe undertakinGS 'of the

Charter and upon the influence wh1'fh its rCGomraendations could exert upon the

policies of i1;.s Mailber Govemments e

'The central principle of the U:Llited Nations is not -- and never has been 

the principle of police power exerted by a supra.-national authorityo The very

limited police powers with which it is constitutionally endowed obv-iouslycannot

be applicable to a war between the Great Powers. For .!:he most important task ot
'all for our' eneration- the prevElltion of another world war - the role intended

for the t1nited Nations is a, 'differen and more reaiistic one•. The .United Nations

British Commonwealth you have had 10:J.€; c;:-pcl'ience, to!?;ethe!, with your fellow

members, in the me~hods and the mutual advantages of a "lorking partnership of

:independent nations freely united for commone:nds.

It is about the p~ace of the United Nations in the international sJ.>.ne, with

special rele-vance to these traditions of yours, that I -wi.sh to share a few thoughtr

with you today. lfhere do we stand in this year 1954? \vhat part is'the United

Nations playing, wha.t part m:i:ght it reasonably be expected to play, in the struggl<
, '

for peace in circumstances that seem so different fl'om those which atte...'1ded its

birth :in 1945? Do the,Ch4rter and institutions of the United Nations really fit

any more with the realities of toda.y? Or has the Unit ed Nations become a symbol

of frustrated hopes, still worthy of salute for its high purposes, of preser'l,ration

for some future and better day, but in the meantime put al'fay on the shelf insofar

as the realities of policy and power are concerned?

I suppose it is not surprising that the'se questions should be asked) It is

certainly true that the war-time' concert of five Great Powers, upon whi~h the

peace-keeping functions of th~ Charter was intended to rest, broke down in the

earliest d~s of the United Nations' existenceo And it is, of course? en under-,
~tatement to sax that the Eros~~:g.t~.is.,brea~h«ha.ve not' imEroved with

the passing years~-

exists because the nations who compOse it" no matter how great the differences

between them, or ho~' deeply some 'of them may be divided inIDB.1'lY of their interests"
, . ' \

. . ,
' .. recognize anover-ridipg coDDIlOn interest iIi avoiding the mutual self-destruction

pl,a. tJU,rd ~rlt1 war.
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'::'0 do this in a world that. has become so closely and irrevocably inter

de~nlent as ours requires world organization ~ a centre, in the word3 of the

r~lh-,-:=;r; "for harmonizing the actions of. nations'!' in the atta1m.a.ent of oonrnon ar..cia,

I .. is" of oourse, true that at almost every 'session of the United Ne,t.ionR yeu ·;d.J.l
, ... " r 1, - _ ' , n III. ...

lind !2~ e.vidmce of disharmony than of,J1armony" In this respect the United

Nations is only too accurate a mirror of the actual state of affairs in the WorJ.d"

But disharmony is the very reason why a cEntre ".for harmonizing is neoessary•.
?' 1; Plj "'lir"..,~, '."4 ."IlI.~,"I'" ... n."...~'" '14 L"" .Si ",;., .,11 4 I '''.1',/1>'' .......
\lTe. may regret and even deplore the frequent bitterness of the debates in the Unit.',

Na.ticns, but we should never make- the mista}.<:e of thinking we would. be better off

if these debates did not take place. Fqr the differences and the conflicts exist ..

~'fe cannot escape them. vie have to live with thOOl and deal with them.

The role of .the thited Nations is to b:/:'ing to bear upon all these difference:::,

end· conflicts of interest, month in and month out, the over-riding common interest,

and to. do trhis in terma of the, principles ani purpose~ of the Charter. For tho

. thited Nations is not only a meetinG plaC03, but a meetLl'1g place 'in which th13

:...n..)~4.- ct o.t' mutual self-preservation is reinforced by' the constant presence in the

background of moral purpose. The positions taken by the Member Governmen:,o, the

policies they advocate and defend, C~i novarcs~ape com?a~iaon ~dth theprinoiPle3

and aspirations of the Charter, to ~Jhich all of- them are soletIllly ~olmnitted by

treaty. Thus, the influenoe Of the thited Nations upon the Member Govemment,a 1:3

haing exerted steadily and constantly on the side of peace,justioa and progress

in their efforts to reach solutions of the problems that confront them. This

influence ls 'exerted in many ways and through different instruments. Let me 011;e

three examples of what I mean.

When it became evident' that a universal system of c~llective secUrity was for

the time being beyond their reach"varioUB Homber Govemmoots cast about for other

m~a'1S that would give them at leaet some measure .of interim seourit~;.· Infozomer

days tt 93e might have taken the form of the traditional military' allianoes eo well

mown to '::."tstory. And we have,' .indeed, seen the cre3.t:i.04.l· of 001lect1"1re t:e.l:~.,.

def~lse arrangements that are outside the irHjtituti"ns~. framework ot 'the l1lit-ed

iJat10ns.. Of one of these - the North Atlantic Treaty Or~an1zat1on - Can81~, :f.D .a

ve~ aotive JIl8Jlber. I lQ'sa.tf 'have been invited tospea!-; next weck 'at thf:': ·nd~~.nt;

ir. c~!r~~~:lf 8ll0ther - the Organization of American &'tates. But these are not

alli,anceethat recognize no higher law than' the naked exeroise of power. ~Jth of

them, by' '.. :-.'C terms of the treaties whioh. broU[;ht them into being" explicit"..;r -reoognize the 8Up:'e.TIIa~Y of the tmUreg NAtI~QPB gOOI1tor•. This also i8 1mpli~it, . ..

reoognit.i"n of the taot that regional oreanization' c8,n never be a subbtitht." tor
'- .

..\

t'" uni'v9rsal 0f63.n:f,llati sm, although it may' be an important or .even neot:asary,

SUppla':&..it.. Indeed, the lhit~d Nations Charter in lu-t,icles51 thl'Ough 54 me:.-lt-'



lull :r;rovisiol1 for such ,suppla::u;jr"ti.;'':'7 rc[,.-:~nB~ arrang.:!lli';u::S. Thus, t.he Gh~rte!'

'n' ~he existence of the tbited NJ.t.iohs as 'l!l msti tuti.cn have given a new' mea."1in~

.i,: i:.mposed new obligatioIlD upon such, g!'O'..:.l,:.'\SE:, cf lle::tionfl o

,,,\"'1 example of hOyT the United Ne.tions exe::-is its in.f2.u.enc~ t~~-re.!" t:1d :~.:..iY::'

and }:eaceful solution of a 4angeroua, ,problem is\"in Pales'l:.:L"1~o This p!'CbJ,e:,~ has

- ,been ",ith t.he United Natiqp.s since 1947. Aside from those issues directly relateCl,

to the, cold war, it is at once one of the most Qif£'icult a.."1d the nJOs-::' cl1allan15ing

of all.9 because the claiJ!l8 on both sides are'f:OS~rOi1e arJ,d so extr\:lIIJ.8:Y G.i.!>fi·::'iJ.~

te ...·e.;oncUe. ,The problem.is still far from ultimate sc::;'ution and the cl.D.nge;r 0: :3

breakdo'WIlin the armistice continues to be, a ,cau~e for conc~rn to the H8&T.bor

Gove:'IlIn.entB in the Security Council a::~.d to me as,Sccretary-General•.
Although the United ,N~tions haa already been in3-::'r"..:JI).{'.;:~:t;al in ~mdjng the wnr

in Pal.'!st.ine and in preservIng the armistice" ,\iO cannot claim that the ?eace--Ill8.ld..i:lt
. -". .. - 4

task of the Organization is ;n any WB.y fuJ.fi~_ledo ,Tnrec current.· conflicto ther9 -
. '- , . .iII 1. \!I_1 QiI~~_ t!~J7"Il .

thu .~~:~i:~eli-·:Syria.n d.ispute over tno Jcrc:.wl .rLl-ve!', the Isrc~~j.:'-Jorc1£n disput3 over

b')undar.r violations a.nd the Israe1j.,-3gypt~,,"~ dif>pute over pc;Lssage thrm:gh the

Sl'!.ez Canal - are acute expressions of a st3.te of affai:~3 fa.r from finJ.1 pea.ce.

rn ail of them the United Nations crg"113 u):',) E ;'t.ively or_ian.-..rorir..g to bring about ("'.
. :\ ,
. solution. .And. in all of' tJ.1effi the t:1.'_t ed NT';ji;)~'~a ar!",3f.ra 8...3 the only pa.:,Juy '\"rhich

bA.i=l fl. cha.."1ce to serve as a cataly2.·':. :,~~::' those forces which work in the cli.rec+"::i,on

(: ik.;·~blishing conditions mdel' \'fuil.'.:h lasting peace :'8 pos3ibleo '1':1i3 :':ork is not

'much tp..1ked of' and the day-to-day results m~y not. be spectacular. But see:1 from

'. the ins~.de the contributions made on a U:lit:3d Ne.tions ba~is ~lust be recognlzid as

vit,~.~ The pr~I'"'.r tas~ ?.£8 ~he!.2:;,~te~, ..~!'..~~~~.9..Jilre~,m~ij"~g~",2': ill .. '
Sl.larpa'Jir-3 of conflicts that might lea.d. t01fo-ar. Its work in fulfi.::.ment, of '~ha+'

.., r
, ti.sk :n"m.t necessari:.y to fl. l.9.::-ge e: ct.a1t he a slo"N,9 P-9.tia.l\1l lmdl'ams:t,~.~ op,~rativn

,bQ.seC. cr.. cont:1lluing negotiv..tions W:tt·:1 all pu ties non,::s:':1cd. f-~ resolution iJ.l'thG

.:.. c.f!'.~.er&.1 Assanbly or in the Security Council r:JJq b3 the starting point for s".1oh an

o!,&:.;-·~"':.:ton, 01" a registrati.o:n of its l"csu:'.ts~ _Tbd nCr)C·-:·::'ation,. ~homs<J~.xx.=:Jna;~

,general ~lC'~ head:ine news bu::' "Lhd 'tdr,;r substonce of thJ thii.:,3d Sati.o~,dl
I

pl'1.9. ~Erl,~"d.r>,g ,·~o!'k.
'. • " 11'11"\

,.. .".r:'i pl f th 'I f th TT- ' ... ~A Nt' . ~ h ~ t 'f ' "',. ' _ ',_.:..r...,. exam e 0 q ro e c e v_11,,,,,-=- a J.C.:1~ :.::. t e lII2.J.1.l enalce opea...1J

. ,and in ':Jha pa~::eful sett:'ement of <iii~putes' is th3 ca::;a c.:~:Wr~ao He::-e the United

; .....1; "" ~ f·'.'l.S sought for three years by peaceful ID\:!ans and OC::J1IIl'):l consent to bri.."1g aboli'..

'She .lj:-~ .....~ (;,2.::.1 '):} in freedom and ind.epcmdence of 'a people J.O~i under foreigi:l domina- ,

t~n "'hI" n"Q, .." ':;1 left d1;v1ded by ·the d()velOp:.rJ~;:lt c! the Ilcold war.:1 In 19.50 that

,p~~g,~e!u.'. ,affort I ..": ~nterrupte.d by tho act ofagg:"(;jaa:i.cn :.:'rom North &."'S&~ This

~)T ;,,"'·',:~ed the tli.lited Nations with its greatest chall6.'lge, ~rle knOW' how this

,o;.l... ~.1.".,~.3 ~.,t.~ met.. The a:i."Ir"it.lticc that was won in ~r~~.-··-· :.., to,>,"" ~'~,~:'i ,',': ; ,•. ;,: ~

".~.. -'
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victory for collective securi:tY6 Since the 'armistice the United Natiqns and the

Mereber Governments most directly con9erned have been seeking to move forward in

the direction of real peace ~n Kor~a. .Thiseffort.has gone forward at United
, ,', .

Nations Headquarters in New York, ~t, ~~unjon and" most recently, in Berli:.l.'

It has been a slow and painful process. You will recall that it took a whole year

, of negotiation even to reach an armistice. ' Now it he.s taken nine months even to

reach an agreement ont~e time, place and composition of a peace conference. The

agreement that was reached ~t Berlin last week to hold a conference L! Geneva in

April has broken that deadlock. This is a step .forward, though J~e would be a rash
. .a.. _'A4$ .. ANa 4. ,(a, m_en who W?~;'d J~;r;;~~~,t? 'gu~s~ zjtod~l ho,: Ifar. this conference will brini us toward

peace, It may prove to be necessary to ,live for a long time to come with another I
.,......a~sti~e regime - another truce line .- like ,those in Palestine and Kashmir,

and like t~e .<;lemarcation lines between the Soviet and \vestem occupation zones :in

Germany and Au~tria. Even if that should come to pass, let us remernb,er, however,

that it is better to disagree Ei.round the conference table '6..'1d then try again, no_..
matter how frustrating the experimce, than to meet on the battlefield in war.
~ .. ,

The price of peace since 1945 has come high indeed and I would be the last
I

to pretend that I can see any easy \·my O'.lt of continuing to pay that price for a

long time to c~me, When I speak of the high price of peace, I am hot thinking of

the burden of armaments. That is jJ1 the picture, ot course, But I am thinking

of the price in terms of the demands upon our capacity for patience and for steadi

ness of purpose. The process of learning to live together without war in this-
tom 'IDa.~,~,;~fs.~,~"",re:r:~~o,{ our~" is $l0ing to cOl;tinue to be painful and 'a constant

(

challenge for th,e rest of our lives. Yet we know what the choice i;4 Either we
A: ennrr 1 I Uk va

: '1'

• '11_'01 f'i lJiUlt;

maintained it is, in itself, evidence that mankind is capable of responding to

the challenge of interdependence with, which the evolution of human society has now

brought us face to face as never before. Ue also know that history has many

lessons to teach about apparently irreconcilable conflicts. Terrible wars have

been fought in the past because people thoUght that they could not live in the

same world together, or because the,y thought their beliefs were in hGad-on

collision with those of their neighbors, 'Then, withtirr.e, they found that it was

not on~possible but necessary to make a ~rorking compromise that allowed for the

differences. They found that it waS not oniy possibl~ but necessary to accept

the principle of diversity in human society. Time itself is a great healer and

---situations that seem to def solution can be lived with until that day when the

uman affairs brings a more 'favora,ble opportunity.
, I 1& Vil I • _.. ; 1 ••

...., QUd
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Each 'year that the United Natiof.Ls holds toeether US a \,lorldmeeting place,. :. . , .
and as the expression of universalaspirations respOnd:i.ng to' a common 11e6<1,

improves the chances of pea,cEl and' orlferly progres's for our civilizution. Conflicts

of ideology or int,erest 'between the COIDmunist world and the llesternworid,

between the west'~m world and the Asiatic \'Torld, between ,Arab and Jew, between

, , 'M:>slem and'Hindu, are not the ~nly law of life for our generation. There is also

another 14w. when the Vital iriterests and the basic ideals \'lhich join all humanit;

are fully recognized' - not only, as they alx-eady are, in declarations arid speeche:
, . . .

by spokesmen of the peoples allover the world, or in the written word of the

" Charter 'of the UnIted Ndions, but also'in actions'inspired by. conviction - then

fruitful cooper~tion1n peace is possible and ;econciliation of cantlicts by

peaceful means :is attainable, When this happens, 'weca..."l. turn'into an as,set those

very differences which at present divide the wo'rld and represent a'threat to peace.

~he Unit ed Nations is based on this fusight.
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... j

, .
It 1s a gro:::.t step forward for the aima ot' the Unitlld Na.tions that the four

Great Powsrs represented at Berlin have resolved their differences on holding a

Korean peace oonference, and have agreed on a proposeJ. to "l;)t in Geneva on

April 26th. I considllr this proposal as being in confonnity with the main terms

of the Assembly resolution of 28 August 1953, and I hcpe that 1t menns that the

stalemate at Pamnunjom which has hitherto prevented calling the conference in

acCordance with that resolution is now 'broken.

I also welcome with all my heart the statement of the four Fereign Ministers

. "that:

"The Governments of tho United states, .,France, Britain and the Union of

Soviet Socialist RepUblics, convincQd that the aolution of international

controvorsies necessary for the establishment of a lasting peace would be

considerably aided by an agreement on disarmament or at least on a

substantial. reduction of armamonts, will SUbsequently hold an exchange of

viewo to promote a successful solution 01' this problem as provided for in

paragraph Bix &1' the United Nationa r~Bcl.ution of 28 November 1953."

* *** *

.......,' "
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TEXT O!" ADDRESS BY S~REl'ARY-GENERAL DAG Hft..MMARSI$JpLD /!~

~~~~ISFS OF UIH~ITY .oF ~ENNSYLV'ANIA

§.!:'fURDAY It:>RNING. FEBRUARY 13. 1954

~ I express my appreGiat10n of the honor ;you have paid to the United

Nations by inviting me as its Secretary-General to speak today at the m1~~

convocation of this great university. The University of Pennsy~vania is right~

held in reapectthroughout the world for uph~1ding" in the field of higher educa

tion" a' tradition of. 'en~ightened responsibility toward world affairs ful.ly wol'tbT
of its founder - that 'true world citi~en, Benjam1n Franklin. •

The age in which we live does, indeed, put an extraordinary responsioU1ty on

aU who" bY' ability, education, experience or position, are called upon to provide

leadership. A student at a univl;lrsity of the \'lestem world in 1954 fa~ee a
challenge only partly mown and dimly anticipated by previous generations,

In modern pUblicity we find a persistmt tendency to present our times and

.the world in wh1:ch we live in headUneterms and emotional slogans, This melo-o

dramatic aspect 01 the mass media with which our eyes and ears are assailed on

every hand tends in some respects to d.;.ll our awareness 01 the real problems and

blunt our interest in the essential is~ues. Nevertheless, these slogans, these

pointed headlines, can be taken as a starting point for a brief review of th~

challenge of our time to all those who have to carry the responsibility tor moral

and intellectual leadership. They can serve as a guide since they do indicate

basic problems even ii, too often, they are exaggerated in form and superficial

in their perspective.

It is said that our time is the age ot global wars. This is true in the senae

that everybody, in one way or another, was a co-sufferer in the Second World War

and in the sEIlse that all the Great Powers were parties to the conflict. It is

also true 1n the sense that a new major conflict would undoubtedly', in the same, . .

way, draw everybody into its orbit. But it would be false 11' it were to lead us

to shut. our eyes to the fact that we still suffer and ~ have to sutter from wara

on a restricted scale and in limited areas l'lhiCh, in their effect on the human

lives concerned" are just as terrible as the major wars. It is our duty to .feel

(more)
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moral responsibility fot' a, war in a remote part of the world as strongly as we

would feel for a war in which we our13elvcs, ,or those dear to us, were directly

threatened in a physical sense.

It is also said that our time is the age of the decisive fight between

freedom and tyranny. It is true that such a fight i580ing on. But it has
, .

always been fought and I don't believe that I could justifiably be called a

pessimist for expressing mY belief that this fight will never be over. It will

go on, generation after generation, as long as human beings are human beings.

Furthermore~ this is basically nota'struggle between political systems and

ide~log:1.es, but a struggle within and for the' hearts of men, inclUding our own.

There is a. Swedish proverb ,Which says that it is always easy to agree on fighting

the ,devil when you have him painted on the wall. But we can never forget 'that the
.~ . ,~

,real devil may also be wIthin ourselves and all the more dangerous for not being

recognized. \tIe ne~d also to remember that history an~ environment have shaped

different peoples 8l'.d nations in very differEnt ways and that, for this reason,

it is not alW3.Ys easy to jud.ze fairly ..[hat ':lst~e true reflection in the lives of

~~hers of ideals cherished by ourselves.' It is'the duty of the intellectual to

. keep his' IIiind,unfettered and t.is eYes open, so that he may recognize the devH

where he is truly to be found and so that h~ does not condemn others merely

because they may huve' chosen other ways than ~s own to achieve freedom.

Anot~er phrase which w~' often meet' and which may flatter our minds is that

our time is the age of democracy. \jell, -",e have seen a remarkable development in

the direction of' self-determination and self-rule......;. by, 'for, and of the peoples

- and lie have seen an impressive ~rowth of demOcratic ins:t,itutions in our own

countries· and in many parts of th~' '"lorida . BUt even in a 'restricted political

sense of the \ford democracy we are still far from the goal. If we dig deeper we

will find that ,we are- only at the beginning of a slow and difficult process.

Equal political rights, equal influence on the government - these cannot be fu~

realized until and unless' all voters are given equal possibilities to judge for

themselves. If we recognize this, "le are led on to the economic and social

aspects of democracy and, looking et the problem from those angles, I think we .

must all ~t that ·true democracy is still to be achieved.

On the ot~er hand, evEn if we, have a lo~ way to go, it~ may' justly be said

tha:t our t.ime deserves to be called an &geof c;iemocracy at least in the sense that

at no previous stage in history has the~ of democracy been so generally

reaognized and ,such determined:efforts made 'to translate the ideal into reality.

Let us, hOlo/ever, remember that the teI"I~,' if' we 'use it for this reason, should be

regarded as a challenge, not as an expression or a coD1pleted task.
, .

.. '

(more)
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(more)

The problems of that V~Bt majority of humanity which lives ;in the so-called
.' .. . .:.',~ \ t:.. '.~'; ,I i .. ' .• '.' , . . . .:. . , ,;. '.

,under-d.eveloped, cOlU'ltries are closelyr~~ated to tl1,e question I have just men-
- • • t" • ,.-',. L • ,'. • ',0 • • ~ , • ..• ..

tioned. ,We are seeing the beginning of:" ~ ~a'~ere previo~iyV dep(mdent e~untr1eE
. ' '. • .. ' '-.~~~.'.:'t·- ( .' "', ~ " '".,' .'~ .. :" .~:,.', I:',. . .

are cpm!ng into their own. With this, in ,mind 01.U' time. has been c ailed an age ot
re~lution. Hera again a ~~te of ''ia~~g'is c'al'led for." it'~i~~ true that we are

• '. . , . : '. ~ , . .',' '.; . ! ~,.;,

pas.sing through a "dramatic .stage of transition in the great urider-deve1oped part. .', '. . . ; .' ." '. .." - ,. "

o.r the world. But history tells us that the beg:lnnings Qf thi$ go fat' back in
, ",. . . '. "." -,

time and wdoubtedly the process will stretch far into the future. It 1,s'a qu~s-

tfon of organic growth which can be d~yed or aocelerated, guided in a construe-
. ~ - ,

tive direction, or left at the mercy of the strong and chaotic forces at play.

What we see happening represents an acute challenge to the more highly developed

nations' with their greater resources. 1;,'hat has to be done cannot be achieved

through any kind of revolution which, in a brief span of time, would give U8 a

new world. In fact, not.hing is o~ greater importance for a peaceful and constru~

tiva developnent of these lands toward freedom and an equal place in the lrorld thai:. .
to, rospect the laws of natural growth, guiding and helping the necessary change,

"J1thcut ,impatience for overnight results.

,It ,ilJ. som~times said of our time th~~t it is an age which marks the death or

nationali~ and should call for a far-reaching revision of old ideas of national
. ." '",' .' ( ....

sovereignty. Put in this way, I think'the statement is misleading. Nationalism
'\" .. " . .

is very much ~at it always was, and the will:ingness to restrict national

BOvere:Y,.gnty is not very great even in sp~eres '\'ihere the sacrifice would seem, to b.e

small., But this \'iay of characterizins our age is also. true in a sense. Ours i~ a '

time of a new internatiomi.lism '''1hieh, perhaps, is not of our choice bUt, neverthe-. . .
less, must be recognized as inescapable in our world of today \\rith its new means

of communication, its new economic interdependence and its new political

rt'~ationships. This intemationalism also presents.a challenge. It is probable

that it will, step by step, bring about an evolution of national concepts and

policies \mich in the future way 'have a greater effect upon national. sovereignty

than. is evident today. Tha United Nations is an expression of this new inter

nationalism, a response to a \'lOrld-wide need which has arisen. However, as you

c~rtam1y know, the Organization is not vested with any sovereign powers,. The

only exception to this principle is that the dectirity Cowcil may enforce certain

actio~J provided that its ·five, Permanent hembers are agreed-- a possibility which;

for obvious, reasons, today is, highly theore.~ical. It is not likely that a world

organization embracing so many di~parate and, at tiines, antagonistic systE!UlS or .

goven1Illent and ~,a.tiona;J. .~ult.).ll"es could be held together todaY on any other basis.

The United Nations, t,he:r~fore,~ust rely for ~he present mainly on the processes of

negotiation, persuaSion and consent to accol:!lplish its' purposes and, abOVe all, -on

the exercise of enlightened and moral leadership by those in positions ·of
responsibility,
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Frequently, these d~"s, we also hear our time called the ,atomic age. Of

coUrse, the discoveries and imrentions"~ich ,make the t r~endoue torees hidden in

the atom available as a new source ot power have opened a new era. I teel, however
" .:-:, I

that the name "a1;.omic age'" would more rightly be applied to a time when the new

power is used to improve'the conditions ot ;Lite. tormanldnd than to a time whioh

has so tar only added this power to the already _trighttul arsenal ot which we

dispose tor our selt-destruction. What made the proposal ot President E1.-aenhower

in the 'United Nations so encouraging and 80 constructive was the strong eJCPressicn

he gave to his desire tor; and his taith in, the possibility ot initiating a true

atomic age~

All these varioUs names given to our time have been coined and' used in the

world press, by the radio, on television - those powertul modem media which have

opened the way to such vast new possibilities tor mass information. These med.ia

have themselves, in tact, wrought a revolution'in the life ot peoples in some

,ways just as :important, ,or more important, than the other changes I have mentioned.,

The :p<?ssibillties ot mass infonnation have, in some cases, been - and may be 

destructive in their consequences. But they may also be used as powerf'ul instru-
, .

,. iexit:s""tor 'gUidanc'e to true aemocracy and tor' peaceful develo~ent..and true under-

standing between peoples. Experience ShGWB that ruthless leaders may wi~h the hell

of ,these instruments work up teelings ot hatred both within a nation and between

nati~ns. It is tor those responsible to use mass information tor the opposite

purpose. In the world ot the mind, and ot all those techniques of word and sound

and image that reach the mind, it is also important to seek to turn swords' into

ploughshares.

It I ~se1t were to fldd to the 10ng'list ot labels given to our time, I would,

in the light ot what I have said, sugge'st that we call it the age ot responsibilit,

The phrase is obviously open to objections tor the very same reasons as apply to

SOI:le ot the expressions I, have already commented upon: it is in a sense superti

cia1 and, in historical perspective, it may be said to be ~erated.All the

saoe, I teel that the elements ot truth retlected in the other labels tor our age

are sufficiently serious to justi.fy the conclusion that we are now at a juncture. .
where the resppnsibility ot those who are eal1~d upon to be leaders ~s wider and

more tar---reaching than ever betore. ,

You may askril.e: To' whom do you addr'88 yourself? Who is, then,' called upon

I to be a ieader? ~ reply would be: Everybody' who, can exert 1nfluen~e - inside

a smaU group, in his country or allover the )rorld. Herodotus ,said that of ail
,~~~..,~.~WS. tha~,_a,t~llc~ ,man~d, the bitterest is this,that one sh6uld~ave

consciousness ot much but control over nothing. 'That' reuJ:,' be trUe. Who 01 uS
, (more)
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has control ove~ life? But what ,he said would be misleading and a false expression

of defeatism if we were to conclude that because we do not have control, we

therefore have no responsibility. The possibility of influence.. which rests with

everybody, is a sufficient basis for responsibility.

Th~se who have had the privilege of a university education have a special

duty. They have a special obligation to mainta~ their sense of proportion in

judging events inside their community and in rela.tion to other peoples. They

have to' keep awake their sense of what are the trne values.' They must respect

truth. They must show that respect for man and life which grows out of a true

perspective on man and life. Finally, tbey must have the humility of one who

thoroughly' knows his own limitations but also the scope of th" d.emands which face

him in our time.

# # #
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NorE TO CORRESPONDENTS

Th~ follovring remarks, made by the Secretary-G:ene;ral at his background

. press briefing on 10 Fepruary, may be attributed to 'him but: not directly

quoted.
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QUESTION: I hOpe you will not misunderstand this question, but many of

us who work here all the time are often asked by our friends whether the

United Nations is still running. I am talking about people who are fairly well

inf'o:nn.ed. They have the impression that the United Nations just meete during

the time of the Assembly. The reason for that is that the United Nations, in

their minds, does not Beem to be functioning, at least effectively, in any politica

area of the world. The Korean discuseions are really out of the United Nations

handS, and have been for some time. There is the Foreign Ministers meeting in

Berlin. Indo-China is not connected with the United Nations. Kashmir has not

been before the United Nations tor a long time, ev~n though a lot of things are

going on there. This morning, there was a report in the newspapers of a violation

of the Korean armistice, and I presume the United 'Nations, as an organization, has

not yet been informed of that. I should like your opinion, in w~t areas of the

world is the United Nations functioning effectively on a political basis.

The SECBETABY-GENERAL: First of all, I would Bay that I understand your

question very well, because I have met the same objections. People even believe

that the Secretary-General has nothing to do between General Assemblies.

QUESTION: They also believe that nevspapermen have nothing to do.

The SECRETABY..GENERAL: To get back to your question, people have, I

think, a slightly sUllerficial view of what is political actiVity. Even with that

cr.perficial view, I think we must say that the United Nations is extremely active

pclitically in the Middle East. I must Bay we are politically active in Kashmir,

but without going into detail, and we are not out of the picture in Kor~, even if

what is published about the Korean operation is datolined "Panm.u.njom" or, perhaps,

"Washington". If ve d.epart from the more superficial interpretation of vhat is

direct political actiVity, and go into the other field vhere I think it is pO~8ible

to c~ivince people it ie of direct political significance, even if it is ~ot uauall:

('a lIed.. "POUt.t0S" in thE'! dtplonntic l!J.ONa8 ~ thQ vorc1. .• I must l!Ie.~ that quit. a ferNt _ .....

things are happening.on the Trusteeship side, as you know, and in 8~ or the areas
.......... .. .......,.""
where we are engaged. in technical assistance. I think that is really moet

constructive political activity in the narrow sense of the word, eeoeuse ltis a

(more)
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technical activity which has repercussions on the development- of administration, on

the development of democ~atic institutions and on Ule creation of a background for

self -goverment. _

That is rather unspectacular work, and it is

very often forgotten and very often regarded as,a kind of household business. I

th1nk~e should stress strong~ that these Trusteeship activities, these.social

activities, community development and s~ b~ in countries like India, and the

economic activities in other parts of the world have an immediate political
~.......... I. 0/"

impllcat19~,jn the general balance of these count~ies with the rest of the world .
.. *$

To go back to the Eluperficial questio.n, I think I am perfectlyent1tled to say

that in these three spheres there 1s political activity, even if it· does not reach

the headlines. I would even go so far as to say that that political activity has

even more reality than resolutions pass~d by the General Assem~ly.

QUESTION: Do you think it would be helpful if some of these ect1vities

reached the headlines, though head.lines i8 perhaps an ugly word?

The SECRETARY-GENEP.AL: We know what you mean.

QUESTION: Do you think it would be helpful if people were .informed that

the United Nations was activo 1n the Korean situation? No one knows what the

United Nations is doing. I am talking about the United Nations here, a8 a

polItical 1nstitution, not at Pa~unjom.

The SBcqETARY-GENER~: Do not misunderstand me, because it may be

misunderstood, but in order tc make a com~arison we G~n ta~e the case of a good
of the -whee L

,driver. A good driver maker:! cnly slight movements/in order to give direction at

the critical momer~ and I must say that the United Nations political activity is

I not one where we keep fussing around and talking a lot, having day-to-day contacts

and so on. It is a q~estio~ of re~in~ng wide awake und, 8~ to say, saying our

word in the way which seems to us to be appropriate to give that touch to the wheel

In a~y ca8a, there 1s no one else to saywhich helps to keep the car on the road •.

that word, to give that touch to the wheel.

activity. It is extremely difficu~t, t)o use
(more

That 1s what I mean by political

" II"a somewhat misleading term, to ee
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such an activity; to talk about it and to. explain it·•.. I ~., extremely aware of the

risk we run tt-at, because of the type of a~tivity in Buch spheres, people will get

confirmed in their view that the United Nations is non-existent politically, and
,', . " .,

to ,the-extent we can fir..d a way of tell1~ people about it, without cheaply

giving'a st~o~.colo~,to that activity, I feel strongly we should do it.

QUE3TION:. . . This delicate and a bit mysterious politioal activity weare

It is not the Security Council; it is not the

it 'is not the Peace ObservationCon:miE'sion. Is it you?

talking about, who is doing it?
'. .' . .

General As~embly;

The SECRETARY~ENEHAL: To a very large extent you will find.. the

Secretary-General somewhere in the pi,cture., But I do mind your word "mysterious"

because there ia no mystery about it at all.

QUESTION: Is it true that these .many non-United Nations activities

eventually will come before the United Nations for final adjudication, even matters

discussed in Berlin and Banmunjom?

The SECRETARY-GENERAL: Will it come before the United Nations for

discussion? I would not say that, but I am quite sure that, just as you find

the Secretary-General somewhere in the picture when you start thinking of those

stories, so you will certainly find in the United Nations repercussio~, echoes

\' and consequences of these talks again and again. That means, of course, we must

try to be very much on the inside of these developments. I d'onot know whether

they will be brought up here for .final discussion, but they will come inside the

orbit of United NatioDe consideration in oDe way or another.

(more)
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(In regard to the origin of the Jordan River water utilization project.)

The SECRETARY-GENERAL: Well, I can only repeat the history of this matter.

The history is that Mr. Blandford, when he was in charge of UNRWA, took the

initiative and wanted a study made of the River Jordan water utilization. That

question was taken up with Washington in order to get the Tennessee Valley

Authority brought into it. Tl:.e TVA made a study, and that study was completed.

It was really completed in all the senses of the word -- it was printed and

everything. It was brought to our notice, and to my notice personally. I had

not been in on it at all before. Then the decision was taken to bring the ques

tion up with the Middle Eastern cotmtries, and we did not have a chance of en

dorsing that decision. At that special stage, I would like to say quite frankly,

. I would not have endorsed it. In that sense definitely, even if historically

the initiative was taken by a Ur.ited Nations agent, as a plan put out for direct

consideration, none of the main organs of the United Nations is a sponsor of it

a.t present.

* * * *

(Concerning Israel's request for a conference with Jordan under Articl~ XII

of the Armistice Agreement.)

QUESTION: You said earlier that once a request for a conf~rence had been

made by Israel, it would reflect unfavorably on the Armistice Agreement itself if

the conference were not convened and that-it was one of the first duties of the

Secretary-General to see that the status of the armistice is kept as high and as

strong as possible. Could I attribute that statement to you?

The SECRETARY-GENERAL: Yes.

* * * *
(Concerning the Syrian-Israeli irrigation canal issue.)

The SECRETARY GENERAL: I feel strongly about the earnestness of this issue,

as I explained in the Security Council, and I feel that, pending a new considera

tion of the problem in the Security Council, all steps should be taken to prepare

the ground properly so that we would get results.

* * * *
QUESTION: Concerning the gi:(t from the Museum of Modern Art, may we quote

it as an exceli~nt exam~e of American generosity?

The SECRETARY.GENERAL: Yes.

* *** *
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STATEMENT BY SECRETARY -GENERAL DAG HAMMARSKJOLD AT A LWCHEON FOR THE

PRESIDENT 'OF TURKEY TO BE GIVEN BY THE MA.YOR OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK

~'CDAY (1 FEBRUARY) AT THE WALDORF-ASTORIA HOTEL

Mr. Mayor, President Bayar, Distinguished Guests, Ladies and Gentlemen,

It is always a pleasure for me to greet the Chief of State of one of the

members of the United Nations. Today the pleasure is very special. I am here in two

capacities -- first as a guest of the ~lyor of .the City of New York, and secondly

as a representative of the United Nations.

In my first capacity as your guest, Mr. Mayor, I welcome the o~portunity of

saying to you wr~t I said in London only u very short time ago about the site of

the united Nations. Speaking to the British Association for the United Nations in

that city on 17 December, I said, "It is in my View,an advantage to the United

Nations that its Assembly meets and its secretariat works in a co~ntry which

represents such a dynamic force in our world today. This keeps us constantly and

acutely aware of the realities of international politics."

If the choice of the United States. was a~propriate, the choice of New York Cit~

as the location of the United Nations Within the United. States Was no lesa BO. The

world routes of communication converge upon this city, itself in turn the point frot

which news affecting millions of people thro~ghout the world radiates to all parts

of the world. The very population of this city is an etknic repli~a of the United

Nations. I was amused by the story in the press the ot~er day about a Turkioh

student who presented a bouquet of flowers to our diptinguished guest and who

exclaimed afterwards, "I. had to come. to New York to meet the President of my countr~

That is exactly my point.

I look forward to a close collaboration with the authorities of the City of

New York. Being the chief magistrate of "this city., Mr. Mayor, you have an inter

national role to p13y and I wish to apsure you ?f the full and sympathetic

cooperation of all of us at the United N;.,tions.

(more)
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In welcoming th~'distinguished president of Turkey to this city and to the

United Nations, we ,greet him not only as tt1 head of his country and as a

distinguished son of his people. We think also of 0. m~vement, or ~ather of a

deep-felt aspiration, which his country was one of the ~irst to develop. Today

this aspiration is universally recognized as one of the major driving forces of

progress in our time; we cherish it' in.t'lle United Natione as an important hope for

the future. It is reflect~d in a special ac.tivity of that organization known by

the rather austere name of Technical Assistance.

Mr. Bayar was one of the close associates of the great leader of modern

Turkey, Kemal Ataturk, who brought to hie country the techniques and 'the tools of

modern technology, while at the same time, preserving and indeed advancing the

self-expression and self-realization of the best in the national character and

the traditional heritage of his people.

This national aChievement, in which you, Mr. Preoident, have played a
. ' I

leading part, has benefited not only your own country, it has inspired the peoples

of other lande to take stock of -themselves and to seek ways and means of raising

the standards of their national life.

Modern Turkey provides the best possible test of 'the effectiveness of a

programmeof'technical development. There-is a very definite, logical connection

between the national effort'to tran~fdrm Turkey into a twentieth century state and

the leading part modern Turkey has played in the councils and committees of the

. united Nations.' There is a real connection between t.his great national effort and

the active po.rl1cipation of-Turkey together-with fifteen other Member States in

the United Nations action to stop aggieesionin'Korea.

In the United N~tions, Turkey's 'voice commands the respect and attention of

powers great and small~ Her influence an~ authority rest upon the solid

achievements of her people in carrying forward th$ movement of national renais

sance. Of that renaissance you, Mr. President, are the distinguished repre8entati~

On behalf of the United Nations, I ext~nd our best wishes to your people in their

future efforts in the direction of progress, freedom and democracy.
'1

* *** *
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STATEMENT BY SECRETARY~GENERAL DAG HAMMARSKJOLD AT THE ANNUAL MEETING
.' ., , -~.......'" ~

OF THE AssoqlATION OF AMERICAN CqLLEGES A~ CINCINNATI, OHIO ON 13 JANUARY

When I ,became Secretary-General of the United Nations, I acquired at the

same time thepriv11ege of becoming a resident of this great country: True,

most of my time is spent in that little area on the East River in New'York which

is the inte~ational territory of the United. Nations. But a large part of my

profes~i~rial life a~d pr~ctically all my private life is lived in close contact
t'" ,. . ,

with the United States and its citizens.

My duties cover questions of an internationai character, but an understanding

of international questions is based on a thorough 'knowledge of their national

aspects; and so it is for me of immeasurable value, and highly stimulating as

well, to have the chance of observing American life from the inside and'~of trying

to understand its tren~s, its problems and its achievements. The opportunity

you have gi~e~ me of meeting with you, the representatives of higher education

and research in this country, is mo~t welcome and meets a deep need. This is the

case also because, both personally and in the light of my family background, I

have always considered myself, and still have the ambition so to do, primarily

a university man.

There is no difficulty in building a bridge between the life of an inter

national civil servant and the life of one of the millions of citizens of this

country. In my activities at the United Nations I find daily new opportunities

for a deeper understanding of the United States and of its probleme.

In turn, my contacts with you and your colleagues -- men 'engaged in education

and research -- open up new perspectives' regarding my own professional problems.

This blending of two elements which snme people would consider difficult to

reconcile -- political activity in the internati~nal sphere and the concepts and

ideals proper to academic life -- is easy and fruitful. Those working in and for

the United Nations have a wide ground on which to meet with you.

(more)
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The United Nations is the most ambitious effort so far made t~ translate

into practical real~ties the old dream ~f an international community where

nations and peoples are living together -- in fUll r~cognition of lnutua1 problems

and rights -- not as citizens of a'supe~ state, but as members of a free associa

tion so constituted as te provide a frame inside which humanity lnay achieve an

.rderly and balanced prrygress in peace. You, on your side, as educators represent

that oldest of all forms of internationalism, the free search for truth. But,

as educators, you also take a direct and important part in the bUilding of a

world co~unity. And you, in turn, profit in your professional efforts from a

development towards peace and greater international understanding.

As members of colleges and universities, ynu belong to a fraternity which

transcends national b~~daries -- a community of the spirit and of the search

for truth. ,In the Middle Ages, students fr~m Sweden often walked the long way

down to Paris to sit at the feet of Thomas AqUinas and other great teachers.

They were but a few of the many, who, from all cnrners of the Western World

of those days, gathered together and regarded them~elves as citizons of one

world, though all around them the conflicts am~ng cities and states and peopLGs

made Europe an extreme example -of disunity. The traditian they handnd down to

us is based upon and derives its force from the universality of the search for

truth. Although threatened fr~ time to time, the spirit of free intellectual

enqUiry has always triumphed over narrow nationalism and the forces tending to

divide our world. It deeply influenced the philosophy which inspired Jefferson

,; and his great contemp:>raries who formulated the fundamental principles on which

the American nation is founded. It is the very basis of liberal education in

your country.

But, as I said, as educators you not ~nly belong to an international

fraternity of the spirit. You also take an active part in the building of a

world community reflecting the basic unity of interests of all peoples.

You do this in the first place, by your work for the education of the young

men and women of this country, by preducing free and independent citizens, such

as alone can form and develop a strong and free society. You are dedicated to

the ever-expanding ta~k of initiating new generations into the democratic way

of life. In every generation the individual, as he grnws to ~turity, must seek

to fashion his own answer to the fundamental questions about ~he purposes of

society. To do this, he must draw upon the experience of his fellow citizens

and upon the best of the thought which is lis cultural heritage. Conducted in

an atmosphere of freedom, such a ~onstant re-examination of the basic principles

(more) .
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of our society is the very essence of the liberal education of free citizens.

As educators, also, you take part in the building ofa c~mmunity expanding

beyond national boundaries, by inspiring in new gen~rations ideals which give

their life a purpose transcending narrow personal interests. Those students in

the Middle Ages to which I have referred were not only me~bers of. a fraternity

i~ search of truth. They were also animated by a faith in the ultimate aims of

the life of man; they were citizens of a Civitas DeL The liberal education of

free individuals can nnd should 0ear in mind those aspirations and hopes which

sanctify the search for truth as well as our efforts to bu,ild a world of law and

order, and which set the tone for the life of a 60cip.ty as reflected in its best

citizens.

Thus, education is not merely. training. Valuable as specialized training may

be, especially in an age of increasing te.chnologicalcomplexity, it does not, as

such, develop that understanding of common purposes which the citizens ofa com

munity need to build their life together and to give meaning and direction to

their many and var~ed skills. In the recent past, too much of an antithesis has

dev~loped between speciBliz~tionand techn1.cal knowledge on the one hand, and

liberal education and the development of the pereonali tyon the other, as if the

two were mutually exclusive. The very vigour, however, with which this apparent

contradiction has been debated -- and nowhere more vigorously than among educators

themselves -- 1s reassuring evidence of the fact that the search for a restatement

of the fundamental principles of the good life continues within the context of our

civilization anJ of the special problems of our time.

By your influence on the attitude of new generations to society and to life

you, as educators, take part in the general effort to build a world cf peace. But

you may do this just as much by the very substance of the knowledge which students

acquire under your guidance. A wider understanding of the problems of other

peoples and of the background of their endeavours is the bridge to a wiser approach

to the problems arising out of international interdependence. You give students

that understanding by explaining history and by giVing them an insight into the

past which makes. them better builders of the future. And you open.their eyes also

to the working of society and to the nature of international relations, in order

that they may understand the need for international co-operation and the forms that

such co-operation must take.

However, as I said, as educators you not only belong to a fraternity which

is beyond all national boundaries, you not only participate in building a world

community reflecting the common interests of all; you also, in your activities

(more)
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and efforts; profit from' a development Which tra.nsl~te.s~nto t'actshopes for
. . '

an international life to be.. lived. :in .peaceful co,-operation,. among peoples.
" 1 I ." .' • ,~

This is so'obvious that there is no great n~ed ·for.·me- to explain my thought.
~ ;

Who understands better than the educator that it is only in a world of 'peace

that liberal education can be fully developed and·,can give its f.ull yield? . . ,

Who understands, therefore,. better than. the educator the need for ,such economic

and sociai progress '~s may forestall future clashes of interests,social con

flicts and economic failures which might generate international tensions? The

man Who cannot find food for his family d~~s not care much for the problems of

his neighbour and is not likely to show much tolerance. The woman whose

children are sick may find it difficult to take much interest in the problems

of tbegood life. Freedom from the fear of ,tqmorrow .. - the fear of poverty,

sickness or war .. ,. is a fundamental condition·. for success in your eff~rts as

educators to develop free, independent and r~sponsible individuals, who will

play theil' part in the building of a world of peace.

May r, in thi~ context, draw your attention to the problems facing us all

in the case of the so .. ca;Lled under·-developed countries. From the 'point of

view of one engaged in international politics, the awakening of the peoples

of the former colonial and under-developed countries, is one of the great

challenges of our time. But this should be just as true from the educational

point of view, that is to say from the point of view of the men who are

deeply concerned with the life of the spirit. Along with a thirst for knowledge

of the modern iadustrial techniques of the Western World, the peorles of

Asia and Africa are experiencing a rebirth of interest in their own cultures

and a deep preoccupation with the problems of their own identity and· of

their place in the world. The results of this ,awakening will be shared by

material help as well as by the int~llectual and spiritual gUidance that our

own experienceand'maturity will enable us to provide.

r have spoken at some length about your own relation as educators to

the ideals and aims which are the inspiration also of the work of an inter~

national orgwliza~ion ~ike the United Nations. Let me now turn to·a few aspects

of that work.

(more)
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It is not nec~ssary, in speaking to, ~his gro:up, to make, a. dr~tic defence of

the record of the United Nati·ons in the short period of its existenc;e,. I choose

rather to limit my emphasis to certai;n ,parallels between yoU!" attit\lCies, your

philosophy, and your way of life on the one side, and the aims and spirit,of the

United Nations 'on the other. If the United Nations we:t:e to be tested alone by

sensational newspaper headlines or by the passion for emphasis on problems and
, , '

disputes rather than upon solutions and settlements, I think you would get -- as

many people do get -- a distcrted view of its record.

As social scientists, you understand the nature of social evolution, and

l'articularly the manner in which nations and societies _have had to adjust the'm

selves to changes in the past. In sut"Veying the lonG span of history you have

seen the necessity, at various stages, for the emergence of new organizations and

techniques to cope with the needs of a developing society.
\

In our century we have suffered wars, not of a limited regional type, but vast

conflicts, global in their scope. We have seen economic developments in ,one part

of the world drastically affect the economies of other parts ,of the world. We

have seen social and political revolutions, not limited in their scope to a nation,

or peninsula, or region, but extending over whole continents, with heavy reper

cussions in other parts of the world. In the background are th0se technical

developments which in a brief half-century have so fundamentally altered m~y of

the externals of our way of life.

The situation thus facing us made the task of setting up a United Nations
'..~

Organization at San Francisco as natural, as inevitable, a part of sociai evolution

as any other collective social response to a common need. The United Nations, as

a result, is not an appendage added superfic,ially to the lives of ~eopLes and of

nations. It was born out of the demanding requirements of the. age in which we 11ve •

I have special reasons to suggest here the part which the economic, social

and cultural work of the United Nations, and especially its work ':'n the field of

technical assistance, can play in lessening political tensions and in advancing

international peace and security. Tl1is work, is to a large extent concerned with

those problems of the under-developed countries to which I have already referred.

As the peoples in these countries emerge from dependence and take their place

as equals among the nations, they find, in the United ~ations, in UNESCO and in

other specialized agencies an integrated complex of international organizations,

which they can enter, in -which they can find assistance, and in whose forums they

can engage as equals with the' more _advanced nations in the search for the values

which are of common concern to all civilized men. Because of the United Nations J

(more)
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they are spared that transitional period so common in the history ~f new nations,

when 'a newly-found independence presents dangers of involvement in the policies of

older states, and produces a reaction of withdrawal from international' intercourse

which may take several generations to overcome. But" if the new nations need to

participate in the community of. other nations, it is equaJ.ly true that the world

community needs them and the contribution they can bring in terms of fresh points

of view and.~f their traditions and cultures.

To countries which are steeped in the heritage and thought-processes of

Western culture, the emergence of the under-developed countries presents a test.

On the technological side, the needs of the latter countries are being met through

the United Nations P~ogramme of Technical Assistance, the United states Point Four

Programme, and the Coloniloo Plan of the British Commonwealth. But also on the

cultural side, on the side of values and objectives, there is a need for contribu

tions from count-ries which are more experienced in mass education and democratic

technili.ues. Those co:utributions, if they are to be of real value, must be made

with a deep awareness of the rich spiritual heritage and the ancient traditions to

be found ~:.n many countries which, so. far, have only partly shared in the 'economic

and industrial development of the West. Sometimes, in the more advanced countries,

there is a certain impatience to achieve quick results -- an impatience which is

often associated with the desire to have other nations and peoples conform to their

own ways of life and philosophy. This impatience is all to the good if it inspires

us to greater efforts and if it is coupled with the understanding ef divergencies

of national customs and thinking which exists so widely on college and university

campuses. It is not the function of education to compel uniformity. Nor is it

the function of the United. Nations to produce one world in that sense. For good

reason~, Albert Schweitzer has called it a betrayal of the very idea of civiliza

tion to claim pri~rity and predominance for any special national variety of

civilization.

The educator knows that a sympathetic understanding and tolerance of diversity

in the world does not mean a weakening of personal conviction or of devotion to

truth as he sees it. What better illustration could I produce of the truth of this

statement than this very gathering, where members of many religious groups are met

together in a discussion of educational and cultural values common to all, without

any feeling that by so doing you are watering down your convictions; indeed, I am

sure that these exchanges of views only serve to clarify and to strengthen your own

individual insight. The policy-maker in an international organization who attempts

to bring together differing, sometimes severely conflicting, views does so for the

(more)
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purpose of obtaining a pr"l.Ctical solution. The result is sometimes called a

compromise, but compromise for the policy-maker need not, and -- if it is sound

and constructive ..... shoul.d not, be associated with an abandonment of principle.

Reconciliation of vie~~j undertaken with faithfulness to personal and national

convictions, but on the basis of principles expressing a conwon interest of a

higher order, is as has been demonstra.ted over and over again -- in the direct

interest of the parties concerned.

As educators, you are perhaps better qUalified than most men to appreciate

that time and patience and thought are required to develop an understanding of

common values and to achieve full and intimate communication across cultural

barriers. Like tho ways of education, the ways of the United Nations must be

slow. Like you, those who work in the United Nations prefer an understanding

which is the pr~duct of growth and development over a period of time, and is

therefore more lasting, to a dictated but brittle uniformity.

I have addressed you here primarily as representatives of higher education.

But your work is also in research. In the wide sphere of activities conducted by

the United Nations and its specialized agencies we use daily the achievements of

research in technology, medicine, economics, sociology, history and law. We need

your work now • We need your cooperation in the fut-ure.

In these days, the thinking of all is dominated by the eno.:mous problems

created by the greatest technical discoveries and inventions so far made by man.

A few ~eeks ago in the General Assembly of the United Nations, President Eisenhower

made his important pro~osals for joint international efforts to use atomic energy

for peaceful ends. Put to such uses, the new sources Of energy will make it possit

for the nations to transform the world.

Scientists allover the world, through work extending over a very long period:

have opened the doors to new unheard-of progress. It is for us as citizens, and

for us as educators, to assume the resp~nsibility of ensuring that, in the words 0

the President, "the miracul.ous inventiveness of man sb.a.l.l not be dedicated to his

death but ~onsecrated to his life."

We must also tame these new inventions of science to serve the cultural and

spiritual values which are the common heritage of all. To do this, we must contint

to re-examine our own values in the spirit of free enquiry. We must seek to under·

stand the values of other peoples and cultures. We must seek to spread our knov.led{

and our insight among the citizens of our own countries so that they, in turn, may

prOVide intelligent criticism of and Bupport for the policies of their governments.

And, finally, we must seek, through the international machinery which we have
created, to widen the common ground on which all nations can take their stand in
dignity and freedom.

ThUS, and only thus~ will society repay its debt to science for its gift of
new and powerful means or- progress. Thus will the ancient community of scholars
and educators find the results of their search for knOWledge and truth serving, as
they should, as instruments for J.inkitlg together the peoples of the world, in au
their wide diversity, into an international community dedicated to peaceful pr~gres

and decent living. * *** * .


